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the first instance this is

a

descriptive study of the concepts

of development and liberation in general, and an analysis of their

Specific applications

in

the community development and community building

programs of two barrios (villages) in the Philippines.
presents

a

conceptual

approach as well as

a

synthesis for

a

Secondly, it

community liberation-development

design for community-building education to

initiate this concept.
The methodological

approach combines

a

critical

survey of the

literature, with particular reference to Philippine community development,
and an exploratory field study of two barrios.
tion of

a

comorehensi ve community

its educational

1

The conceptual

formula-

iberation-development synthesis, and

implications, is derived from the literature and field

studies
V

The review of literature reveals the differences between

development and liberation concepts

general, as well as their applica-

in

tions in the government's community development program and the Church's

community building project

in

the Philippines.

The results of the

participatory assessment made by the people of the two barrios also
indicate marked contrasts between them.

As hypothesized, the nartici-

pants in the two cases differed in their perception, assessment and

vision of community development.
A deeper analysis of and critical

showed strengths and weaknesses of both.

reflection on the findings
The stress on material

improvement and self-reliance in the community development approach,
as well

transformation cased on people's

as the emphasis on structural

participation in the community building approach are both the needs
which the respondents expressed during the interview-dialogues with
them.

An exclusive emphasis on these as the only alternatives and the

exaggeration of their potentials, has

in

the past led communTty develop-

ment to become "developmental i sm" and the community-building to become

"liberationism".

The result has been continuing underdevelopment.

The proposed synthesis,

development concept,

a

comprehensive community liberation-

conceived as

is

a

dynamic ongoing process which

matches the yearnings for self-actualization with liberating societal
The goal

structures.
they create

a

is

that all men and women can grow as persons whil^.

community, and the community can flourish as it liberates,

nourishes and challenges its members.
goal, the study suggests

strategy and program.

a

As an initial

step towards this

specific community-building education

This pilot project should not only help to initiate

and feasibility.
the synthesis but would also test its validity
vi
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INTRODUCTION

HISTORIES of nations and groups, as well as
biographies of
individuals, are filled with accounts of the efforts
of men and
women to solve their problems, to answer their
needs, and to develop

themselves through collective action without losing their
identity
or destroying the uniqueness of others.
for sel r-actual

i

It

is

about these quests

zation in community and for community building amidst

individual differences that this study is concerned.
I

oday there are so many concepts of community development (CD)

that experts in the field are both hesitant and reluctant to define
it.

The story of the five blind men describing an elephant as only the tail,
the leg,

the hoof,

the belly or che tusk, depending on the part he is

holding, is very true of community develcoment.
to

view CD mainly in terms of Gross National

gress.

Thus economists tend

Product and material pro-

Sociologists are orone to see it as social change, while anthro-

pologists as cultural

values and beliefs that relate to modernization.

Politicians look at CD as

a

of nation building while social

individual

and social

or grouD becomes,

While

a

for mobilizing the masses

tool

reformers consider it

problems.

a

in

the task

means of solving

And the more specialized each discipline

the narrower is

the focus.

narrow focus and overspecialization frequently equate CD

with toilet construction and infrastructure improvement,
with vague goals of societal

a

broader view

transformati on may make of it an inspiring

Utopian dream equally unattainable.
1

These extremes, which neither pro-

2

rnot6

d6velopment nor creatG cornmunity, can bG sggh

in

Gconomically

oriGntGd CD projGCts and in confl ct-focusGd community mobilization
(CM)
i

programs.

VJhilG

thG "Gconomic"

approach would SGttlG for small, con-

crGte and visible quantitative results in the material sphere, the

conflict-mobilization model seems
goals and demonstrations.

to

be satisfied with beautifully worded

The one is so concrete as to be uninspiring or

incomplete, the other so visionary and fiery as to be unrealistic.
is

easily counted; the other defies the conventional

ment.

One

tools of measure-

While each tendency potentially has something to offer to the

cause of community development, they have in practice contributed to
the common phenomenon in community development of promising starts and

early fade-outs.

There is

a

need to have

a

viable alternative or syn-

thesis that may have better prospects for comprehensive and continuous

community development.
The purpose of this study is to develop such

munity devel opment-and-

1

i

a

comprehensive com-

deration concept, and to identify some educa-

tional

implications or steps which will help with its initial imolementa-

tion.

This effort represents an attempt to synthesize the two-fold quests

for identity and community,

for self-actualization and community building,

and for liberation and development, as they appear in Third World coun-

tries such as the Philippines.

This concept will

be developed in refer-

ence to
-

the context of the Western-devel opment and conflictliberation concepts of community development as they

appear in
-

some specific programs and contexts in the Philippines,
with particular reference to case studies where the two
concepts have been applied.

3

I

he barrios,

or villages, which will

be used as

reference cases for the

conceptual considerations are the rural communities
of Nagbalayong and
Talim.

ihe CD program in

the former was

initiated by two religious

sisters of the Catholic Church, while in the latter
it was started by

government community development workers.
The methodol oqi cal approach combines

a

critical

literature with exploratory field studies, which

is

review of the

then followed by

conceptual development based on these sources and personal experience.
The approach includes components of the axperience-reflection-action
spiral

(described more fully in Chapter VI).

Basically this spiral has several dimensions:

In

-

experiencing the barrio by going to it and living in it,
listening to the people, accepting what they'offer, and
learning from them; presenting them with the results of
their observations, and listening to them reflect on the
results and begin to use them for their own short-term
plans for action;

-

experiencing and reflecting on the views or conceptions
in the literature that deal with comparable issues, as
well as their translations into action elsewhere in the
world and in the Philippines; and

-

combining these experiences and reflections in devising a
comprehensi ve model for development and liberation, and
identifying the implications of such a concept for preliminary action through educational activities.

these sequences the student gets in touch with both the people

on the grassroots

level

and thinkers in the field of community develop-

ment and obtains both specific and general perspectives on needs and issues in the field.

of

a

In

the process the student acquires the experience

person-centered oartici patory learning process.

the development of comoassion,

One outcome

is

self-confidence and competence needed

.

4

to

faciliuate people's growth as one grows with them.

And hopefully

the community-building strategy that has
emerged from tnis process

is

better grounded in the people themselves as well as in
the assessment
of issues in the broader field.

More specifically in regard to the case studies,

a

method of

parti ci patory assessment was used that employed
dialogue-interviews

and observations

(described in Chapter IV).

To get

picture of the

a

community projects and their impact on the life of the people, the
following areas and questions formed the core of the

i

nvesti aati on

Barrio perception formed one of the areas of investigation.

Perception

is

ity projects,

here seen as the people's awareness of the present communsome changes they may have brought about as well as the

methods employed by the workers.

Identifying activities and community

projects that need to be undertaken

is

also part of perception.

The

types of inquiries used to explore this perceptual dimension of the

barrio residents toward CD included:
are the Si ster/Government workers doing in your barrio?

1.

'v^hat

2.

What changes have you noticed since 1976 when they started
working here?

3.

Who plans, decides, implements and evaluates projects?

4.

What other activities would you like to be undertaken now?

5.

What community development projects would you like to have
in the future?

A second area of exploration was

evaluation of the project.

Evaluation

concerned with barrio residents
is

taken to mean the people's

assessment of the methods used, of their own potential contribution to
community activities, and of the personal

impact that participation had

.

:

5

on

them in the past.

Four questions were posed;

6.

Do you think the people here can continue what has
been
started by the Si ster/'Dovernment workers?

7.

Are you satisfied with the way projects are handled?

8.

How can you contribute to the work of the project?

9.

How are you affected by your participation in the projects?

The last area of concern was vision

formulation.

Why?

This is under-

stood to mean people's ability to conceptualize, symbolize and share
their concepts and images of development with other members of the group.
The kinds of questions for evoking responses included:
10.

Would you consider the Si ster/Government work
barrio as total human development? Why?

11.

What does development mean to you?
real development has taken place?

12.

What

is

your symbol

for development?

in

your

Or when will you say

Why?

These broad areas of investigation and attitude recording are
based on several assumptions
1.

The community served is a reliable source of information on
the activities initiated by the Si ster/Government project.

2.

The community's perception of the effects of these activities
is as good as, if not better than, measuring the outcomes of
activities by objectives.

3.

The community's suggested activities for the government/
the Sisters indicate degree of satisfaction/dissatisfaction
with their present activities and possible areas of more
This is so because activities
effective and relevant service.
because they are not
either
which do not bring satisfaction
answering the needs of the people or are not beneficial will
be proposed for discontinuance while activities that are useful
and are answering the needs of the people will be suggested
Thus the degree of satisfaction/
for continuation or starting.
dissatisfaction is considered an indicator of relevance and
effect! veness

6

4.

Lifective community development work prepares the
community
for sel -rel i ance and indigenous leadership.
I

5.

The communi ty s perception of those involved in
the planning,
decision-maki>,g, implementation and evaluation reveals
the
uype of participation encouraged by the Sisters/the
government.
'

6.

Maximum participation of the community is an important service of the leadership to the community.

Within the context of these assumptions and the broader concepts
of development and liberation, it is hypothesized that Nagabalayong and

Talim, as concrete expressions of applied liberation and development

concepts, will

have populations who will

differ in their perception,

assessment and vision of community development.

Namely,

-

In terms of perception Talim will tend to stress material
and economic improvements while Nagabalayong will concentrate more on social and structural changes like consciousness raising, people's participation and organization.

-

Regarding assessment, Talim is likely to use material benefits and external norms as the measure of effectiveness and
continuity, while Nagbalayong will employ personal impact
and community commitment as the yardstick of success.

-

As for the vision and concept of development, Talim will
be inclined to see development as material and economic
self-sufficiency, as harmonious and peaceful relationships,
as clean and beautiful surroundings
Nagabalayong, however
will go beyond these to critical awareness of the present
situation and active involvement in changing the present
;

situation.
If the first intended outcome of this study is

tive,
l

i

that is,

a

comprehensive program based on

berati on-devel opment concept,

of its educational
In

a

a

viable alterna-

comprehensive community-

the second outcome will

be

a

clarification

implications.

the past, CD has mostly been in the hands of economists, socio-

logists, extension workers, social workers and even school people, while

7

CM (Community Mobilization)

has been the specialty of social

especially among students.

In

both cases, workers have tended to view

education as teaching or teach-ins:
people either

activists,

explaining, lecturing and showing

to produce more or how to do things more efficiently

hov/

or how to analyze the evils of society and organize for
structural

changes.

If the process

monologue than

a

has been more of telling than asking, more of

dialogue, the content has been equally foreign deal-

a

ing either with Western concepts of individual

modernization and democracy, or radical
feudalism and socialism.
not only led to

a

terms

rights,

industrialization,

like imperialism,

fascism,

This inadequate understanding of education has

weak educational component in CD and CM.

it also no

doubt has contributed to the people's passivity and indifference to
projects.

Somehow this type of education

in

over-stress ng projects
i

and procedures (prescribed to how), has failed to allow people to dis-

cover the meaning of progress, of development and community.
coming,

This short-

together with the failure to relate CD and CM to people's lives

and to link the parts with the whole of development and liberation, may
in

part explain the phenomenon of promising beginnings and quick endings

of community projects.
By exploring the implications of

tion-development concept for education
gies in particular,

a

in

comprehensive community liberageneral

and educational

strate-

this study hopes to offer some fresh insights and

hypotheses, to suggest some innovative techniques in both formal and

nonforma

1

education that are related to

ion-developmenz.

a

comprehensive community libera-

n

i

8

1

f

ca

c9

participatory evaluation
ti

of the process of the study lies in the
use of
in

gathering the data and the experi ence-refl ec

on-acti on method in formulating

action.

If the

synthesis and

a

a

concrete program of

respondents found the interview useful because it made

them aware of the present and potential community projects
as well as

their effects on them, if they felt the dialogue helpful

in

that it

clarified their concept and vision of development and started their
planning, then the process has made

a

developmental contribution.

Also the student's involvement in parti

ci

patory evaluation is an effec-

tive way of being introduced to the barrio community or testing oneself
to see

if this

is

the type of work one would like to get into.

And for the people, policy makers and the workers, the use of
the axperience-reflection-action method in formulating

a

vision and

philosophy of development,

a

program of

in

evolving and implementing

a

action should help to increase participation and commitment to the

program and promote oroject relevance and effectiveness.
line too will
in

facilitate their growth in sel f-conf i dence and teamwork,

compassion for one another and
The conceptual

a

Such discip-

in

competence in the work.

importance of the study comes from the fact that

comprehensive community liberation-development concept

native to the existing CD models.

is

an alter-

The synthesis also invites policy

makers and workers to:
-

-

-

construct their own philosophy and program with the
active particioation of the people;
test the program and make the necessary changes and
modification;

refine the method of gathering data for
fiable analysis.

a

more quanti-

9

Insofar as this is an attempt to situate
community development and

liberation praxis in their broader historical
and conceptual contexts,
the study can also serve as an introduction
to the field of community

work.
As

concepts and perspectives in general are helpful

the why (goal). and how (process)

should

a

defining

and the what (nature and content), so

comprehensive community development-

and CM policy makers and workers in
it can help

in

a

1

i

berati on concept aid CD

number of tasks.

For instance,

them to:
-

define and clarify the goals, processes and types of
community work they are committed to;

-

generate some guidelines for planning, implementing
and evaluating community programs and projects; and

-

identify community capabilities and potentials as well
the conditions for effective and relevant community
projects, thus helping them to:

as

•

•

•

In

work and collaborate with other disciplines and
agencies,

suggest to educators educational strategies that
are consistent and congruent with a comprehensive
community liberation-development concept, and

create relevant and responsive community-development educational components.

its order of presentation

barrios as reference points.

,

the study will

begin with the

Chapter One, then, will

introduce the

barrios and indicate the similarities in their perceptions of develoo-

ment as expressed in the recent

"present"
is

is

di al

ogue- nterviews
i

.

If the specific

seen through the eyes of the villagers, the general

captured by the pens of thinkers and practitioners.

"past"

Thus Chapter Two

traces the evolution of community development from its early beginnings

10

to

the present with particular reference
to Western concepts and their

application

in

governmental programs in the Philippines.

Chapter Three

deals with liberation praxis as another
approach to underdevelopment,
as developed in Latin America and applied
by the Church

pines.

in

the Philip-

Philippine applications of the two concepts are
examined

in

Chapter Four, where we return to the study of Talim
and Nagbalayong.
From an analytic reflection of the past and

a

critical assessment of

the present community development experiences,
emerges

community development-liberation concept and program
followed by

a

in

a

comprehensive
Chapter Five,

discussion of its first implementing steps through commun-

ity building-education in Chapter Six.

CHAPTER
A TALE OF TWO BARRIOS:

I

SIMILARITIES AND NEEDS

NAGBALAYONG AND TALIM, the reference cases for this study, are
two rural

villages near Manila.

They share many things in common and

are similar to many other Philippine barrios in their characteri sti
cs

and needs.

At the same time each is unique.

This chapter will

serve

as

an introduction to the barrios and will

in

their features and needs as revealed in the dialogue-interviews.

Their contrasts will be discussed
analysis of Chapter

in

indicate the similarities

connection with the case study-

IV.

Overvi ew

Nagbalayong and Talim are both communities
is

one of the coastal

trudes into Laguna de Bay and

In

Nacbalayong

barrios of Bataan facing the China Sea and is

Talim

three hours drive from Manila.

Manila.

in Luzon.

is

is

a

that part of Rizal which pro-

an hour's car and motorboat ride from

Both communities are economically based on farming and fishing.

each many of the elders still

recall

happier days, when the land and

the sea yielded abundant harvests of rice and fish, when life was easier
and simpler.

ment:

Both have been dramatically touched by Western develop-

Nagbalayong through the

1.1

billion dollar nuclear plant, the

first in the Philippines, and Talim through the big fish pens owned by
rich corporations and the observation-study tours for foreign and local
CD experts.

If Talim'

s

mended fences, clean streets and toilets are the
11

:

12

government's pride in rural community development,
dagbal ayong
plant

is

its

'

s

nuclear

glory in economic development and industrialization.

The population of both communities is young, poor
and inade-

quately educated:
Young
-

60% of the population is 15 years and below.

1

Poor:
-

P268.35 ($35.50) is the average monthly income
of farmers and fishermen, in comparison to the
national per capita income of $450.00.2

-

65% of these earn between P125.00 and P275.00
a month.

-

7-9 persons

the average family size.

is

Inadequately educated:
-

Out of 130 respondents
59 finished Grade Four,
37 finished Grade Six,
25 reached High School,
6
1

got to College,
took some vocational

courses

Because they are young they have not yet lost their capacity
to dream:
-

For themselves they hope...

..."to have
into."

a

life other than the one they are born

..."to become competent individuals and parents able
to send their children to school and to provide
the family with a good future."
..."to have a long and quiet life blessed with material prosperity and good relationships."

"

"

13

-

For their children,

they aspire for...

..."a bright future consisting of an adequate
education, possibly a college degree, a stable and
well- paying job and good conduct that will earn
for tnem the respect of the community."
-

For their barrios they expect...

...qualitative changes which lie in "concerted actions
towards awareness, equality and freedom, unity and
self reliance, peace and cooperation as well as the
building of a haopy, harmonious and congenial fellowship with one another."
...quantitative changes such as "a beautiful place with
good roads, playgrounds, parks, hospital, clean streets
and toilets."
But

lc\q

most important quantitative change they are asking for

is

imorove-

ment in their livelihood and betterment of their economic situation.

Thus

their most frequently mentioned aspirations are;
.
.

.

"not to be hungry.

..."to have the basic necessities of life especially
food.

..."to have a decent
vel
and fishing equi pment.
i

i

i

.

hood.
a job... some farming
a little capital."
.

.

.

While aspirations indicate possibilities and point to the future, tney
also define limits and mirror the past and the present.
and aspirations reveal

In

fact, dreams

absence more than presence, want more than abun-

Just as the slave yearning for freedom indicates the absence of

dance.

freedom, so also the poor man's aspiration for economic sufficiency reveals

a

lack of material

goods, and the elementary graduates'

education the inadequacy of schooling.

If this

is

so,

it is

ing that the people of both Talim and Magbaiayong express:
-

the lack of basic goods and services, such as--

desire for
not surpris-

;
^

3

,
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ack
ack
...lack
...lack
...lack
-

...

1

...

1

of
of
of
of
of

i

ncome

capi tal

job opportunities
artesian wells and drinking water
hosoital, transportation, and electricity;

the presence of the powerful

as--

...the nuclear plant in Nagbalayong,
...the military at the entrance of the forests of
Bataan,
...the big fish pens owned by rich corporations in
Ta i m
1

-

and the feeling of helplessness and hopelessness as
seen in--

gambling and drunkenness,
...communication gap between the youth and their
elders
...conflicts and quarrels between the old residents
and the newcomers in Talim,
...lack of cooperation, unity and persistence,
...passivity and apathy.
...

These appear to be the main problems and the biggest threats to life
and resources.

pirations.

These too are the death blows to their dreams and as-

The people of Talim and hagbalayong are not alone in their

poverty and powerlessness.

Their P265.85 monthly income for

a

family

of six has made them part of:
-

the 68% of the Filipino population whose income
below the food threshold (P544.80 a month for a
fami ly of six)

is

,

-

having

a

daily calorie intake of 1,670 which accord^
is one of the lowest in Asia,^

ing to World Bank rates
-

and the children, if they survive from malnutrition
will be among the 50% of Filipino youth who are out
of school
.

,
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We will

now turn to specific representati ves of
these young, poor and

inadequately educated men and women of Talim and
Magbalayong.
they are only

a

that make

of the total

6S/o

Although

part of the fishing and farming sector of
the Philippines

population, their perception and concept of

development is just as valid as those of the experts.

After all, they

have experienced the development programs, and their
responses to com-

munity development workers and projects and policies have
generated the
data out of which experts and researchers have fashioned models
and

principles of community development,

primary sources.

ihese villagers,

in

fact, are our

They are the community without which there would be no

community development.

To them we are turning,

in

the hope that

hearing them we may listen, and looking through their eyes we may see;
that seeing and listening, being with them and for them, we may finally

understand their perception and concept of develooment.

Their spontane-

ous recollections and replies to specific questions during the dialogue-

interviews can provide some clue to their perception of community development.

The Sisters'
-

-

-

-

-

activities in the barrio were identified as:

making home visits,
starting meetings and discussions with different groups,
training leaders,
conducting family life seminars for parents,
teaching children religion,
initiating income producing projects like piggery and
common gardens,
helping groups in their protest against the nuclear
plant
helping people
becoming aware of the present situation,
in analyzing their problems,
in discovering the relationship between local problems
and the national situation.
in

16
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PERCEPTIONS OF DEVELOPMENT
IN NAGBALAYOMG

I
just came from the store.
Everything is so expensive,
imagine, a medium sized fish which used to be
50 centavos
IS now PI. 50.
Look at these papayas, each cost 60 centavos,
before we just asked from our neighbors when we didn't
have
any and gave them away when we had plenty.

But now things have changed ... Fi rst the roads were built,
then
electricity came, and finally the construction of the nuclear
plant started.
Many of the men in the barrio were hired to
work but many newcomers also settled here-- aborers from
other
places.
Today we have more money but things are so expensive
...and there are a lot of goods to buy like stereo, TV and
clothes. .also we can easily get them on credit... the only
trouble is when the construction is finished our men will
have no more jobs... we might even be ejected out of this place
because we are very near the plant."
a housewife
1

.

"Of course many people seem to be haopy about the nuclear
plant, especially those who are employed there now.
What
many do not realize is that when the construction is over
they lose their jobs as we who are still tilling the soil
and casting our nets have already lost much of the land and
the catch because of the nuclear plant.
And when the plant
is in full operation we shall lose not only jobs, fields and
fishing grounds but also our homes, but the government says
this is development and we should be happy about it."
a

farmer

,
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.he respondents were asked:

development?
-

Would you consider these as community

Almost all of them said yes, and even added:
(heir work is development because "through
group action and reflection we have become aware
of the present situation and learned...
to observe and analyze as well as ask
questions,
to decide and act together for the barrio's
welfare,
to forget self and be concerned for one another."

-

Their work
is

is

development because "the program

based on the peoole's needs and the barrio's
si

tuati on

clarifies issues by sharing information and methods
of solving problems,
promotes unity and equality by allowing the oeople
to decide."
-

Their work is development because "it
gress and attitude change."

is

aimed at pro-

The vision of development that emerges from these responses
is

is

one that

aimed at progress through change of attitudes; it is practical and

people oriented; it clarifies issues, equalizes relationships, and unifies and activates individuals and groups.

Through critical reflection,

collective decision and responsible action are taken for the common good.
The vision becomes clearer and more vivid during

a

dialogue sharing when

they use symbols to exolain their vision of development:'^
-

The youth likened developm.ent to
a broomstick:

a

fresh leaf and

fresh leaf because development, i ke a leaf, is
fresh when peoole desire change and are willing
to pay the price."

"a

1

broomstick because decision making for development requires sharing of talents and unity of purAlone a stick cannot sweep; the sticks must
pose.
tied
together.
In the same way individuals must
be
share their talents for a common purpose to bring
about development."

"a

"
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The farmers compared development to soil
and fruit:
"soil

because mother earth provides us with the raw
materials tor development, because land is not
only
the mam source of livelihood but also
one of the
serious problems tor the majority of our
people,
who are andl ess
.

1

"fruit because as bearing fruit is a sign of the
maturity of a tree, so is growth in awareness an indicator of personal development.
As the roots and
other parts of the tree shared in the making of the
fruit as well as in enjoying it, so with development
--its fruits must be shared by all, its fruits must
be for all."
-

The workers saw development as an earthen jar,
of pal ay and a bottle of medicine;

a

stalk

"an earthen jar because just as earth without human
creativity remains formless mud, development without a Filipino soul is shapeless form."
"a stalk of palay because as the stalk is made uo of
individual grains and as every grain is important so
is development carried out by individuals, each of

whom

is

important but has formed

a

unity with others."

bottle of medicine. .medicine prolongs life and
cures sickness; develooment must have health services
for the care and preservation of life."

"a

.

Alive and life-giving like the fresh leaf and the medicine, creative and
free as the earthen jar and the grains of palay,

united and equal as the

fruit and the broomsti ck-- these are some of the essential

authentic development for the people of Nagbalayong.

features of

"
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PERCEPTIONS OF DEVELOPMENT
IN TALIM

"Itwas 1966, the year of the World Medical meeting in
Manila.
I
still remember how busy we were preparing for
the one day visit of the delegates to that
conference
The government spent -R-l 5 ,000 00 for toilet bowls and
paint for the fences.
In those days we still got the
bowls free, now we have to pay for them... but that is all
right.
After all we should not be too dependent on the
government. .. that was the old society.
.

In the New Society we no longer ask what the government
can do for us but instead we say vjhat can we do for the
government.
That is why most of our community projects
are done on a voluntary basis.
Every Sunday a group of
us is on call to dig for the people's toilet.
The only
thing the owner of the house is asked to do is to pay
for materi al s--empty gasoline drums, bowl and a little
snack.
a

barrio leader

"Our toilet isn't finished yet.
You see my husband is
only a fisherman.
He earns when he is lucky P8.00 a day
and we have three children.
The catch is getting smaller
and smaller since the big fishpens were built.
And tne
fishermen cannot catch the fish when they go near the fish
pens.
If they pursue the fish they can be arrested since
there is a municipal regulation against fishing 30 meters
near the fish pens.
Life is so difficult that many have
resorted to stealing.
Some, in fact many, have lost their
fishing nets and motors while fishing."
"And for the toilet we need to buy two empty gasoline drums
at P50.00 each and the bowl for ten pesos plus the roof and
the walls and cement at P25.00 a bag.
All in all we would
need at least P200.00.
That is almost a month's salary.
Of
course we want a toilet of our own, that is also what the
barrio council and the government want, but what can we do?"
a

housewife

,
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After enumerating the government's activities
as:
-

-

granting loans to fishermen,
construction and repairing artesian wells,
repair of roads and piers,
building of the barrio hall,
conducting a day care for pre-school ers
having sanitation and beautification campaigns,

the respondents gave their reasons for considering
the above as commun
ity development.

This

is

development because:

'these projects will lead to development"
this is not development we will not do it."
development is the aim of the government."
"the barrio is reaping its fruits:
||if

-

-

mended fences and clean streets
a health center that gives medicine and toilets",

"the barrio is alive and healthy"
"the people do not object, they obey and follow, they
cooperate together."
An outline of their vision of developmient is provided by their exolana

tion of the symbols they have chosen for development.

Revolution and

a

A

torch. Green

garment factory are the main representati ves of

a

development that must be:
"light-giving as a torch, continuing as the Olympic torch
that is handed from one generation of athletes to another,"

"hunger-appeasing and elevating like the Green Revolution
which will provide food and beauty to the community,"
"income producing as a garment factory where the young men
and women can be gainfully employed."

^heir perception of the government's activities as well as the meaning
of their symbols reveal

a

vision of community development that starts

with the basic need for food and gainful employment and ends with

clean and beautiful environment.
in

a

clean and beautiful

community

A well-filled and busy people
is

a

a

living

dream shared by almost all of
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the respondents except for one who feels:

"This is not enough because

development must go beyond toilets and beautification
projects."
So

far we have seen the similarities between
Talim and Nagbalayong,

similarities which they share with the rest of the
people in the Philippine barrios today.
common,

Indeed they have many characteri sti cs and needs in

the common problems of poverty, powerlessness
and inadequate

education; the common aspirations for the blessings of material
prosperity
and wholesome fellowship; the com.mon perception of community
development
as

not merely overcoming present obstacles to physical

survival

but qo-

ing beyond them into equality and freedom, creativity and
cooperation,

self-reliance and community, peace and happiness with dignity and confidence.

Eioved by the same hopes,

fettered by the same cnains, the people

of Talim, Nagbalayong and the 27,000 other Philippine barrios share

a

common fate which Charles Dickens' epilogue to the Tale of Two Cities

describes as:
It was

the best of times
the worst of times.
It was the age of wisdom,
it was the age of foolishness.
It was the spring of hope,
it was the winter of despair.
We have everything before us,
we have nothing before us.^
it was

Their desire is to change these lines into:
the worst of times.
the best of times.
was the age of foolishness,
the age of wi sdom.
was the winter of despair.
the spring of hope.
had nothing before us.

It was
It

is

It
It

is

It

is

It

We
We have everything before us.
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Before looking more closely at the contrasts and
development efforts
in

these

tvyo

barrios, we will

first consider two broad approaches taken

by community development in the outside world wnich
have influenced the

strategies used in these two cases.

CHAPTER

II

WESTERN CONCEPTS OF COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

In th6 futurs men will dchieve the
perfect society
and the hannonious relation will be established
between the individual and society.
Family relations will be freed from material considerations
and will be based solely on mutual love and friend.

sh

i

p

,

.

.

3
M
Marx

We, mankind, contain the possibilities of earth's
immense future and can realize more and more of them
on condition that we increase our knowledge and our
love.
This seems to me is the distillation of the
Phenomenon of Man.

Huxley

The main purpose of this chapter

ment in general, and
in

its

Phil

is

9

to situate community develop-

ippine communi ty development in particular,

broader historical and conceptual context.

As

implied in

Marx's view and Huxley's summary of Chardin's vision of authentic development, many issues in Western thought on development concern the

relationship oetween such factors as economic well-being on the one
hand and harmonious end states on the other.

Conceptions of the nature

of development and how to achieve it obviously have differed over time
in

the Western tradition.
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In

this chapter the first section
focuses

on Western theories

of development while the second
concentrates on Western concepts of

community develooment in particular; the
third part looks at Philippine community development efforts as
an application of one Western

concept.

Western Theories of Development

Western approaches, the product of almost two
thousand years
of Western history, tend to have an
tion in their analyses of social

evolutionary stability

in

i

ndi v1 dual -psychol ogi cal

orienta-

problems, to stress equilibrium and

politics, to favor free enterprise, the profit-

motive, consumption and industrialization in economics, and
to extol
freedom, autonomy,
life.

initiative, law and education in its socio-cul tural

The concrete image of development seems to be

a

well-planned,

clean and beautiful city whose people, gainfully employed
tories and stores, are loyal and dutiful to

a

in

its

fac-

state which provides

them with adequate human services and social security from the cradle
to

the grave,

and who can consume as much as they can afford, say and

do whatever they want so long as

law ana order,

tige, and security are maintained.

In

his Social

progress, nati onal pres-

Change and History:

Aspects of the Western Theory of Development

,

ohree predominant philosophies of history:

the Greek Cycle,

tian Epic and the Modern Theory.
the Western theory of development.

Robert Nisbet describes
the Chris-

For him, these are the foundations of
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Greek Cycle Theory

Reflecting on the ancient world's experience
of developmentthe rise and fall

of empires,

the birth,

life and death of civiliza-

tions--the Greeks conceived development as
being manifested
ring cycles.

In

the charming story of Demeter,

seed-deities, Nisbet sees

a

in

recur-

the most popular of

concrete illustration of the Greek Cycle

theory of history.
The conceptualization of development thus

begins with an

image that is born out of man's curious fascination
about himself, the

world and the present situation, of his questioning spirit
and his

answer-seeking drive.
gree,

Having developed these qualities to

high de-

the Greeks were the first in the Western world to wrestle with

the question of development and to draw

ever,

a

it

is

a

concrete image of it.

Seneca who tells us the essence of the classical

How-

theory of

development;

Whether the world is a soul or a body under the government of nature, like trees and crops, it embraces in its constitution all that it is destined to experience passively from
Its beginning right on to its end:
it resembles a human beina,
all of whose capacities are wrapped up in the embryo before
birth.
Ere the child has seen light, the principle of beard
and grey hairs is innate.
Albeit small and hidden, all the
features of the whole body and every succeeding period of life
are there.
For the Greeks and the Greco-Roman world this was an adequate perspec-

tive from which to view the rise and decline of Athens and Hellenism,

of Macedonia and Hellenistic culture, of Rome and the Greco-Roman civilization.

And as long as Greek thought and Roman order ruled the Empire,

this theory was beyond question.
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Christian City of God Theory
But Alaric's sack of Rome in 410 and
Augustine's The City of

written immediately following that event, not
only challenged the
recurring cyclical theory but also introduced

a

new dimension:

the events of human history is the Omnipotent
Will

behind

of God that guides

mankind's march towards its final goal--union with
God.. Thus, for
August! ne:
The education of the human race represented by the
people of God, had advanced like that of an individual,
through certain epochs or as it were, ages so that it
might gradually rise from the earthly to heavenly things
and from the visible to the i nvi si bl e
^

.

If for the Greeks

the beginning of any cycle already contains

of its glory and shame,

its

the seeds

achievements and failures, its growth and

decay, for Augustine and the Christians the end of human history is

already assured.

This assurance of victory answered the pagan accusa-

tion that the Christians were to blame for the fall of Rome;

inspired them to work to prepare for the City of God.

it also

This task began

when the sons of Roman nobles and barbarian chiefs discovered the intellectual

treasures of the Greco-Roman and early Christian thought

the monastic schools and scripcoria;

in

they learned from the monks not

only the teachings of Christ but also the basic skills in farming.
With these the building of Christian Europe started, reaching
its

peak in the 13th century--a century whose intellectual pursuits

gave us Thomas Aquinas'

Summa Theologica and the first universities,

whose cultural endeavors left the world with Dante's Divine Comedy and
Francis Assissi's Canticle to the Sun

,

whose artistic creativity fash-

^
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ioned the Gothic cathedrals of turope with
towering spires and multi-

colored rosebowl windows, and whose social
concerns led to the founding
of hospitals,

the establishment of the guilds and the
presentations of

miracle and morality plays.
The power of Augustine's City of God did not
last very long,

however.

Although keeoing his notion of the non-recurrent and
trans-

historical nature of history and development, social
philosophers "modilied his vision and especially after the 17th century
secularized it,

placing in nature, spirit, civilization, or dialectic what
they took
from God whom Augustine had made responsible for the First
Princi

pi e.

"

^

Perhaps Augustine's most important contribution was the realization
that while descriptive models are useful, they are not enough.

having accepted development as

a

recurring cycle the questions:

For

why?

why do cycles take place? if they recur, why?, still persist.

Shocked by the misery and sufferings brought about by Alaric's
invasion of Rome (which appeared to the pagans as the conclusion of

cycle for which the Chri sti ans

wpi^e

responsi

why of history and human development.

bl e

)

,

a

Augustine pursued the

While his Christian faith con-

vinced him of God's role as the First Principle in history, his classi-

training led him to conceive human history as one cycle unfolding

cal
in

different epochs

till

it reaches

history, human development has
and beyond itself.

ment

is

a

its

final

goal.

For Augustine then,

meaning because it has

a

goal within

Man's quest for and participation in human develop-

not just for himself or for development's sake but for something

or someone greater than himself.
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.Modern Linear Theor'

Having observed both the regularity
of the seasons and the fate
of
ci /i

1

_ations

1

the Greeks and the ancients had
conceived human development

,

as manifested in recurring cycles
of birth,

growth and death.

Being ac-

cused of causing the Fall of the Roman
Empire, Augustine and the Christians

retorted with

a

philosophy of history that viewed development
as

a

cycle

that started with God in the creation of
man, continues with God and man
in

the redemption of the world and ends with
the victory of the City of God

over the City of man.

Having discovered man and the world--his power
and

glory during the humanistic revival of the
Renaissance, his reason during
the era of the Enlightenment,

his power over nature at the beginning of the

Scientific Ace and the Age of Discovery and his freedom
during the French
Revolution, Modern man envisioned development as
Thus, in 1688 rontenelle wrote:

"Men will

be no end to growth as there will

a

linear ascent to progress

never degenerate and there will

be no end to human wisdom.

By the eighteenth century Fontenelle's "no end to human wisdom"
has

become "no end of progress
sent

is

is

big with the future,

ever to be reached" and Leibnitz's "the prethe future might be read in the past, the dis1

tant is expressed in the near"*

has been used to justify not only discern-

ing the curve of development from past to present but for extrapolating

this curve of development into the future.

From the eighteenth century idea of progress and the theory of natura'

history,

it was

a

short step to the nineteenth century perspective of social

evolution.

To the social

each social

system.

evolutionists, change is natural and necessary to

Change has genetic continuity; it

is

directional, ema-

nating from within, and depends on uniform, persisting forces throughout
time.
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Thus rar we have seen Western man's
concepts of development.
In

trying to formulate

of the past and with

a

a

rational explanation of the present
in the light

view of the future, philosophers of
Antiquity,

Christians of the Middle Ages and social
scientists of Modern Times
have left us three models of development:
tian epic and Modern progress.
pects:

the Greek cycles,

the Chris-

They have also highlighted certain as-

Nature as an image of development, the transhi
stori cal end of

development and the

1

i

near-evol uti onary progressive dimension of develop-

ment.

Observing and contemplating nature, the Greeks discovered
an
image of development.

Experiencing and confronting the existential

questions of life forced Augustine to go beyond events and
cycles to
the realm of origin and destiny.

Overwhelmed by the exciting promise

of reason and science to uncover the secrets of the universe and
harness
its

power for man's use, the social

scientists of the 18th and 19th cen-

turies proclaimed progress through change as the essence of development.
The Europe which proclaimed progress as the end of development
had not yet known the devastations of two global wars and the misery

that rol lowed them.

It was

a

Europe for whom progress was

a

reality--

with colonies and foreign markets to insure its economic prosperity,

with 2,000 years of Western philosophy, art and science to support its

claim to cultural hegemony, and with laws and customs, traditions and

institutions to push its political dominance in the world.
rn

It was

the

urope of bourgeois capitalism, not the Europe of the working class

with its factories and slums.

The prophets of progress saw the emerg-

a
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ing

factory system which can employ
thousands of people, mass produce

goods of every kind, accumulate wealth
faster and mobilize land and

capital, laoor and management to amass
profit as only the beginning
of man's unending march from progress
to progress.

Western Concepts of Community Development
The Industrial

Revolution and the rise of capitalism were no

doubt signs of material

progress.

But not for all.

^ar behind the pro-

duction lines were men and women who were alienated
from the products
of their hands.

Beneath the coal mines were over-worked children who

had never known the joys of childhood and the
security of home.

beyond the smoking factories

a

new kind of community was growing

group of strangers among themselves and
from the bigger community.

proportional

to

the social

a

The material

benefits,

And

—

group alien and alienated

profits seemed to be inversely

ihe gain of the few appeared to

be bought at the expense of the many.
It

is

at this point that the conceots and practices of develop-

ment and of community confronted each other.
it was

led by the e

i

i

te--social

and community leaders.

A synthesis

ment programs of the post-World War

resulted:
II

cultural

life.

individualism

in

the community organiza-

period and the community develop-

II

of stability and democracy in politics,

economics,

intellectual clash,

thinkers--and reformers, social workers

tion practice of the pre-World War

in

As an

era would carry the Western values

liberal

industrial capitalism

industry and self-reliance

in

socio-

With the exception of the socialist countries in central

.
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^urope and the welfare states of Northern
Europe, both the contihental
and North American community development
approaches manifested these

characteri sti cs

German Rediscovery of Community
The first systematic reaction to the destruction
of rural

mum

ties and the growth of slums in industrial

corn-

centers, came from the

German philosophers of the late eighteenth century who
started the re-

discovery of community in social and political theory.
Schil ler and Hegel

,

the Greek polls was the ideal

ganization and interaction.

For Herder,

form, of

social

or-

Having found an image of the ideal com-

munity they proceeded to link the "idea of community with some notion
of the whole man,

in

which men were to be met by other men in the to-

tality of their social roles and

not in a

fragmented or segmented way."^^

But there were great obstacles to the creation of the homogeneous,

participatory, and open community such as Periclean Athens, where members relate to one another as whole persons.

Schiller in Letters on

Aesthetic Education of Man claimed that social contacts had become
segmented as

a

result of the division of labor, while Rousseau and

Marx warned against social division: "We have among us physicians, geom.eters,

chemists, astronomers, poets, musicians, and painters but we have

no citizens""'^ complained Rousseau in one of his essays.

Marx took the

same kind of argument much further,

seeing the problem of fragmentation of society and
personality as part and parcel of industrial capitalism which replaced the communcal virtues of cooperation and fraternity with those of conflict and
comoetition.
Capitalism was an isolating and separating process that stripped the historically grown layers

.
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of custom and social memberships
and replaced
these benign features of social life
with competition and the cash nexus

Hegel

foresaw in the increasing organization and
bureaucrati zation of

life as well

in

the centralization of power in the
state,

individual political

involvement.

Completing the German tradition
^esel

1

es_ chaft published in

ing real

the loss of

is Tonnies'

1887, which presented

a

Gemeinschaft und
typology contrast-

interacting, reci procating community, Gemeinschaft

,

and an

aggregation of individualistic atomisticsociety, Gesel
eschaft
1

The British Tradition and Social Work

The Germans rediscovered "community" and transformed the
concept

from the conservative locality-centered rural communities of
old, to the

liberals

functional groups.

To this,

the British added community work.

As the cradle and center of the Industrial

Revolution, England more than

any country in Europe, witnessed not only poverty, hunger, disease, and

death but also the fragmentati on of individuals and the loss of
of community among the workers and rheir families.
then that professional

It was

in

a

sense

England

Work began as it was there too that Commun-

Social

ity Development should start.

But while social workers were trying to save communities, utili-

tarian philosophers were questioning the value of community itself.
In

was

the

light of their social

and moral

the supremacy of the indi vi dual --hi

could not but rejoice and hail
of nature over artificial

philosophy the basis of which
s

freedom and his rights-- they

the decline of community as

customs and traditions.

a

victory

This led to the
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modification and expansion of the concept
of community to include
autonomy,

freedom,

independence and self-direction.

question for community workers still

remained:

And yet the

whether organizational

structures could be devised and people employed
to facilitate citizen

participation.

Historically answers were attem.pted in three
phases:

the growth of Community Organization,

the rise of Totalitarian States,

and the propagation of Community Develooment.

Each one of them will

be treated separately.

Community Organization
3y 1900 the Western concepts of development and community had

grown in deoth and abstractness, as industrial
into world imperialism.

capitalism had expanded

Abroad the spread of imperialism resulted

the partition of the continents of Africa and Asia as well

jugation of peoples.

as

in

the suo-

At home this meant more raw materials for produc-

tion as the newly conquered nations became dependent on Western made

products.

And as the expansion of markets and production increased,

the growth of industrialization,

urbani zation, and concentration of

power and wealth in the hands of

a

in

few doubled.

While business raked

abundant profits from the interaction, society reaped its social

probl ems--from starvation,

filth, and overcrowding to stealing, murde>^,

and child and women labor.
Social

critics, writers, and reformers spoke against the situation

The workers soon gathered enough power so voice their demands not only
for better wages and working conditions but also for the recognition

of the right to form labor unions and declare strikes.

answer to these came in the form of social

The state's

legislation and social amelio

.
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ration.

Social Work, which has been defined
as the art and science of

enabling individuals and groups to make
realistic adjustment to their
social

environment, became the government's main tool
for improving

the welfare of the poor.

Based on the assumption that the ills of

society were mainly due to the individual's
inadequacy, social work
laid stress on:

case work for individual psychological problems,

group work for wholesome group interaction and reaction,
and community

organization for solving community problems.
As case work became more psychoanalytic and
therapeutic in

practice, community organization developed into community
welfare councils which functioned through committees.

Briefly, the task of the

committee was to use, mobilize, and coordinate agencies and resources
to meet community needs.

Since the areas needing community organiza-

tion were mostly populated by busy workers or probl em-ri dden individuals,

committee members were recruited from the better-off section of the

community and the agencies working in the area.

After all, by educa-

tional

a

,

economic, and social status they were

in

the needed resources and plan efficient programs.

position to provide
The community chests

and the welfare councils that spread in Europe and America during this

period were among the earliest forms of community organization.
in

Although,

time much community organization work would be centralized into govern-

ment bureau or private coordination bodies, other community initiatives
were left free to experiment on different types of community life and
organi zation

Through social work, and specifically, community organization,
the industrial

nations seemed to have created the structure for citizen
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participation and yet was real citizen
participation realized?
really did the planning for the poor?

Who

Why?

Like community practioners now social workers
then were too
busy with day to day problems and paper work
to face the issue of

participation and ask:
ings?

Who are actively participating in board
meet-

Who are the members of the board?

programs they formulate?

Whose needs are met by the

Are the poor involved in the planning?

If

not, why?

Total

i

tari an States

Cesides, there were more important issues:

the race for colonies

and markets

gave way to the armament race and eventually led to

global war.

No sooner had the war ended when the 1917 Bolshevik Revo-

lution establisned

a

communist regime in Russia.

Hitler and flussolini folloived suit.
new social order,

a

a

After the Depression,

Each of them claimed to build

new "community''.

society through class struggle.

a

Communism promised

a

a

classless

Nazism proclaimea the ascendancy of

super-race headed by Germany through the persecution of the Jews and

the conquest of Europe.

Fascism was to forge

a

strong Italy through

the consolidation of different trade unions and the street violence

of the Black Shirts.

To make these dreams come true each of them de-

manded complete loyalty to the dictator and total surrender to the
ideology.

In

exchange, the state provided

for the needs of the individual

a

program--a total program

and the society.

ville paints in the following became

a

reality:

Thus what de Tocque-
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Above this race of men stands an immense
tutelary
power which cakes upon itself alone
to secure their
gratification and to watch over their fate.
That
power is absolute, minute, regular,
provident, and

After having successfully taken each
member of
the community in its powerful grasp and
fashioned him
at will
the supreme power then extends its arm
over
the whole community.
It covers the surface of society
with a network of small, complicated
rules, minute and
uniform, through which the most original minds
and the
most energetic characters cannot penetrate, to
rise above
the crowd. Jhe will of man is not shattered,
but softened,
bent and guided; men are seldom forced to act,
but they
are constantly restrained from acting.
Such a power
does not destroy, but it prevents existence, it
enervates, extinguishes, and stupefies a people, till
each
nation is reduced to nothing better than a flock of
timid and industrious animals of which the government
is the shepherd. 19
.

.

.

Pointing to the power of

v/hat

he calls Total

Community, Nisbet explains:

The essence of totalitarianism lies in its relation to
the masses.
And to the masses the leaders never bring
the Satanic arts of torture chamber and exterminations
of the concentration camp.
The totalitarian order will
use force and terror, where necessary to destroy organized minori ties--refractory labor unions, churches, ethnic groups--but to the masses of individuals who are left
when these social relationships are destroyed, a totally
different approach is employed.
It is an approach based
upon psychological manipulation, cajolery, flattery,
bribery, mass identification with new images and all
modern techniques of indoctrination. 20
Thus totalitarianism strengthened and multiplied structures for "partici-

pation

but stifled the participants.

In

effect the total communities

promised by the Axis powers and the communists violated human dignity
and autonomy,
the West.

individual

freedom and community, values dearly held by

The Allies went to war in defense of these values.

It is

not surprising then,

that when the victors met in San Fran-

sisco in 1945 they founded the United Nations which three years later

,
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promulgated the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights as part of its
charter.

It was

ment" was

nrst widely

in

this historic meeting too that the
v'ord "develoo-

used among Western nations.

ment underwent many changes:
to

From then on develoo

from being talked about by philosoohers

being discussed by politicians and technocrats;
from being

of the philosophy of history for explaining
the past, to being

theory of change for planning the future; from
being

being

community program; from being

a

being an operational

a

a

part

a

a

global dream to

philosophical abstraction to

category.

Accompanying, if not causina these changes

in

the understanding

of the concept were changes in the world, among the most
relevant being:
-

-

-

the widespread destruction and the need for

reconstructi on
the expansion of Russian communism into Central
Europe,
the growth of nationalism and independence movements in the colonies in Africa, Asia, and Latin
Ameri ca.

Rehabilitating

a

broken world with its bombed-out cities and villages,

with its confused and frightened populace, was the first development
task after the Second World War.

of Western Europe on its feet.

The European Recovery plan put much

And within

a

decade the Marshall Plan

and the American occupation of Japan had produced the miracle of the

century.

Through massive aid from America

and hard work. West Germany

and Japan quickly became two of the most highly

modernized states

in

i

ndustrial

i

zed and

the world.

While Western Europe, America, and Japan were busy putting their
house in order, particularly their economy, Russia was quietly putting
the finishing touches to the work of political

expansion in Eastern
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Europe-a work that began towards

the end of tne war.

Where local

communist parties were not strong enough,
Russian tanks facilitated
the political

takeover.

With this, plus the victory of Mao's
Red Army

in

the Chinese mainland, and the continuing
struggle of the communists

in

North Vietnam and North Korea, the communist
camp was indeed grow-

1ng in number and strength.

Growing too in number and restlessness were
the former colonies,
many of whom were clamoring for independence
and national determination
If Pearl

Harbor revealed to them the Achilles heel of the
West, the UN

aeclaration of human rights confirmed the validity of
their desire to
regain their freedom,

ihus

the work of the nationalist independence

movements bore its first fruits
India,

in

the late forties as colonies

like

Indonesia, Pakistan and the Philippines gained their political

independence.

For the colonial masters this meant the temporary loss

of lucrative markets and cheap sources of raw materials and labor.
I

he young nations, on the other hand,

had the natural

resources, they lacked the capital and technical know-

how to develop them.

people,

a

discovered that althouah chey

Though freedom was fought and gained for the

great majority of them did not feel

a

sense of belonging and

commitment to the state, and in spite of the leaders' desire to estaolish and maintain their national

identity and integrity, they still

Clung to the Western ideas of industrialization and modernization as
the road to progress.

In

addition to these painful realizations was

the fact of economic backwardness and political

instability.
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Communi ty Development 1n the Post World
War
It was

II

Era

at this point tnat "community
development" appeared.

Although the concepts of development and
community as previously
shown were already part of Western social
philosophy, the comPination
of the terms as well as its definition was
quite novel.

In

1956 the

United Nations defined community development as
the process by which the etforts of the
people
themselves are united with those of government auc;iorities to improve the economic, social, and cultural
conditions of communities, to integrate these communities
into
the life of tne nation, and to enable them to
contribute
fully to national progress.^l
.

.

.

Tracing the origin of the term to

a

union between community organization

and economic development Irwin Sanders wrote:

The older comm, unity organization concept is itself a
mixture of Utopian socialism and the strong accent on
local action which in Western Europe led to Welfare
programs administered through local government and in
the United States resulted in the organization of community welfare councils.
ihe economic development side of the heritage of CD
introduced the idea of process through which economies

and societies had passed in order to reach desired
goals 22
.

UacKed by the Western theory and practice of community organization,
as well

as

the success of the Marshall

Its own experience

(as

Plan,

the Japanese miracle, and

recalled in Rostow's Stages of Economic Growth ),^

the West saw Community Development as the solution to the young nations'

problems of economic poverty and citizen apathy.
r'easons

Thus

for different

the UN and the United States promoted Community Deve lopmenc.

The United Nations entered the field to implement the declaration

of human rights which states:
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Everyone has a rig^t to a standard of
ivinq qde,,,,,,,
quate for health and well-being of his
famiV/, including rood, cloLhing, housing and
medical care
and the necessary social services and
the right to
security in the event of unemployment,
sickness,
disability, widowhood, old age, or any other
lack
of livelihood in circumstances beyond
his control.
Article 25
Every person has

a

right to education.

Article 26
Every person has a right to participate freely
in
the cultural life of the community and enjoy
the
arts and to share in scientific advancement and
Its benefits.

Article 27

Everyone is entitled to a social and
international
order in which the rights and freedom set forth in
this declaration can be fully realized. 24
Article 28

Economic and ideological sel “-interest as well as humanitarian
motives are at the root of U.S.
its

involvement in CD.

AID claims that, as

first priority, and in fact also admits that:
We undertook to help, not because success was certain or imminent, but because help from outside
offered the only hope of success either for those
countries trying to withstand communist pressure
or those trying to break the bonds of old age
poverty without resort to the harsh disciplines

of community
The Proposed Mutual

di

ctatorship 25
.

Defense and Development Programs state

The destiny of hundreds of millions of people in
the less developed countries is of immediate concern to us.
In helping them we act in our own
interest.
3ut it is also true, as President Johnson has said, that 'the pages of history can be
searched in vain for another power whose pursuit
of that self-interest was so infused with grandeur
of spirit and morality of purpose. 26
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Filled with this "grandeur of spirit and
morality of purpose," community

development experts from the highly industrialized,
affluent, and modern
states or the West descended into what they
called underdeveloped, pre-

industrial,and backward societies of Asia, Africa,
and Latin America.
They came to be consultants of the poor nations

in

the task of planning

national development schemes, but they stayed
on until

they had incul-

cated and built the necessary values and institutions
that would support
their own economic and ideological

self interest.

Such seems to be the

case of the Phil ippine-American partnership in development.

Such too is

likely to be the fate of the partnership between the
government and the

people in some community development programs like Talim.

Application of Viestern Concepts

in

the Philiooines

Outwardly the Philippine community develooment program was Maysaysay's response to the miserable condition of the people

in

the rural

areas and one of the Philippine government's social amelioration programs.

A closer examination of its

history, hovjever, shows the presence

of American influence from the very beginning.

American advisers were

actively involved in the draftinn of community development plans:
As embodied in the Project Proposal and Approval, the
legal document prescribing the theory and practice of the
Philippine Community Development Program, American
technical advisers were to be employed by the United
States Operation Missions and the ICA as counteroarts
to key Filipino admi ni strators in the Philippine Presidential Assistant for Community Development.
The American advisers included a special assistant of CD who acted
as chief adviser to the PACD chief executive, a CD specialist and three regional representatives acting as advisers to the training directors of the PACD. 2/
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Of greater significance than the
59,236,633 U.S. assistance to PACD
irom 195^- i960 was the theory that
"community development through

local
tern.

initiatives could be achieved by changing
the rural value sys28

Noting the influence of U.S. aid in
the creation of the PACD

Abueva pointed out:
It is patently clear that U.S. aid
enables the U.S.
government to participate actively in local
policy'
making and execution.
It is impossible to avoid
American intervention to Philippine public affairs
through U.S. aid, as long as such aid is wanted and
welcomed.
U.S. aid like anything of value has its

pri ce 39
.

He also saw some disadvantages

Magsaysay creation than

a

in

the fact that the PACD was more

a

U.S

congressional act:

The removal of the program at its inception, from
scrutiny and direct financial support by the Congress seems to preclude future substantial appropriation in support of the program expansion, at
the rate and in the direction desired.
This could
be harmful to the CD program since U.S. aid alone
has not been sufficient.

Another likely disadvantage of using U.S. aid might
be the resultinc lack of legislative understanding
and pride of sponsorship of the Philiopine CD program. 30

But perhaps the greatest disadvantage was the overemphasis on

tlie

material dimension of community devel opment--on projects and productivi
ty.

That such was the case can be seen from AID'S reason for withdraw

ing financial

assistance from PACD, thus ending the partnership:

Our agency has become more and more preoccupied with
quantitative results.
Unfortunately increased social
partici pation and political development which are the
major products of PACD are hard to measure.

While some purposes were real ized, others such as increased productivity and income of the barrio people
and better coordination of government services had
not been achieved on a nationwide basis. 31

f
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Thus ended the first ten years of Philipoine
community devel ooment--the

American Period:

where American ideas of self-reliance
based on indi-

vidualism and

innovation through change of value system
became basic

principles

the CD concept, where American advisers
were occupying

in

influential and key positions as consultants
to Filipino policy makers
and trainers, and where the American dollar
decided the kinds of CD

projects undertaken.
The early years of the PACD, like the first years of
the First

Development Decade were also years of promise and hope.

CD's early

ventures were greeted with enthusiasm and optimism:
The barrios are astir.
The exciting awakening had
burst forth like the first healing ray of 'warm sunshine after a long, cold night.
The admirable spirit of self-help now pervading the little people in the far flung communities
of the south, boosted by technical advise and oc.

.

.

casional grants- n-ai d is opening feeder roads and
spring wells, developing agricultural tracts and
packing up activity in poultry and swine raising.
i

The barrio mian, long bagged down in the morass of
ignorance and indolence, is beginning to come into
his own as he steadily progresses to the ultimate
shaking up of the social economic doldrums that had
characteri zed a past era.
In his whole being today
pulsates a great hope and a new-founded exuberance
in

1

i

e

.
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The main objective of PACD is to establish
ties or bodies politic capable of solving an

a

system of "communi-

ever-increasing number of

their own problems through the initiative of the community and the active

participation of the people themsel ves
to

its own aims and the peoples'

.

liill

expectations?

PACD be able to live up
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The Philippine delenapion to the
SEATO Conference in Bangkok in

1965 gave an arfirmative answer.

After enumerating the measurable

achievements of PACO the report to the SEATO
Conference continues with
the listing of PACD's operating goals:

The establishment of the pre-conditions for
take off
or that level of development which will
enable the
barrio to continue its growth through its own
initiative and with the least assistance from the
outside.
This can be attained if in the barrio:
-

institutions essential for development shall
have been established;

-

infrastructure of physical or material
provements shall have been provided;

-

attitudes that are conducive to progressive
change shall have come about.

Again the initial

reaction is:

accomplished.'"

there

Is

a

im-

How much of these operational goals was

systematic evaluation of PACD using these as

indicators?
In

the absence of such

a

study we have individual works evaluat-

ing certain aspects of community development.

ment of "institutions essential

Related to the establish-

for development" the following observa-

tions of Villanueva are very revealing:

Sustained practice in the proper use of the barrio
council would inevitably result in the generation
of an attitude among the barrio people, conducive
to the exercise of the maximum of group participation in barrio decision making.
Such were the elements of a 'new barrio' community conceptualized
by the proponents of the barrio council law.
Three
years after implementation of che basic policies set
down in the law, nothing concrete is known about the
barrio people. 35
In

the same study he reported that an analysis of the respondents'

enumera-

tion of problems shows many discrepancies between government action and
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community expectations.
follows:

education,

While the government lists
its priority as

transportation, national defense,
and agriculture,

the people identified their
problems as:

and education.

health, agriculture, roads,

Since planning and funding come
from the government, pro-

jects then followed the government
priority.

In

the light of this and

his own research, Laquian
insisted that the main emphasis of
community

development work was on the promotion
of the organized effort of the
people to help themselves in discovering
and acting upon their common
interest, needs, and problems.

Despite Laquian's pleas and Madigan's warning,
"the overcen-

tralization of the political structure has
not only engendered dependence upon and apathy towards the government
but worse, it nas made them

suspicious of the national government,
the reality.

planning for the people was still

This was sometimes aggravated by the community
development

worker whose priority list of projects was often
the basis for the
resolution made by the barrio council.

There were even instances when

the workers "manipulated the barrio resolutions to fit
the priority list

of the PACD central

office in Manila.

As given by the PACD reports of the period,

of physical or material

projects like:

the infrastructure

improvements consisted mainly of income producing

livestock, poultry, cottage industry, fishing, farm imple-

ments and machinery, garden tools, seeds, plant pest and disease control;
infi^astructure improvements such as foot bridges, barrio roads, flood

control

,

barrio halls, toilets, and fences.

This stress on projects led

both the CD workers and the people to think of community development
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only in terms of toilets, roads,
artesian wells, and the like.

In

time

the workers became more engrossed
in statistics and visible
physical

improvements.

Multiplication of projects, however, did
not always spell

success, as Einsiedel's study showed:
the failures of CO projects

the factors which have caused

are-lack of interest and participation

from the people, lack of community
involvement and such conditions as

poverty, agrarian conflict, and natural
disaster.

Speaking in zhe same vein, Feliciano concluded
her study with
the following recommendation:
It would appear that rural development work
should aim
at total development instead of piecemeal
development,
of all the phases of rural living blended into
each
other.
It would seem that to successfully do this,
selection of projects to be introduced should be based
on a considerati on of the total barrio picture.
Of
utmost importance in this picture is the rural person
himself:
his resources, his needs, goals and value
orientation, his hopes, his anxieties, the economic
_

and political systems which influence his behavior and
similar factors.'^O
I

his

and the results of other studies on community development were not

only challenges ror PACO to go beyond numbers, projects and
approach.

a

piecemeal

Tney were also indicators of lack of success and an invitation

for creative and bold innovation.

The facts too:

that most of the pro-

jects ended with the departure of the CD workers, that the "PACD attempts
to create cooperative societies and credit unions

and that some seventy percent of Filipinos,
the rural

areas, were earning S2.00

a

have failed miserably,"^

the majority of whom live in

day for

a

family of six, also indi-

cate that the second goal was still not operational.
As the first ten years of CD literature was mostly concentrated
on counting

visible blessings and seldom reflecting on how the people

)
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were af-ected by what was done, there

conducive to progressive change.
in

is

very little data on attitude

The main accomplishment of the
period

this field is the attempt to identify
some of these factors which pre

dispose individuals and groups to accept
innovation.

Among the more

significant findings are:
-

Innovation is favored by literacy, popularity,
good health, experience in official position,’
ability to place oneself accurately in a social
category.
The reverse of these factors and an author!
tari an
ideal of leadership were correlated with
resistance
to i nnovati on 42
.

(Madigan)
-

Exposure to mass media and felt need as well as
aspiration to improve status favored the acceptance
of innovation. 43
(Feliciano and Sycip)

-

Personal ties between the farmer and the worker and
the utilization of patterns familiar to the group
make the acceptance of innovation easier. 44
_

(Hall nstei ner)
-

Strong spirit of oneness based on common interest
and desire as well as local autonomy facilitate
effective imolementation of CD program.45
(Einsiedel

With these basic insights one would expect much more than the recognition
of the rural

people's potential and capacity for self-help, the preach-

ing of the concept of popular participation in the barrio,

and creation of the barrio council

as an

the acceptance

institution for managing barrio

affairs, the increasing involvement of the private entities in CD work,
and the comoletion of numerous projects like barrio roaas, markets, etc.

.
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Much more could have been realized;

the promises of the fifties

could have been delivered were it not
for some neqative asoects which
the PACO 1972 report explains
1.

in

the following;

Barrio officials follow the pattern of
partisan politics and people assess them as proteges
of bigger
politicians instead of their potentials for
CD.

2.

The development of local leadership is
easier said
than done.
People in leadership positions eit'ier
elected or traditional simply lack the basic
background education and skills to lead developmental
activities:
ihose qualified are either leaving the
place or simply not interested.
,

5.

3.

Host barrio development plans are only on paper.
Local officials as well as technicians are reluctant
to give their commitments to it.
Involvement in
planning is still wanting.

4.

Coordination is still "an academic theory", a "myth"
in field situations, from operational to policy
making levels of government agencies.
CD programs are carred out by bureaucratic agencies
and are subject to prevalent administrative constraints.

Different administrations have different strateqies
of development that necessitate establishment of new
priorities and emphasis.
10.
7.

8.

Many CD fieldmen are project-oriented, thinking
that CD is nothing but implementation of CD projects.
CD is still

slow process in terms of far-reaching results
attitude change. Furthermore, such attitudirequirements are very difficult to measure.
a

such os
nal
9.

Most local and national leaders as well as our own
clientele tend to measure successes of the CD in
terms of physical accomplishments like grant-in-aid
projects.
They are not aware of what is really meant
by CD.

For expediency and perhaps political convenience cutting
corners or short cuts of the CD process and methods often
occurs

.
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‘his

.

appraisal

Lack of an evaluation scheme
that will reasonably
measure CD performance

together with the PACD history and
literature seem to in-

dicate the following;
In

its written objectives
and policies PACD

has faithfully kept the Western
stress on
material improvement, i ncorporati
ng the masses
of the rural areas in the political
system
making it more stable and strong, and
fostering community imorovements through
individual
initiative, self-reliance and government
quid-

ance.

Although elitist in leadership (most CD
workers
are col lege^ graduates
PACD methods have made
use of people's resources and involvement,
especially in implementing projects.
)

-

Yet PACD services need improvement, as the
gap between the ideal and the real, between the aims
and
the implementation has widened.

line with the New Society's claim to eradicating
the evils of the Old

In

Society (as manifested

in

the negative aspects of CD) and the President's

desire to make the people his "partners

in

development", the seventh

Congress of the Philippines Republic proposed and approved
the creation
of Local Government and community development.
a

new period for community development

—a

With this, then, begins

period that has seen the

Presidential Arm for Community Development changed to
ment,
its

a

separate depart-

the Presidential Assistant for Community Development, and finally

being absorbed into the Department of Local Government.

This is

a

period too close to be evaluated and too delicate to be scrutinized.
however, cannot fail

to notice several

people's participation and local

emerging trends.

felt needs:

First, stress

One,

.
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CD activities undertaken in answer to
local needs
must be within the framework of the national
oriori-

ties

The people shall be stimulated and guided
to exercise
initiative in improving their communities througn
cooperative and self-help efforts.

There shall be a systematic and comprehensive
planning
by the people from below with corollary
planning at different levels of government.
Plans shall reflect the
programs of various agencies and the different
sources
of technical and other services.
Second, promotion of local autonomy through the barangay;
The State shall guarantee and promote the autonomy of
local government units especially the barrio, to ensure
their fullest development as self-reliant communities.

However "the proposed Local Government Code:
-

authorizes the municipal mayor to exercise supervisory
power over the barangay;

-

gives the municipal council the power to review ordinances approved by the barangay council to determine
whether they are consistent with the law or any municipal ordinances;

-

requires barangay councils to submit to the municipal
council all suggestions and recommendations for the
imorovement of the barangay. "^8

Third, the creation of an image of well-being through research:

A Philip-

pine Development Academy's study entitled Measuring the Quality of Life

Philippine Social

Indicators concludes with:

The picture of Filipino well-being is a complex one.
We have depicted the trends in achievement of our major
social concern, with the notable exception of national
security.
In some areas the improvements have been substantial as in education, peace and order and justice.
In other areas the progress has been modest, as in the
beneficial product, employment, capital formation and
basic utilities.
In still others, the situation is
critical, as in price inflation, forest deoletion and
continued worsening of poverty.

:
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inus one can make a general evaluation of
Philiopine
welfare only by frank expression of his priorities
and values for different social concerns.

Sharing this optimism and feeling of satisfaction
with the Development

Academy researchers are the people of Talim.

This is the initial

impres-

Sion one gets as they proudly point to the clean
streets, well-mended
fences, and toilets as signs of development; as they
describe participation in terms of obedience to the barrio captain;
as they proclaim their

gratitude for past government projects and for future aid, and
as they
fondly recall

the foreign visitors and local

have shown their barrio as

a

CO experts to whom they

Philippine show case for Community Develop-

ment.
A seemingly contented people,

aware of their economic poverty,

resigned to their very limited political participation and confined to
a

narrow vision of reality, they are unable to see beyond what

is

pre-

sented to them and are too afraid to ask and seek answers to such fundamental questions as:
-

In spite of working so hard, why are we so poor?
What is the real cause of our poverty?

-

Can we not really do anything about our situation
of poverty, ignorance and helplessness?

-

Why can we not be left by ourselves to think, discuss and solve our problems? Why must others tell
us what to do and how to do things?

-

Can our life be really called human?

Why?

Too weak and too helpless to join others in changing the situation, too

busy in earning

a

human fel owshi

p,

1

living to enjoy, to reflect on and to relish life,
and the v/orld; too tired and too worried to dream of

better tomorrow, they just go on existing.

a
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Is

this development as conceived by the
Greeks, and if so why

is

the death cycle taking so long?

is

the stress on fences and toilets, on
projects and stati sties, so

or as envisioned by Augustine, why

strong as to eliminate the transhi storical
and transcendental dimension?
or as described by modern scientists,

is

the linear progress only for

a

few and frequently at the expense of many?
Is

this community?

If so,

how close is it to the "homogeneous,

participatory, and ooen community where members can relate
to one another
as whole persons" of the German tradition?

respect for individual

How has it held together the

treedom and the concern for cooperation and fra-

ternity of the liberal and radical school?
Finally,

evolve through
cal

a

and social

if this

is

CD the "ultimate goal

of which is to help

process of organized study; planning and creating physi-

environment that

is

best suited to the maximum growth,

development and happiness of human beings as individuals and as productive members of their society,"'""
-

how parti ci patory and critical
planning and implementation?

-

what are the changes in the physical and social
environment for the promotion of human dignity
and communitarian spirit?

-

how happy and productive are the people?

is

How happy and creative are the oeople?
as understood by the people,

ized can be useful

productivi ty

.

Happiness and creativity

and as expressed by them, when operational-

Using these Talim

criteria for community development.

comes out as fair and ambivalent at best:
in

its process--

But Talim is not typical.

apparently happy but wanting
Talim

is

a

show case.

"
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Perhaps at the root of this ambivalence
and PACD's apologies for
Its

nrst twenty years

is

PACD's failure to really involve the
people

in

analyzing their situation, in planning,
deciding, impl ementing, and evaluating their answers to the needs they
perceive.
IS

not in our stars but in ourselves.

.

.

"

"The fault, dear Brutus,

The cause of the little suc-

cess is not in the resistance of the barrio
people to change, nor in the

insufficiency of funds and technical

know-how but

in

PACD's philosophy

of change which is predomi nantl
y change from above, and in its attitude

towards the people.

Somehow the barrio people seem to hear the second

message of many CD workers

:

"Leave it to us.

We know what is best for

you after all we have the money and the latest Western
technology and
theori es

.

It

is

this philosophy of change and attitude towards the people

that has led many concerned social

thinkers, reformers, and activists to

question the Western model of development and to seek for other alternatives

.

c
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III

LIBERATION PRAXIS ON COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

As community development is the answer of the West
to the

Third World problems of political
cultural

instability, economic poverty and

backwardness, liberation praxis is one of the Third World's

responses to its situation of underdevelopment.

And as CD is one appli-

cation of the Western equilibrium-consensus approach, liberation praxis
is

one of the models which the conflict/social equity paradigm initiated

as a reaction to and criticism of the Western development concept.

To

see the relationship between underdevelopment and liberation and to look
into some alternatives to the Western development model, the Latin Ameri-

can innovation and its Philipoine counterpart are to be the focal
of this chapter.

point

The exolanation is as follows:

-

Situation of Underdevelopment

-

Conflict Theories:
Other Alternatives to the
Western Consensus Approach

-

Liberation Praxis:

-

The Philippine Church Adaptation

The Latin American Contribution

Situation of Underdevelopment
Not all
in

are as lucky as Talim; on the contrary, most rural areas

the Philippines and

like the Biblical

in

the developing nations of the world are instead

Lazarus who barely manages to gather
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a

few crumbs from

56

the sumptuous

feast enjoyed by the plutocrat
and his friends as they

divide the huge cake of prosperity.

The Lazarus experience of the
Third

World waiting for the crumbs from
the First

is

repeated in the lives of

the majority of Third World
nations-among the farmers, the fishermen and
the laborers; among the rural

hard work in
for

a

a

folks and the urban slum dwellers
whose

land of plenty is meagerly rewarded
and whose aspirations

better life in an industrializing society
are pacified by beautiful

Western develooment models and few, inadequate
human services.
This phenomenon of an affluent, uncaring and
powerful Dives aggra-

vating the misery of

destitute, dependent and powerless Lazarus on the

a

national and international

level

has been in existence since the West

established its colonies and trading ports
America.

in

Africa, Asia and Latin

The granting of independence did not change the
situation but

may have led to the postwar awakening to the reality
of "peoples starving
and dying en masse at

a

time of plenty, of the inadequate growth of the

young nations--a pathological phenomenon,"^"' for which the term "underdevelopment" was coined.

It first appeared right after World War

II

to

characterize the conditions of countries in which "the low standard of
living was considered abnormal by the peoples with
living and also felt to be abnormal

question."
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a

high standard of

by the government of the people in

The lagging behind of technology seems to be the basic

characteristic of underdevelopment.
Having identified the illness as underdevelopment, the West proceeded with the following diagnosis:

underdevelopment

is

a

matter of re-

tarded economic growth due to lack of motivation and capital.

Cure and
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eventual well-being lies in catching up with
the developed countries

through highly motivated individuals competing
for profit and showing
the by-products of development in factories
and infrastructure improve-

ments.

Following this prescri ption

millions of dollars, thousands of

,

technical advisers, and hundreds of economic
blueprints were brought to
the underdeveloped countries.

And through the mass media, schools,

community development projects, through Western trained
technocrats,
loans, aids and national development plans as well as
goods and supplies,

Western values were forced into the very life stream of the
people
hope that the medicine would effect
A

decade has passed.

ing restored to real

health.

a

in

the

cure.

The patient is still

alive but far from be-

The old symptoms of hunger, disease, poverty

and ignorance which the First Development Decade vowed to eliminate are
still
Paul

rampant.

Neither has the promised economic take-off happened.

Baran wrote in the late fifties about the flight of the peoples

underdeveloped countries still holds true

in

the seventies:

These peoples who came into the orbit of Western
capitalists' expansion found themselves in the
twilight of feudalism and capitalism enduring
the worst features of both worlds, and the entire
impact of imperialist, subjugation to boot.
To oopression by their feudal lords, ruthless but tempered
by tradition was added domination by foreign and domestic capitalists, callous and limited only by what
the traffic would bear.
Their exploitation was
multiplied, its fruits were not to increase their oroductive wealth, these went abroad or serve to support
a parasitic bourgeoisie at home.
.

.

They lived in abysmal misery yet they had no prosnect
of a better tomorrow.
They existed under caoitalism,
They lost
yet there was no accumulation of capital.
their time honored means of livelihood, their arts and
crafts, yet there was no modern industry to provide new
They were thrust into extensive
ones in their place.

What
in
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contact with advanced science of the West yet
remained in a state of darkest backwardness 28
.

Enriched by the Latin American reflections on its
own experience of under-

development, Rene Laurentin elaborates on the causes and
effects'
The word underdevelopment has been coined to express
a scandalous fact:
that under present structure the
developed countries are shackling the development of
the rest and condemning them to revolve around their
superior economies whether from the point of view of
investment capital, equipment, technicians or through
consumer goods market with which the underdeveloped
countries are inundated from the outside. 54

Specifying the types of underdevelopment which have increased

in

spite of

the Third World's attempts to implement the Western models of development.

Pope Paul VI noted:
-

global division:

Unless the existing machinery is modified, the disparity between rich and poor nations will increase
rather than diminish.
The imbalance grows with each
day:
where some nations produce a food surplus,
other nations are in desperate need of food or are
unsure of their export market.
-

social

unrest:

The acute restlessness engulfing the ooorer classes
in countries that are now beinq
ndustrial zed has
spread to other regions where agriculture is the
mainstay of the economy.
The farmer is painfully
aware of his wretched lot.
i

i

Then there are flagrant inequalities not merely in the
enjoyment of possessions but even more in the exercise
of power.
In certain regions a privileged minority
enjoys the refinements of life while the rest of the
inhabi tants, impoveri shed and di suni ted, are deprived of
almost all possibility of acting on their own initiative and responsibility and often subsist in living
and working conditions unworthy of the human person.

;
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-

cul tural

confl lets

Moreover, traditional culture comes into conflict
with advanced techniques of modern industrialization.

The conflict between generations leads to a tragic
dilemma:
either to preserve traditional beliefs
and structures and reject social progress; or to
embrace foreign technology and culture and reject
ancestral traditions with their wealth of humanism.
The sad fact is that often we see the older moral
spiritual and religious values give way without
finding any place in the new schemes. 55
But underdevelopment is not only

world

i

nto

'haves''

a

sociological

reality, dividing the

and "have-nots," where the disadvantaged are economical!

deprived, politically powerless and culturally invaded and alienated.
is

also

a

psychological

personal and societal

It

state where the prevalent emotion is "a sense of

impotence in the face of disease and death, of con-

fusion and ignorance as one gropes to understand change, or servility
toward men whose decisions govern the course of events"
ness before hunger and natural

and of hopeless

catastrophe.

As the discovery of the New World not only refuted old beliefs

about the shape of the earth but also ooened new possibilities, the

discovery of underdevelopment has not only questioned the Western economic
centered model of development but also led to the formulation of new de-

velopment alternatives.

One such alternative was offered by °aul Baran.

After tracing the morphology of backwardness to the inherent defect of
the prevailing economic system,

he

proposed the establishment of

a

socialist planned economy as an essential and indispensable condition
for the attainment of economic and social

countries.

He argues thus:

progress in underdeveloped
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socialist transformation of the West
would not only
point .0 Its own peoples the road to
unprecedented
economic, social and cultural progress,
it would at
tne same time enable the peoples
of underdevel ooed
countries to overcome rapidly their present
condition
or poverty and stagnation.
It would not only put an
end to the exploitation of the backward
nations; a
rational organization and full utilization
of the
West's enormous productive resources would
readily
permit the advanced nations to repay at
least a part
of their historical debt to the 'backward
peoples and
to render them generous help in their
efforts to deA

vel op. 5/

Development would start

in

underdeveloped nations when the present socio-

economic system which he sees as irrational and
competitive
by

a

rational, cooperative and free society resulting

of man

s

in

replaced

the advancement

control over nature and the improvement of human

ships, for

is

i

nter-rel ation-

humanity's claim to life, to development and to happiness
'

CO

requires no justification.

3ut as neither the Free World nations of

the First World nor their allies in the Third World would allow
such a

change, the only way is through struggle and revol ution--a political

revolution to overthrow the dominant power and establish
planned economy, and

a

cultural

a

socialist

reorientation to maintain and promote

the gains of the revolution.
If for Paul

Baran the peoples of the underdeveloped countries

appear passive and confused, to Denise Goulet the Third World

assertive Lazarus resolved to get more than mere crumbs.
centu'ry Lazarus has

to

is

an

Yes, the 20th-

be assertive since the contemporary Dives will

not

voluntarily share with him the abundance of the earth and all the benefits
that come ^rom it.

And since the Third World's subjugation and its state

of underdevelopment violate the human rights and dignity of millions, its

liberation and development imply conflict, even physical violence.

Thus

6T

There is scant reason to hope that
beneficiaries of
-he extant privileged social
systems will meet the
demands ^of poorer claimants in time
to obviate serious conflict.
Available evidence suggests, on the
contrary, that power elites will adamantly
refuse to
alter the rules of the game except
insofar as they
can domesti cate change to their
advantage.
Their
attitude need not surprise us, for as Barrington
Moore has shown, violence has been exercised
for
centuries within the framework of law and order.
With a dialectic perspective it becomes
reasonable
i-O
suppose that violence is not only normal to the
develooment process but also an effective problemsolving instrument, a mobilizing tool, an
affirmation
of rragile cultural or class identity, an
institutionbuilding mechanism.
Even short of mass violence, however, grave conflicts of interest will abound
simply
because privilege structures can no longer enjoy universal psychic
egi timacy 59
1

.

While he is specific about the tension, conflict and even
violence that
will

attend Lazarus'

struggle to get more than mere 'crumbs, he

definite about the outcome.
tool

of analysis and

not as

is

Following Hegel for whom "dialectics

interpretation--even

a

is

pedagogy of mobilization--

but not of rigorous prediction"'^^ he sees the total

unpredictabi

1

i

ty of

outcome as an important dimension of the dialectics of development.
call

development

a

dialectical

a

To

process also signifies that its effects

are ambiguous and unpredictable.

Traumatic beginning, painful growing, uncertain ending--if this
is

development, why

is

the Third WorVd struggling for it?

Putting up

even only assembly plants, selling its raw materials and labor at half-

price and talking big about its five-year plans?
in

Why are men and women

these countries working for it--learning some skills, laboring to have

enough food, shelter and clothing and tryina to be acceptable to others?
Why?

62
in

do more,

tne

ihird World's as well

to have more and be more,

as

Paul

the individual's striving to
VI

discerns an expression of

man's/woman's vocation to be fully and truly
human.
call

of becoming

more— more

To fulfill

this

than one's possessions, more than one's

achievements, more than one's appearance, more
than what one is, he
calls for an authentic human development
which is "well rounded and

fosters the development of each man and the
whole man."^^

Focusing on

the more that one can become, he outlines
the various transitions of

becoming one;
From less than human conditions:
the material poverty of those who lack the bare
necessities of life, and the moral poverty of
those who are crushed under the weight of their
own self-love; oppressive political structures
resulting from the abuse of ownership or the
improper exercise of power from exploitation of
the worker or unjust transactions;
To truly human conditions:

the rise from poverty, the acquisition of life's
necessities, the elimination of social ills;
broadening the horizons of knowledge, acquiring
refinement and culture.
From here one can go on
To a new humanism:
to acquire a growing awareness of other people's
dignity, a taste for the spirit of poverty, and
active interest in the common good and a desire
for peace.
The man can acknowledge the highest
values of God Himself, their author and end.

Finally and above all there is faith--God's gift
to all men of good will. 62

:
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Co nflict Theories:

Other Alternatives

to

t he

A planned socialist economy
promising

Western Con.Pnsus Appmarh
a

more human future,

a

dialectic process relying on the
wisdom of the common people to
mold the
outcomes of development and a new
humanism demanding development for
all
now,
as

these are the reflection of
pro-person thinkers of the First World

they witness the rapid development
of seventeen Western nations and

an Oriental

power in contrast to the underdevelopment
of some eighty-

seven countries of the Third World.
cepts of development.

Radical

in

These are bold and radical con-

going to the roots and reason of

development by stressing man, not progress
as the end of development,
bold in replacing the evol uti onary-equi

approach with the Hegelian dialectics.

1

i

brium process or the consensus

Radical

too in recognizing and

affirming grassroots participation, structural
transformation and conflict as essential elements in social change.

Paulston and Horowitz have classified these critical
reactions
to the Western model

paradigms.

s

stress on equilibrium and consensus as conflict

Going deeper

in

his analysis,

Paulston identifies three main

trends
-

Marxist and Neo-Marxist Theory which primarily focuses
on economic and political relations and adopts policy
prescriptions for revol utionary change from below.

-

Cultural Revival and Social Movement Theory which concentrates not on social classes but "on deliberate organized conscious efforts by members of a society to
construct a more satisfying culture."

-

Anarchistic and Utopian Theory which shares the Marxian
goal of radical social transformation and concerns of
cultural revival and revitalization movements for individual renewal, but in contrast to both rarely bothers
to validate their call to reform with the findings and
methods of social science or put their theory into practi ce.

"64
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From the Western point of view all

quate in three respects.

these theories are faulty and inade-

The Marxian concept is lacking in concern for

the individual --a case of missing the individual

whelming view of the whole forest.

tree because of the over-

The cultural revival and revitaliza-

tion movements are wanting in broadness--an example
of parochialism and
smal

1

-group-centeredness

insufiicient

in

And the anarchistic and utopian theories are

.

both facts and action fol

windmills and upholding chivalry

1

ow-ups--a Don Quixote fighting

eighteenth-century Spain.

in

Certainly, taking each theory individually and exaggerating its

strength and uniqueness cannot but result

in

ridiculous caricatures.

However, if the three are seen as components of
an dreamer becomes the herald of

a

a

whole, then the Utopi-

tomorrow that is pregnant with possi-

bilities now, and the charismatic enthusiasm of the popular hero or the
prophet becomes the leaven for group commitment and action which
becomes the basis of the Marxian social
well
r a

as

in

transformation

.

In

turn

in

the past as

academic discussions these distinctions hold, but in contempo-

ry history and in actual

practice it seems just as true to say that

these three are frequently combined.
the Latin American type,

The liberation praxis, especially

seems to have these three elements.

The Latin American Liberation Praxis

_

What England of the Industrial

Revolution contributed to the

linear theory of development, Latin America of the First Development

Decade did for the new concepts of development and under-development.

Because Latin America has experienced the fruits of development

in

the

progress and affluence of the few elites as well as the misery of under-
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develooment in the backwardness and
deprivation of the many poor, Latin
American scholars and social reformers
started questioning the applicability of the Western model of
development to their situation.

A com-

parative analysis of the situations in
the First and Third World before
and during the different stages
of the development process revealed
that:
While the industrialized countries were
able to develop independently, with no obstacles
placed in
their path and no external force
compelling them to
mark time the Third World countries
are in a weak
position with regard to the industrialized
countries
who control the world economy.
They are bound to
the mechanism of international dependence. 65

economically the Third World countries are
bound to the mechanism of inter
national dependence--that is, they are
dependent on the metropolis of in-

dustrial nations for the raw materials they can
export and the price they
can demand for them, as well

as

the kind and amount of goods they can im-

port; similarly, the peasants, laborers and non-elites
in the Third World

are bound to

a

political and economic dependence on the local elites.

their dependency

is

As

not the dependence of children who are being prepared

lOr adulthood and freedom but rather the subservience
of slaves as

seen in

their sub-human existence and political powerlessness, the relationship
then is one not only of dependence but of oppression.

The power of the

military as well as the repressive measures taken against the critics of
the status quo are some of the most visible manifestations of oppression

and the oppressor-oppressed relationship in society.
This critical awareness of the situation of underdevelopment and

oppression coupled with

a

dialogical analysis in depth of their causes

and effects led to the praxis of liberation.

Why liberation?

Why praxis?
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Liberation because the problem

is

oppression.

Freeing oneself from

rigid and Stirling structures
and concepts, practices and
attitudes
se^n as the first challenge,
while the transformation and
creation
of a just and human community
as the continuing task not
only of a few,
but of all, especially the
oppressed.
Since oppression is real and

often effective, an adequate answer
cannot come from purely academic
and theoretical pronouncement
nor even from reforms that leave
social

structures intact and the existing
judicial and political machinery
unaffected.

An effective countermeasure must
come from the people them-

selves once their awareness of the
violation of their human dignity has
led them to systematically and
critically analyze their present situa-

tion and so to band together to
transform their situation from under-

development to development, from oppression
to liberation and to fuller
human development in, with and

i^or

the community.

Such conviction, cour-

age and commitment are the results of praxis.

Liberation

is

a

praxis;

the action and reflection of men and

women upon their world in order to transform it."^^

Liberating praxis,

praxis of liberation, this is the key to authentic
development of which

economic growth

is

only

a

part.

It

is

a

key that has been fashioned

out of the sufrerings of millions and formed from the painful
questions
and collective actions of Marxists and Christians, peasants and
scholars.

Supporting their praxis of liberation
points to new directions in politics:

is

a

body of initial concepts which

"development involves the libera-

tion of man from conditions of exploitation and oppression.
IS

the means of human liberation."
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Politics

For sociology Andre Gunder Frank

writes that an adequate alternative theory;
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will

have to

come to terms with the history
and
contemporary reality of development
and underdevel op•

.

.

must reflect the structure
and development of
to, now maintains and
stn^i^rr
structural development and structill] underdevelopment as
tural
simultaneous and mutually
P oduced manifestations of the
same historical process,
.

.

.

politically ever more revol utionary
^
the underdeveloped countries to
tai^P^fhp
ke the destruction of this
structure and the develooment
of another system into their
hands.
If the develooed
countries cannot difruse development,
development theory
or development policy to the
underdeveloped countries th-n
t)f

b"

twelve:. 68
In

education, Paulo Freire went beyond
peoagogy into the meaning of man

and the world,

a

new vision of development and education.

man, especially the oppressed, is
reminded of his call

At the outset

to full

humaniza-

tion:
/^ithin

history, in concrete, objective contexts, both
humanization and dehumanization are possibilities
for man
as an uncompleted being conscious of his
incompietion.
But while both humanization and dehumanization are
real
alternatives, only the first is man's vocation.
This
vocation is constantly negated, yet it is affirmed by
that very negation.
It is thwarted by injustice, exploitation and oppression, and the violence of the oopressed for freedom and justice, and by their struggle
to recover their lost humanity. 69
As a humanistic and liberating praxis,

sented as

a

is

pre-

means of fighting oppression; it serves as the initial ex-

perience for man
his world,

problem-posing education

s

vocation to be

a

subject who acts upon and transforms

and in so doing moves towards ever new possibilities of fuller

and richer life individually and collectively.^'^
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Being

a

Christian continent, the majority
of whose people belong

to a church which has

exoressed her concern for man

documents, her interest in development

in

Paul

VI ’s

in

the Vatican

II

Populorum Proorp^.n

and the Medellin papers, and
her compassion for the poor in
various

charitable works and social action
projects, the liberation praxis
opened the way to the theology of
liberation.

Starting with

a

critical

reflection on the present situation,
Christian theologians, priests,
sisters and lay persons together with
the people began viewing the Gospe
in

the light or the present.

This radical change came as

a

result of

their active involvement with the people's
struggle for liberation.
As Gutierrez points out,

"What ultimately brings Christians to
partici-

pate in liberating oporessed peoples is
the conviction that the Gospel

message

is

radically incompatible with an unjust, alienating
society.

They see clearly that they cannot be authentic
Christians unless they
act,

71

Underlying these new orientations in sociology, political
science,
education and tneology
ual

is

the common conviction that liberation,

and collective, comes from the people themselves.

participation

in

individ-

Furthermore people

overcoming the debilitating effects of the culture of

silence and the regaining of their dignity and power to create and shape
their vision of fuller humanization requires

tizising community.

a

conscientized and conscien

Thus, the liberation praxis takes place in small com

munities first, wnere conscientization

is

an on-going process.

The Latin American model of development, then, stresses the

people's participation as the new expression of respect for the dignity
of man; conscientization as

a

new philosophy and method of education;
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small

communities as the basic and decisive
tools for changing structures;
the .neology of liberation
as a new way of interpreting
man's relationship
with himself, others, the world
and God.
And by presenting liberation
as
the Third World's synthesis of
her post-war experience of
development-

underdevelopment tensions. Latin America
has effectively conscientized
the Third World.

Tjie

Philippine Church Adaptation
The Philippines is perhaps one of
the first .Asian countries to be

touched by the Latin American experience.
pines has

a

colonial

Like Latin America, the Philip-

past--three hundred years of Soanish rule and fifty

years of American domination.

Philippine contemporary life-.her politics,

economics, culture and society,

is

very similar to Latin America's.

But

che strongest similarity between them is
their common disappointment

with the Western development model, their common
burden of underdevelopment and oppression, as well as the Church's concern for
its victims.

Christian concern for the poor
Church has expressed
services

is

it

in

is

different ways.

as old as Christianity and

Doling out goods, money and

one of the first methods of helping the poor.

vent of social work, however, Catholic charity
used basically

professional

a

the

in

With the ad-

the postwar period

dole and individual -psychological approach employing

social

workers.

But in spite of massive aid from American

Catholic Relief Services, the social welfare approach proved inadequate
to answer

pines.

the needs of the

increasing number of the poor in the Philip-

This, as well as the ''/atican

II

documents'

insistence on the

s
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dignity of the person, the
Church's identification
with the poor, and
the popularity of community
development in the sixties
transformed
Catholic welfare agencies
into social action centers
and changed its
focus from psycho-social
adjustment to economic improvement
through
sel f-he ip.
As PACD's early years
were years of beginnings so
was the Church

introduction to the social
apostolate marked by many initiati
ves
tial listing of which
follows;

a

,

'

par-

The creation of the National
Secretaria t of Social
Action^and the appointment of
diocesan social action directors

The calling of the National
Congress for Rural Oevel opmeni,
The Church goes to the barrio"
-

The celebration of Social Action
Year

-

The systematic training of priests
persons for social action

sisters and lay

The initiation of social action
projects in the
Catholic schools all over the country
-

he introduction of experiential
methodology in
religious education by the Christian Communities
1

The formation ot Zone One Tondo Organization
by the
people of the area with the support of an
ecumenical
group of Protestants and Catholics

Incomplete as it is, the list

is

adequate enough to indicate the Church's

attemots to concretize her desire to be "at the
service of the people, of
every condition, in every situation, in every weakness
and need."^^
If the CD workers

are interested in statistics and projects to

reoort to the main office, the Church's social action workers
were more

concerned with service and direct contact with the people.

Their pas-
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5ion for process-effective
ways of reaching the
people, and actually

helping the.-, eft little or
no time for wrUfng.

The lack of written

evaluation was, however,
compensated for by periodic
reflection sharing
sessions with fellow workers,
where they shared their
experiences and
doubts, their hopes and
frustrations.
In these sessions they
discovered
oppression and injustice as the
roots of underdevelopment and
poverty.
It was

there too, that they realized

t.he

degrading paternalism of indis-

criminate dole as well as the
elitist and palliative nature of
social
welfare and community development.
With these, then, began their
search for other alternatives.

They were not the first.

As described above,

of liberation had already started
developing
a

the Latin American praxis
a

pedagogy of the oppressed,

theory of dependency in economics, basic
communi ties- communidad de

ba^--for people's participation

in

politics and

a

theology neither

afraid to examine the present situation
of injustice and oppression nor
to

judge such

to the

a

situation as

a

violation of man's dignity as

image and likeness of God,

and Christian involvement.

a

a

person made

situation demanding radical change

They were not alone either, for the people

were with them.

Dedicated students and serious critics of the status quo
were

already busy in the slums and the barrios.

Even the bishops were with

them, at least that is what the Synod of Bishops declared:

Action for justice and participation in the transformation of the world fully appears to us as a
constitutive dimension of the preaching of the
Gospel, of the Church's mission for the redemption
of the human race, its liberation from every oppressive situation. 73
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Action ror justice, participation

in

the transformation of the
world,

liberation from every oppressive
situation are essential components
or the teaching of the Gospel

Church.

Attempts to make this

and vital
a

elements

the life of the

in

reality can be seen

in

the various

actions of the Church on behalf of the
poor which have continued since
then such as emergency aid, social
welfare and community development

projects

as

stepping stonesto community building efforts
like community

organization and pastoral animation; peace
and justice concerns for the

HSMil

(fanm laborers) of sugarland, and for the
cultural minorities

of the different tribes; support of the
workers' right to strike, the

slum-dwellers right to decent housing and the fishermen's
and farmers'
right to

a

human existence.

Big concerns.

High aspirations!

The big question was:

are these concerns communicated to the people?

Communication

is

How

takina

place on three levels.
The first is on the level

option to be

of the leaders.

Having made their

Church of the poor and for the poor working with them

a

ror justice and liberation, the Asian Bishops not only clarified the

reason for such

a

of liberation:

the centrality of the local

of dialogue.

stand but also indicated two nuances of their concept

church and the necessity

Thus the statement says in part:
local church in dialogue with its people, in so
many countries of Asia, means dialogue with the poor.
Poor not in human values, qualities, nor human potential
but poor in that they are deprived of access to
material goods and resources which they need to create
a truly human life for themselves.
Deprived because
they live under oppression, that is under social, economic and political structures which have injustice
built into them.
A

,

.
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^^hat

has been
called a di al ogue of
fe
It involves a qenuinr
experience and understanding of
this poverty! deprivation ana oppression of so
many oeoples.
It demands
working not for them merely,
in a paternal stlllense
.

1

i

'

i

t"eir real needs and
asliratio^s^’^is^ih’®^''" enabled
to identify and articulate these, and5 to strive for
their fulfillment by trans
structures and situations which keep
them
in that deprivation and
powerl essness 74
.

The second

is

on the level

Lenten campaign known as

of the members.

4^ Kao^

Through

a

yearly

(offering to one's neighbor), the

members or the Church are made aware
of the plight of the deprived
sectors of PhilipDine society, and
are challenged to reflect and act on
the

present situation in the light of the
Gospel.

Six weeks of every year

since 1975 have been devoted to this
educational campaign in the hope
of awakening critical awareness and
de-/eloping

a

sense of responsibility

among the students of Catholic schools
and the Sunday worshippers of the
pari shes

While the communion on the first and second levels
tends to
be general,
IS

conceptual and periodic, the communication on the third
level

more specific, more than verbal and frequent.

than speaking and listening;

it is

a

The third level

satisfied with our present situation?

about them?

and communal

Can we still

bleak and dark?

Why?

search for

dream of

a

more

dynamic dialogue between the social

acuion or Church personnel and the people on such questions
as:

to our individual

is

a

Are we

What are the main obstacles

better life?

What can we do

bright tomorrow when today

is

so

What are our aspirations for ourselves, our children

and our community?

From such reflections members of the community often

move to collective action like creating

a

regular community forum for
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deeper study and analysis of the
community problems and the national
situation, for planning and implementing
community projects as building
a

community center, confronting government
officials about unfulfilled

promises, and joining together

in

liturgical and cultural celebrations.

With such activities the neighborhood
and eventually the barrio

becomes

a

Christian community where the Church-people
partnership for

development gives way to people's organization.

Having grown together

with the people in the liberation praxis,
the (Church) community facili-

tator either goes to another area to help

in

priming

a

new Christian

community or remains as one of the peoole.
Building Basic Christian Communities such as Nagbalayong,
con-

ducting short but intense periods of Christian
consciousness-raising
like the Lenten A lay Kapwa campaigns and issuing
authoritative guidelines

Justic e

in

the World from the Synod of Bishops in Rome, Evangel

i

zati on

in Modern _Day Asia from the Federation of Asian Bishops and the pastoral

letters from the annual

Bishops' conferences of the Phi

are some of the main social

remain:

ppines--these

How effective are they in pro-

moting justice, liberation and transformation?
in

i

involvements of the Philippine Church today.

Yet these questions still

with the oppressed

1

How has her daily work

the slums and the barrios, her yearly social

ness information-formation drives, and her periodic Gospel

aware-

reflections

on

the present, affected the situation of injustice and oppression in the

Phi

1

i

ppi nes?

Certainly the answers to these questions are beyond the scope of
this paper, but posing them is part of the liberation praxis.

For at the

root of these questions are the issues of relevance, effectiveness and
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continuity.

And as community development was asked
to measure itself

against the Western concepts of development,
community and community

aevelopment, the Church

is

likewise invitee to evaluate her social

ment in the light of Paul Vi's new humanism
and the Asian Bishops'

pretation of the theology of liberation.

involve
inter-

How liberating are her social

involvements on behalf of the poor; how humanizing
are they?
The experience of Nagbalayong, which will

next chapter, will

address this question.

be discussed

in

the

CHAPTER
NAGBALAYONG AND TALIM:

IV

A STUDY OF CONTRASTS

Chanter one stresses the similarities
Talim and Magbalayong
share with other Filipino
barrios, highlighted by the barrio
people's
need and desire for development.
The history of development as
a concept and as a movement has
pointed to two mainsorings:
the Western

equilibrium model and the liberation
praxis approach.
munity development program and
Magbal ayong'

s

As Talim's com-

community building project

are considered as rivulets from
the two mainsprings, this chapter
will
focus on the differences:

differences

in

the people's perception, evalu-

ation and vision of community develooment,
differences which may identify
uhe strengths and weaknesses of
each,

components of

a

and differences which point to some

comprehensive community liberation-development
concept.

A brief descriptive background of
each community development

project as well as of the two communities will be
followed by
tion and initial

a

presenta-

analysis of the results of the dialogue-interview with

some of the people of both barrios.

Background of the Study

The Nagbalayong and Talim programs are two years old, both
begun
in

1976.
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The Magba ayong Christian
Community Building Project was
started by two Missionary
Benedictine Sisters who lived and
worked with
the peoole of Nagbalayong
from November 1976 to May
1979.
Two years ago
two Sisters went to this
barrio in the hope of helping
the people build
what they described as:
1

,

-

With

a

a

searching and discerning.

a

prophetic and servinq,

a

dynamic and celebrating Christian
community.

monthly subsidy of P750.00
($100.00) they started:
-

-

visiting the 342 families of Nagbalayonq
giving seminars to the first 16 lay
leaders
organizing adult Bible groups for 160
families
involving 208 people in the construction
of a Center that is
Tabor mostly contributed by the
people
establishing the "Mr. and Mrs. seminars" for
36 couples
terming Bible groups for 40 youths
initiating socio-economic development projects
like piqqerv
and communal gardens
preparing ^core leaders of the different aqesand
work groups-youths, farmers and workers who with the'^rest
of the community
will continue the task of community building
and initiatinq
new projects.

Today they are ready to go to another barrio
leaving behind:
-

community center
church full of worshipoers on Sunday
a people many of whom are gradually
awakening to the changes
around them, a few of whom are aware and determined to raise
the consciousness of their barriomates.
a
a

For the Sisters, who are leaving to work in another
barrio, the evaluation

results are summative but can be used as the basis of

program when they are gone.

new people's CD

An analytic reflection on, and an open accept-

ance of, the evaluation results can be
line for future barrio work.

a

a

source of inspiration and

a

guide-
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While the government initiated

a

number of CD projects on the

island of Tal,m, some as early
as 1966, it was only in 1976
that Handogbavan
(Offering to the nation), a
government inter-agency coordinating
body, acy star,^d involving the people in the community
development through
the government monitors' work
in the barrio.
Handogbayan is a government

inter-agency coordinating body for the
purpose of monitoring rural community
development efforts,
.bounded in 1976 by the Departments
of 'oocal Government and Community Development,
Agriculture and Natural Resources, Health,
Social Services and Community Development
and the American Peace Corps, it
aims at recruitTng local

volunteers to act as resources for the various

needs of the people in the barrios.

The main objective is to awaken the

spirit of volunteerism among the barrio
residents so that together with
the government agencies the barrio council

development program.

can plan and implement its

As a coordinating agency it works through
barrio

monitors and the barrio council.

The monitors are government workers

vhealth officers, CD workers, agri cul tural extension
agents and social

workers) while the barrio council

is

composed of the barrio captain and

the different block leaders.
In Tal im,

which is one of the Handogbayan pilot projects (of

which unere are three--Leyte, Samar and Rizal--), each barrio
uwo monitors whose task
to

is

assigned

includes visiting the barrio at least once

a

month

confer with the barrio captain regarding the progress of the develop-

ment program, attending the monthly Handogbayan meeting and recruiting
barrio people to act as part-time resources to the people and helpers to
the government agents.

.
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A Handogbayan summary of its
efforts

rollowing facts:

m

Two workers working

in

Talim includes the

the barrio have reached fifty

ramilies, contacted two hundred
individuals, recruited eight residents
for some leadership training seminars,

termed

local

a

health volunteer group whose work has
increased the number

of toilets to 85%.
one,

initiated four projects, and

For Handogbayan the evaluation will

the results of which will

be a formative

be used for continuing and improving the

program.

Description of the Two Barrios

NA(3BALAY0NG is one of the four barrios of the town
of Morong,
the last town of Bataan.

school,

a

health center,

Divided into four puroks
a

billiard nail and

a

it has an elementary

chapel.

The barrio has

gained prominence as the 1.1 billion dollar nuclear plant

structed

in

one of its

the political,

si ti os

a

a

being con-

The advent of the plant has affected

economic and cultural

the nuclear plant has become

of

.

is

life of the people.

controversial

Politically

issue, but the disappearance

Protestant pastor who asked questions about the dangers of the plant

during

a

government-sponsored rorum, as well as the frequent visits of

the military, has silenced the people's questions about the nuclear plant.

While they are apprehensive about the future, they are appreciative of
the present imorovements

like electricity,

good roads and well-paying jobs

which the construction of the plant has brought to the barrio.
sets,

Television

stereos and electrical appliances are considered by the people as

status symbols, enjoyed by the few who are benefitting from the nuclear

plant--plant employees and those who sold their lands to the Westinghouse
Company

30

iNagbalayong is

a

young community of about
342 families.

Fifty percent of the two
thousand population consists of
young people,
aged fi rteen years and below.
Almost all the families are
engaged in
farming,

ihere are about sixty families
whose main source of livelihood is fishing.
Only fifty percent of them own
their boats while the

other half

is

still

paying off their debts to the
bank.

The putting up

of tne nuclear plant, however,
has caused many of them to leave
fields

and nets and seek employment in
its construction.

Subay, which is referred to earlier
as TALIM, is one of the

twenty-seven barrios of Talim Isla.nd
which belongs to the town of Cardona.
Divided into six puroks, Talim has an
elementary school,

owned by
a

a

private corporation,

numberof billiard halls,

and the other Cardona.

a

a

puericulture center,

a

a

high school

day-care center,

chapel, and two wharfs-one facing Binangonan

The barrio has become one of the government's

favorite places to show with delight to foreigners
interested in rural
and community development.

Residents fondly recall how in 1966, the

government spent ^15,000 for toilets, construction and
painting of fences
for the

.iedical

('iorld

Meeting.

The place was also visited by international

women- leaders during their convention last March 1979.
There are three hundred families most of whom draw their main
source
of livelihood from the sea.
as

While the majority go fishing,

a

few are employed

fish-pen caretakers or laborers, and others work in the Amix plant which

mines gravel

and sand.

sian wells and

a

Water

is

provided mainly by some

few privately owned ones.

Electricity

those who can afford it and street lights are

a

4

is

to 6 public arte-

available to

rarity present only in Purok

0
:
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No.

The Dlace being rock, tillable
land is lifted.

5.

Cultivated

portions yield vegetable, corn and
cassava for home consumption.

A

few

families raise pigs and ducks.
To complete this brief background
the following table is pre-

sented

:

TABLE

1

SOCIO-ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SAMPLE
POPULATION

CHARACTERISTICS

:

:

Locational

-

:

Demograohy:
.Number of families
.Average size of families
.Mean age of respondents
.Age range
.Ages of children
0-5 years

-

6-

1

11-15
16-20
21-25

Economy

-

NAGBALAYONG
Morong, Bataan
58*
3-10

servi ces

25

.

.

.

-

,

teachers, etc.

Education
.No schooling
.Elementary school: Gr.I-IV
.Intermediate:
Gr.V-VI
.High School
Vocati onal
.Coll ege
.

,Ri zal

49 years

26-80
10%
26%
30%
26%
7.5%
ng farming, wage
labor, storefi shi

,

keeper, carpentry

4

29
20
24
16
26

20
15
10

16
5

5

8

2

10

Reti red

Storekeepers

TOTAL

51*
5-7

20

.

.

:

Cardona

15%
35%
27%
17%
6%
1arming/fi shi ng

Employment
Farmer
Fishermen
.Wage laborers
.Student/youths
Housewi ves

:

TALIM

38 years

15-70

wage labor
storekeeper

-

:

4
1

-

2

2

35
20

24
17

59
37

19

6

25

-

4

1

1

2

6
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table l--Continued

CHARACTERISTICS

:

-

NAGBALAYONG

Income:
.Mean family income
.

Range

TALIM

^68.85

:

^100-500

:

;

total

R?81.00
50-600

-P^l

respondent of Talim

not

The table shows that iNagbalayorg
respondents are younger by ten
years
(mean age of 38) coming from
larger families of eight to
ten members,

naving more children, 75% of whom
are below 15; they are mostly
farmers/
fishermen and plant laborers, having
more high school and college graduates
and almost with the same earning
(^263.00) as Talim respondents.
Talim
subjects are older (mean age 49), have
smaller families of five to seven
per household, are mostly fishermen,
having more teenage children, fewer
high school and college graduates and
income within the two hundred bracket.

Approach of The Study

ihis evaluation seeks

to measure the program in

the light of its

effects as perceived by the people of Talim and
Nagbalayong.

It

is

an

evaluation by the people of Nagbalayong and Talim of
the community's development through the years, with

a

specific focus on the years 1976-1979.

The researcher's role was merely to facilitate the
evaluation:

to ask

questions, to classify their answers according to the trends their
responses
indicated,

to

summarize the findings and to discuss with them the results

of their evaluation.

Departure from

a

forced choice questionnaire and

purely outsiders' evaluation is based on the belief that an approach that

is
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"lore

open has

better chance of being
responsive to unexpected
v.ewpcnts
and that being drrectly
affected by the projects the
people's evaluation
Should carry as much weight
as those of the experts
or the policymakers.
Just as t.he one who wears
the shoes is in a position
to decide which pair
fits, so are the people in
a position to say what
aspects of the projects
(usually claiming to be for
their own good) were helpful
and which were not.
Thus an interview schedule
which did not employ fixed
choices but allowed
the respondents to give varied
responses was used.
Certainly this made
categorization and analysis difficult
and ruled out rigid measurement.
However, since the study is not
a sociological survey but
more of an exa

ploratory survey which
It accepts

is

these difficulties and limitations.

was done only after all
ihis

mainly concerned with the people's
evaluation,

Categorization of answers

the responses nad been written
out.

study IS an evaluation made primarily
by the people actively

involved in the program.
were invited lo

a

As parti ci patory assessment,

those who joined

dialogue after the findings of the study had
been sum-

marized ana presented to them. Consequently
the participants arr^'ved at an
indigenous model of human development--one that
problems and experiences, one that

expressed in tneir own words and vis-

is

ualized in their own symbols or development.
moael

they can truly call

based on their needs,

is

Their model

is

a

homegrown

their own as it embodies their dreams and hopes

for their com.munities and for themselves.

Their visions presumably reflect

the process and the content of the programs, and as such
indirectly indi-

cate the effectiveness of the

Si

sters /government'
'

s

work.

Designed to be parti cipatory assessment, the main sources of information and the evaluation were the people themselves.

To check the

.
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program's impact on the people served,
the participants were divided
into
two groups:
those actively involved and those
not actively involved in
the program.

The active group included the block
leaders in the case of

Talim and the members of the different
groups in Nagbalayong.
has

four groups, namely youth, workers,
fishermen and parents.

Nagbalayong
In

Nagbala-

yong the members of these groups are all
actively involved in the projects,
while the periphery group are barrio
people who are not.
active involvement they are acting as

a

center whose aim

willing people from the periphery to participate
lalim, on the other hand, all

in

Because of their
is

to get as many

the projects.

For

the barrio people are part of the program,

but the most active participants are the block
leaders (core) under the

leadership of the barrio captain.

Table

2

gives

general

a

picture of the

respondents

TABLE

2

SAMPLE DISTRIBUTION BY BARRIO AND CATEGORY OF RESPONDENTS

:

-

CHARACTERISTICS
General
.Total
.Total

-

barrio profile:
number of families
number of individuals

Sample population:
.Number of male respondents
.Number of female respondents
.Number of involved parti cipants
.Number of periphery

:

:

:

:

:

:

::

NAGBALAYONG

:

342

:

2,250

:

40
38

:

39
39

:

:

:

TALIM

:

300

:

2,010

:

30
22
25
26

:

:

:

:

TOTAL

642
4,260

70
60

65
65

,
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using an interview schedule,
the researchers interviewed
the involved
group or the participants in
the projects, and the
non-garticipants or
the periphery.

.Hfter all

the participants'

the interviews had been done,

the results of

interviews were collated according
to blocks in Talim

and according to groups for
Nagbalayong, then summarized as

non-participants'

a

group.

The

interview results were likewise
summed up as one group.

Presentation and

In

exploring the respondents' evaluation
of the projects

in

their community we have focused on
their perceptions, assessments and
Visions,

ihese dimensions are considered
together in order to get

richer picture than one provided only
by

single dimension.

a

the evaluation structure can be pictured
as

shown in Figure

a

Thus
1.

Before presenting the results of the participants'
evaluation
of what happened in their projects and its
implications,

it is well

to

review the aporoaches actually used.

Basically, the iNagbalayong model, through critical
awareness
of the present situation,

its problems and possibilities as well

firm i3ith in man's power for self-renewal and communal

as

a

transformation

seeks to involve the people themselves in discovering their
latent power
to analyze their problems, to engage

in

the necessary actions, and to make

their reflections and evaluations of what

is

going on as the basis for

further actions and the reason for deeper commitment.

yong program begins with all
I

As such the Nagbala-

the oeople, especial ly the most oppressed.

he more aware and active individuals

then form the sectoral

groups:

I

I

I

I

I

i

i

1
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Figure

1

,
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youth, fanners, workers and
housewives who after an initial

training
continue facilitating and working
with their sectors or neighborhood.
The on-going action-reflection
assemblies within each sector/neighbornood and among the sectors'
core (facilitators) provide the
community
with Its program of community
development, a program whose goals,
strategies and tactics are reviewed
and re- formulated by the different
sectors
during their bi-monthly
study-reflection-evaluation sessions.
In these

sessions too they look at themselves and
their actuations to see how each
ot them has contributed to the
primary objective-individual
1

i

and communal

be rati on
In Talim,

the CD program follows the National

Development Plan.

Through the barrio or village council and
area leaders the people are

either informed of forthcoming projects or
asked to make suggestions for
the municipal

and provincial Local Government and Community
Development

Councils to review for aoproval and funding.
are

i

nfrastructural

agencies.

in

Since most of the projects

nature almost all are funded and done by government

Only sanitation and beautification campaigns are implemented

by the people.

Planning and decision-making, as well as aval

uati’on

projects, are in the hands of the area leaders and barrio council.
the establishment of Handogbayan

(1976),

a

of these

Since

coordinating agency for all

community development efforts in Talim, an annual reporting, evaluation
and planning conference is held for all
a

barrio teams, where after giving

yearly performance report, each barrio team (made up of the barrio cap-

tain and some area leaders and

program for the year.

a

government worker) formulates

On their return to the barrio,

called for the people to accept and ratify the plan.

a

a

community

barrio assembly

is

To monitor the pro-
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gram

a

government worker from one of the
agencies working

m

the barrio is

assigned to visit said barrio ana
work with the barrio captain towards
the
implementation of the program.
This monthly visit is followed by a
monthly
meeting of barrio monitors and barrio
captains with the Handogbayan representative and the town mayor.

Thus through the barrio monitors and
the

barrio captains the mayor is informed not
only of the progress of the projects but also of what

is

Employing minimum

going on in the barrio.
i

nfrastructure improvements, maximum beautifi-

cation and sanitation campaigns and controlled
partici pati
model

seeks to make the barrio

a

on, the

Talim

mini-Forbes Park whose residents are good

and obedient supporters of the Mew Society, happy
and proud to show

foreign visitors their clean streets, well -mended
fences and toilets.

These two different foci

of the two projects were reflected (Fig.

2)

in

the responses of the active participants when they were
asked to summarize
i-he

nature of uhe activities in each case.

shown in Fig.

2

In

terms of activities as

Magbalayong perceives more human relations and community

building activities, like meetings, awareness seminars, leadership training and group activities.

like toilet construction,

Talim notes more
road repairs,

i

nfrastructure improvements

increase of wells and economic aid.

Talim sees no church related activities as Magbalayong mentions no infrastructure improvem.ents.
In

regard to the nature of participation, this was represented

by the broadly based group of participants

(78 interviewed)

in

in

the case of Magbalayong

and the barrio captains and purok leaders in the case

of Talim (52 interviewed).

participated

in

The percentages of each group that said they

the different phases of the program development are shown

the following figure.
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Figure 2*

Perceotion of Activities

Nagba ayong
1

(n=78)

Tal im

(n=52)

More detailed uables ot tbe responses to the
questions are found
appendix.

in

the
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The participation graph (Figure

planning, decision-making,

3)

indicates that in Nagbalayong

implementation and evaluation of community
pro-

jects are mostly in the hands of the
group or the participants

,

whereas in

lalim the barrio captain and the
purok leaders fulfill most of the leader-

ship functions except for implementation,
77% of which is mainly done by
the people.

yong'

s

Only 23% of implementation belong to
the leaders.

Nagbala-

relatively lower percentage in planning springs
from the fact that

half of the total

respondents from the periphery group did not answer
the

question since they are not participating

in

the projects.

In

Talim all

the respondents are participants in the community
development projects

since for government projects all

the barrio residents are considered

part of the projects.
If this

the participants

plications?

In

is

'

generally what happened in the two projects, what are

evaluation of the projects, the process/resul

ts

and im-

this exploration we not only asked their assessments of

what happened, but also inquired as to their view of future prospects and
their concepts of development itself.
as

The latter two areas may be seen

indirect indicators of the influence of the orojects.

these three perspecti ves,

i

t

is

believed, will give

ture than would only direct assessment questions.

Taken together

richer overall pic-

a

The items considered

under three headings are as follows.

:

Assessment of What Happened

View of Prospects

:

Concepts of Development
Desire for contin- - How projects repreui ty
sent "development"
:

-

Satisfaction with methods

-

-

Effects of involvement in
projects

-

Prospects of project survival

-

Indicators of "real
development"

-

Types of Changes in the communi ty

-

Views of how each
can contribute

-

Images of development
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Figure

3

Perception of Participation

73%

60%

60%
59%
51%

:\

AV

30%
\

.\
V'

.

\

:\
\V

\''-

23%

V
\'1T:

nV-

\

'\

M-W PI anni ng

Magbal ayong

1

i

m

v\

,1.

Development

Ta

'v'

‘

I

Implementation Eva uati on
1

(n=73)

(n=52)
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Ass8ssrri6nt of Whdt Happengd

When asked if they were
satisfied with the methods
used in
their projects, the majority
of each group reported
satisfaction.
However, their reasons for
satisfaction or dissatisfaction
differed (see
Figure 4),
Nagbalayong seems to derive
satisfaction from the inner
change they perceive in
themselves while Talim gets satisfaction
from
external sources as the nature
of the project, the diligence of
the
leaders and the docility of
the people.

answering the question of what
effects they have noticed from
participation in the projects, the
answers differed in kind and focus
in
In

the

two barrios

(see Figure 5).

Worthy of note

is

the fact that more Nagbalayong
respondents

felt the effects of participation
on the cognitive and affective levels
(76.6?0 while Talim saw the effects in terms
of material conditions
(73.2?o)

rather than in themselves.
The answers to the question of what
changes they have noticed in

i-he

community since the arrival of the workers and
the initiation of the

projects were given

in

regard to changes in people (the human dimension)

and changes in the barrio itself (material

aspects).

As

for the changes,

Nagbalayong gives an account of ohe gradual transformation
many of its
residents have exoerienced;
like excess

about sell

I

beginning with overcoming personal defects

ve drinking and violent temper to

and others;

the discovery of truth

from the culture of silence to the couraae of

speaking up in meetings and joining others in building

a

center and form-

"

"
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Figure

4

Satisfaction or Dissatisfaction
with the Methods

Nagbalayong (n=78)

Taliiii

(n=52)

"We are satisfied
because we ar®*

"We are satisfied because
we are;
(.74.9%)

(79.9%)
-

-

-

-

becoming aware
learning how to
plan, decide and
solve problems to
gather
changing our atti
tudes
more hopeful,
courageous and

-

the projects are good
the people easily obey
the leaders are hard
worki ng

Not satisfied because'
(15.4%)

uni ted.

-

-

the government aid is
not enough
only a few are involved
the leaders are not

changed

No answer (20.1%)

.

No answer (9.7%)

Sati sfied

,

-

Not Satisfied

-

No Answer

.1

:

Figure

5

Effects of Involvement in Projects

Nagbdl ayong
(n=78)

NAGBALAYONG
'noughts and feelings;

Ta

1 i m
(n=52)

TALIM

Thoughts and feelings:

"We are no longer self-centered
- "The
people are more obedi
and afraid
ent and sel f-sacri fi ci ng
We have become more aware and
- more friendlv and
cooperahopeful, more ready to help
tive."
and serve
We have learned the value of
Materi al
equality, unity and humility
We are happy in having realized
"the barrio is neat
some of our dreams
- cleaner
We have discovered the value of
- we have a health center
eacn person as well as our rights
with a doctor."
as workers
We are doing a lot of sharing, discussion, and praying together
We have built the center and started
a group."

:
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1-ng

people's organization.

The most notable changes that
Talim reports

are

increasing docility to and
cooperation of the people
with the government,
people

s disappointment with
the government because
ot the many unkept and
broken promises,

clean and beautiful surroundings
as well as better
knowledge of nutrition.

Growth

in

personal and communal

dimensions, in critical awareness and

community involvement for one, and
increasing acceptance of the government

image of community development--a
healthy people living in

s

clean and beautiful
in

surroundings

,

happy and grateful

spite of some disappointments with its
programs.

to

a

the government

One seems to put

more trust and hope in themselves and what
they can do as

a

group, the

other though ambivalent finds the government
plans and promises more
attractive.

View of Prospects
The members of the 'lagbal ayong group were largely
interested in
the continuation of project activities, while those in
the Talim group

predominantly desired the introduction of new activities (see Figure
6).
I

he old projects which Nagbalayong wants continued include:
-

-

prayer meetings in the homes
awareness-raisi ng seminars
skills training in problem analysis and group action
support for the people's stand
integration with the people

The only new demand from the Sisters by the respondents of Nagbala-

yong

is

for them to join the people in their struggle for liberation and

.

Figure

6

Desires tor Continui ty/New
Starts

NAGBALAYONG

"Continue.

.

.

TALIM

80 3 %

25 8 %

19

69 %

.

.

1

Start

No answer

II
.

0%

7%

5

.

2%

,
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in

forming links with other
groups.
ihe only new orojects
-

-

the respondents from Talim
wanted were:

more oans for capi tal
jobs and income-producing
projects,
hospital, recreational
facilities,’
a nearer place for
paying their monthly loans
to the
government (the town of Cardona
instead of MLiU)
1

When asked about the
prospect of projects continuing or
surviving,
more people in Nagbalayong
gave an affirmative answer (Til)
that they
would continue in contrast
to the 25S of those in Talim
with a similar
view (see Figure 7,,
Fifty-seven percent of Talim's
population did not

answer the question.

Can this be due to the fact
that most of the

projects depend on the barrio
leader's decision and on government
fundi

ng?

The respondents were also asked
how they might contribute to
the projects.

Ninty-two percent of Nagbalayong identified
general and

specific contributions they can make,
while 84.6% of Talim respondents
did not answer the question.

Of those who answered (15.4%) some said:

"We'll just do what we are told.

We'll

only follow.

.

.

anyway our

ideas are worthless."

Concepts of Development
Using their own projects as

a

frame of reference, both groups

were asked how these efforts represented "development".

Talim respondents (see Figure
while

a

3)

Most of the

were not aole to answer the question,

variety of responses were given by the whole Nagbalayong group

I

I

!

i

I

I
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Figure

7

ProsDects of Project Continuing

NAGBALAYONG (n=78)

TALIM (n=52)

7.7% No

15 %

No

"
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Figure 8
How Projects Represent "Development"

Nagbal ayong

Tal im
1

"It is development because:

" I

it aims at attitude change
and progress,

don

'

t

know.

84.3% responded as above

i

1

1

1

1

it is based on people's needs
and situation,

1

1

1

-

it clarifies

issues,

1

promotes unity and equality,
-

makes people aware.

-

imparts skills in problem
analysis, decision-making
and group work.

1

i

j

"It is development because:
|

j

I

increases our concern for
one another and for the
whole barrio."

-

the government aims at de-

!

velopment,
i

1
1

j

98% gave this set of answers

-

the barrio is clean.

-

the people obey,

1
1

1

I

I

I
1

i

i

-

1

but it is not enouah."
"

i

1

15.7%
j
1

'

'
\
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On the otner hand,
when the question was
put in terms of

"when would you say real
development has taken place?"
both groups
had specific and often
comparable responses.

NAGBALAYONG

Real

development

is

a

TALIM

reality when...

Real

when
the barrio

development

is

a

reality

...

the barrio

what it used to be before
the
construction of the nuclear plant-a simple fishing and
farming village
is

has programs and structures
to
•increase the people's income
•help the poor meet their
needs
-

-

economically viable with income-producing projects like:
piggery and poultry, gardens
and factories

-

physically neat and orderly
with a new school building and
a beautiful house

is

has adequate employment
opportunities for all
has tools and technology for
fishing and farmina especially
irrigation

-

enjoys the comforts of having;
.paved streets
.

el

.a

.a

ectri ci ty

hospital

•big stores

market

recreational facilities
.good transportation service
.

•big stores and recreational

facili-

ti es

.many buses
is not endangered by the
presence
of the nuclear plant
-

is

peaceful

-

is

peaceful

,

,
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Both Magbalayong's and Talim's
visions start with the same
basic
needs for sufficient income
for food, shelter and
clothing and adequate
human services.
It is in describing the
human outcomes that tney
differ.
iNagbalayong makes the
people-what has become of them as
persons-in-community, the yardstick of real
development. When men and women
have become or are becoming;
-

-

-

-

aware and critical,
reflective and questioning,
development-oriented, free and responsible,
disciplined and hard- worki
ng
just and concerned,
active participants in collective
actions for the community,

then authentic community
development has dawned uoon Magoalayong.
has fewer demands.

Development has become

a

Talim

reality for them when the

people:
-

-

are
are
are
are

alive and open
active and obedient to the New Society,
respected, not abused by those in power
resigned and hopeful.

From words, the respondents were invited
to symbols.

Taking

different symbols to visualize their concept and
vision of community
development, some Nagbalayong residents eloquently
spoke of community de-

velopment as:
-

-

-

-

-

a fresh leaf representing the people's
desire for
and courage to change,
a broomstick and a stalk of pal ay symbolizing
unity
in diversity, individuality and community,
soil personifying the fruitfulness of the earth and
the inequality in development,
a fruit focusing on the need for equality
and justice
in the use and enjoyment of the fruits and results of
development,
earthen jar stressing the value of creativity and freedom to rashion a Filipino model of development,
medicine highlighting life and aliveness as the first
concern of development.
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In

the feedback sharing,
which concluded this field
experience,
respondents from Talim
symbolized thei r concept and
vision of devel op-

ment as:

'

surround-

lng“d™rkLT'^

""

'foT^foor^nd'beLtj!'

'-9^^

?hf™iLn?r:s^ec?:li;"ie^™:ih^
Witnessing Nagbal ayong

'

s

reflection session was like listening

to poets and philosophers
and community organizers
attempting to articu-

late their experiences and
feelings,

velopment and liberation.

It felt

their thoughts and questions
on de-

like being caught in an intellectual

battle between social thinkers and
social reformers as they struggle
to
forge a new concept in the light
of their experiences and practice,
as
they plan strategies and tactics
to test the new concepts in community

action.

Talim's dialogue was like attending

business meeting where

a

practical men tackle the concrete details
of planting, of getting govern

ment agencies to deliver the promised
services and applying for loans.
One asks:

why?

Why development?

Why is poverty still

rampant

when there are many government community
development projects around?
Why only development?

Why not liberation?

How can we raise chickens and ducks?

catch

is

so

little?

The other Questions:

how?

How do we pay our loans when our

One has no definite answers but still

seeking light

rrom reality--tne reality of the people, events,
situation and place.
.he other seems

to see the correct solutions

leaders and government programs and policies.
and is heard,

coming from the barrio
The first reflects, acts

the second is acted upon and listens.

'
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Consequently there
of activities.

^d.mensions

o,

Is

a

marked contrast in the two
perceptions

Magbalayong looks more to the
personal and communal
_he project and activities,
while Talim focuses on the

economic and material aspects.

One depends more on internal

impact

in

assessing program outcomes, while
the other seems to rely more
on
external results.
While Nagbalayong' s dream
represents an attempt to
combine Filipino group-centeredness
with a critical and questioning
spirit, Talim's vision seems to
uphold the traditional Filipino
resignation to fate, authority and
hopeful optimism.

they share

a

similar image of

a

Poles apart in many ways,

developed barrio-material
ly self-suf-

ficient, environmentally clean and
beautiful, socially happy and peaceful.

However, Nagbalayong'
In

s

vision goes beyond this.

summing up the responses given by the
respondents of Nagbala-

yong and lalim in these dialogue-interviews

a

number of observations can

be made;
1.

The focus of the Nagbalayong pro.ject was
on participation

and liberating human potential;

development changes.
aspects, to provide

the Talim project on material

or economic

The effects of the former were to stress internal
a

focus on process and human relations, and were

relatively empowering, at least in terms of attitudes.
the latter were to stress external

aspects,

to.

The effects of

focus on material

ele-

ments, and tended to reinforce passive attitudes and postures.
2.

At the outset it was hypothesized that the nature and empha-

sis of the project would produce results and perceptions that
were con-

gruent with the underlying phi osophy-- that the program "medium"
1

program "message".

An economic and material

is

the

stress tended to make the
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people sensitive to material
and infrastructure imorovements
while a
participatory, commum ty-Pu, di
ng emphasis seemed to have awakened
people's awareness to attitudinal
changes related to relationships
and communal action.
Each group saw success and
satisfaction in the
1

light of the focus of each
program.
3.

The Talim model, with exclusive
emphasis on external/economic

factors provided from outside,

reduces the prospects for participatory

ongoing process, sense of ownership
and ability to cope on the basis
of one i own power.
The llagbalayong approach, with stress
on internal/
human relations and partici pation/1

i

berati ng potentials, critical aware-

ness and community action tends to
under-emphasize the economic and in-

frastructure components of development.
How to combine the internal, human relations,
and empowering/

liberating process with the economic/i nfrastructure
changes which both
groups ultimately recognize as essential
chapter.

is

the object of the next

CHAPTER

V

A COMPREHENSIVE COMMUNITY
LIBERATION-DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT

Interest in and concern for the
people of Talim and Nagbalayong
have led us to

a

brief review of the history and
literature of the two

movements they symbolize.

Thus Chapter

II

and III can be seen as an

attemot to situate the development and
liberation movements

in

history

and trace the evolution of the
two concepts in the literature.

such broad historical and conceptual

With

background we listened to the per-

ceptions, concepts and visions of the
people of Talim and Nagbalayong.
If the people of these

barrios-thei

r

concepts and visions-are not just

case studies for analysis but human yearnings
calling for deeper under-

standing and greater synthesis, then more
reflection

purpose of this chapter

is

to address

this need.

is

needed.

The

As such it will:

examine some of the relevant issues, with particular
reference to those which have surfaced in the Nagbalayong and Talim experiences,
^

discuss some terms and Filipino characteri sties to consider in making a synthesis, and
-

present an initial synthesis of
development concept.

a

community liberation-

Issues in Development and Liberation

Since the issues will

Talim and Nagbalayong,

a

be

largely drawn from the experience of

summary of their perception will be helpful.
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TABLE

3

PEOPLE'S PERCEPTION OF
COMMUNITY PROGRAMS

TALIM
1.

Perception of
Activities

NABALAYONG

-

infrastructure improvements

home-visits

-

consciousness-raising

- keeping
streets
clean

-

- sanitation
and
toilet construction
campaign
-

individual

family life and leadership seminars

j-

loans and

- community
garden, piggery

aid

Bible study and catechism
lessons for children

-

2.

Changes Associated with Activities

-roads, wells and
piers repaired
clean and beautiful
surroundi ngs
-

-

increasing docility

-

-

sel f-di scovery and courage
to speak
-

parti ci pati on in meetings

-

awareness of situation

to and cooperation

with the government
-

cooperation

overcoming vices

- cooperation shown in
the
building of a community
center

^

.

1

organization of neighborhood groups and sectors
-

|

|

3.

Process

- planning, decisionmaking and evaluation
mostly done by the
barrio captain and
eaders

everything is done by the
people involved or the group
involved
-

1

,

-

to

implementation left
the people

1

4.

Effects of
Process

compl iance and docility to leaders
-

-

!

i

disappointment for
a few as promises are
not kept and only a
few are heard

1

personal growth

-

critical awareness

cooperation

-

1

-

individual and communal involvement in discussions and
projects

!
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larougn these activities
the community workers have
somehow indicated
both the rocus and the aims
of the program.
Thus without much e,vplanation they were answering
the wnat and the why of
their involvement.

light of the history and the
review of literature the

above-table shows that Talim bears
close resemblance to the Development
model as Nagbalayong embodies
some of the features of the
Liberation
approach.
The first issue then is the
Development-Liberation tension.
But liberation and develooment
can be seen as two poles in

tinuum of which the center

is

a

long con-

the people:

LIBERATION

DEVELOPMEN'

Both of them claim to be for people;
this claim is, however, subject to
proof.

Perhaps the only question to be asked of
both

is

for the people are they in the projects
they initiate,

they help bring about and in the processes
they employ?
are their projects more ror material
social

up-lift?

in

how concerned
the changes

More concretely:

and economic imorovement or for

Are the changes more of beautifying surroundings or of

mobilizing people's potentials?

Do the processes,

especially participa-

tion, allow only for controlled and limited involvement
(token partici-

pation) or do they facilitate people's growth in planning,
decision-

making, implementation and evaluation of projects they have chosen?

Are

the effects making the people more dependent and compliant with those in

power or are they helping them to be self-reliant, creative and critical?

:
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growth not only in terms of
income, literacy and cleanliness
but
also in terms of political
participation, social justice and
cultural
Is

liberation?

It seems

then, that the closer each
of them gets to the

center the more each becomes
true to its nature-development
becomes
really development-humanization
and liberation truly liberating.
Does this mean that there are
no more differences between
them?

Such ,s not the case, as
the development model

stress,

a

closer look at the actual

tends to be project and economic-centered
,n its

individual -psychol ogical

reformist and pro-status quo
trast,

implementation shows:

in

in

its analysis and point of departure,

its goals;

the liberation model, by con-

inclined to be people and process
oriented in its emphasis,

IS

structural and societal
for a new social

in

its analysis and starting point,

order in its aims.

radical

and

When the characteristics of develop-

ment are exaggerated to the neglect of
society, it becomes developmentalism, just as

liberation becomes

1

iberational ism when its essential

tures are over-emphasized at the expense of
the individual.

fea-

Such exag-

gerations, which bring up some questions about both
develooment and liberation, can be seen in two scenarios, common in
the late sixties and early

seventi es

Scenario A:
Scene

1_:

Community Development Project

(in an ai r-conditioned office

in

Manila, well-dressed and English

speaking experts are meeting)
Local

CD expert:

(reporting to the group) San Jose is a very poor and far
away barrio.
So poor that they have no electricity, no
running water, no toilets, no.
.

.

:

:
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Foreign consultant:

(interrupting) What, they have
no toilets^
There
must be plenty of flies there.
Dirty, unsightly
and even dangerous to the
health of the residents
A cholera epidemic can
break out any time.
am
I
ererore proposing a toilet campaign
so that every
nousenold will have a toilei by the
end of the month.
^

Local

CD expert:

Fine, then we should send a
memo to the engineerin
g
department with instruction s on designing
toilets
for San Jose,

Foreign consultant:

Also inform the Finance officer and
the Health Department.
.

Scene

(San Jose Barrio School, a month
later, barefoot men and women
waiting for a meeting to start)

2

Juan

.

Thank God, the meeting has not yet started,
By the way who called
this meeting? And what is it for?

Maria. Mr.

Salcedo, the new CD worker.

He told us to come.
He also said
the government will give us something,
uer 31 I, It IS almost Christmas.
Talking about Christmas, I wonder
what my rich relatives in town and my comadres
will send us for
Christmas? The chicken for the Mayor, who is the
godfather of
Junior, is already fat.

CD Worker:
(hurrying in) Good. You are all here.
Now we can begin the
meeting.^
Yesterday I got this plan (opens and unfolds a blueprint) for the toilets you are supposed to make.
(Explains the
detail s^of the plans and concl udes. Thi
s plan was especially designed tor this village by the Manila office. They have
also
sent some building materials which you can pick up from the
center.
We should be ready by the end of this month so that we have
something to show during the inspection.
)

Scene

3

:

(San Jose, village road,

nine months later)

Foreign consultant:
Lookl
What are these red, blue and white signs over
there? What do they say?
Local

CD expert:
(reading) Built through the kindness of the people of
the United States of America through AID and PACD.

Foreign consultant:
Local

CD expert:
to

Do you mean that every toilet has such a sign on it?

Sure.
Hey, why don't we take pictures of these toilets
accompany your report to Washington?

:

no
FoTBicjn consultsnt!

Thdt's

with:

d

^

arpst

•trioa'

i/i-.

caption it

TOILET CAMPAIGN
First PACD-AID succsss
San Jose, Philippines
why

Scen^:

one of the toilets to check)
seems it hasn't been used yet.

n

(Juan's house,

Junior:

a

This is very
^ clean

’

month after the inspection)

I^

(coming Jomejrom school)

(Daddy) our teacher said we must

Juan
them if'
thel likP
111 '"Jl"
^
P™bleni is not what goes into the oit
but what we put into out mouth.
Our problem is food-what goes
into our stomach not what comes out.

ihese scenes not only illustrate how
the Western model of develop-

ment has been implemented but also highlight
the focus of the development
model

and its answers to the basic guestions:
-

For whom is development?

-

By whom is development?

-

Of whom is development?

If scenario A attemots

model, scenario

Scenario
Scene

1

:

Trainer:

B:

B

to capture

some of the elements of the development

represents an alternative approach:

Community Mobilization Campaign

(during
Manila,

a
a

training session for a group of student activists,
year before the declaration of Martial Law)

in

Are you now clear about structural analysis and how to use it
with the slumdwellers and the farmers? Are you also convinced
that at the root of the people's poverty, the government's ineffectiveness and society's fragmentation are local feudalism,
fascism and American imperialism? What is the solution to these
basic contradictions in society?

::::

;:

:

in
Students

(shouting in unison)
Down with feudalism!
Down with fascism!
Down with American Imperialism!

T rai ner

Fine, but do you just go
around shou ting

Carl os

Scene

si

ogans?

Of course not.
Our first task is to be with the
people, to live
with them, listen to them and
to thei r problems and even work
with them so that we can d iscover
the areas of discontent as well
as the basic -contradiction in
their s ituation.
Only after we
have lived long enough in the
barrios can we give a teach-in
to show them that all thei r
problems spring from the feudal istic,
fascistic and imperialist! c practices
of the capitalist system,
And only much, much later can they
be mobilized for action.
2

(a

:

a

Carl os

year later after
teach-in)

a

big flood,

in one of the

affected villages

How are you?
I
am glad that in spite of the bad weather
you are
here.
Has the water completely subsided in your
area?

Tonight I am inviting you to look at this great
calamity and examine what social forces in the status quo are
responsible

for it.

Farmer

1

Excuse my ignorance sir, wnat is the meaning of
social
and the status.
.

.oh, yes, you were absent when we discussed this
Does anyone remember the explanation?

Carl os

Farmer

.

2:

Carlos

forces

.

.

a

week aao

Social forces are those structures which the dominant
group or
the powerful have created to maintain their position of
wealth
and power at the expense of the poor.
That includes laws and institutions which prevent us from sharing in the wealth of our
country and getting fair wages for our labor.

Excellent, you almost got it word for word.
But before going
into the social forces let us first discuss what people say
about the flood.

Farmer

3:

Farmer

4;

Yes, did you hear that the Santo Nino was stolen and they say
the man who stole that statue came from our province.

Farmer

2

But brother, these are all
due to the deforestation.
they are almost bare.

Some say we are punished by God for our evil deeds and our sins.

is

superstitions.
think the flood
I
Look at our mountains and forests,

:
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Carl os

We have enough discussions,
now let us do our analysis
of the
Situation.
Yes, deforestation is one of
the causes but we must
go deeper by asking some
questions;

Who cut the trees?
Why were the trees cut but
not replaced?
Who really profited from
this?

businessmen
government hired cheap labor to cut

w
in concessions from the
with"rancessions“frnr;h''®''®

tries as logs or plywood.
In this transaction both
the government officials and the
local
businessmen got some profit but the largest
share went to thf
oreign corporations called multi-nationals.

The trees were cut years ago and
so were the profits divided
among^those involved in the deal.
Much of the profit went
Payment for cars, clothes and other luxury
terns which uhe elite enjoy.
Now you are suffering from the
bad effects of deforestation.

hope you, now, understand the meaning of
feudalism, fascism and
imperialism because you are sufferi-ng from the
flood which came
as a result of the deforestation
which the local businessmen and
landlords nave brought about when the government
without regard
tor the future and the welfare of the poor and
the small people
who gave them concessions to exploit our forest.
I

This is the new form of fasci sm--government power
and control.
And since neither you nor the great majority of
our people gained
from it, but the landlords and loggers amass the
profit adding
more to their wealth and power, then we have a case
of feudalism.
For what is feudalism but the fact that the landlords and
the
rich are so powerful chat they can control our lives
as well as
the government.

Carlos:

instill explaining) The wealthy nations with their multi-nationals
gained- much more than they invested--for out of every American
dollar invested in a poor country like ours, American investors
bring out as much as four dollars.
Four dollars out of one dollar capital go out of the country annually.

You are poor then not because you are lazy and ignorant as many
of them would make you believe; you are poor not because it's
God will or your fate; you are poor because of these three social
forces which are killing all your efforts to improve your life,
ihese social forces are none other than feudalism, fascism and
imperial i sm.
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By the way, our research
group has come up with a study
showing
Lhat ^American imperialism is
the cause of the flood.
The
Americans seeded the clouds here.
This is a part of their
experiment
to be used in Vietnam.

(some farmers on the way home)

rarmer

1:

That was

Farmer

2:

And

Farmer

3:

a

a

long explanation.

beautiful onel

Maybe I was sleepy but I still don't
see how talkina about
•eudalism, ,ascism and American imper.
whatever that is
11 help us get our fields
ready for next planting.
For all
those ongand oeautiful explanations
I
have still the problem
or explaining those words to
my wife and the greater oroblem of
answering my children's 'why have we so
little to aat'"^
I
am
hungry, aren't you?'
.

.

Past experience, on which these scenarios
are based, seem to indicate
that development is primarily for the group
with power--be it the local

agency, the national government, the sponsoring
agency or the party.
By deciding what is good for the people and
planning programs to

implement these decisions or doing an analysis to fit an
ideoloay, government agencies, and groups have made people into objects
of development.
As objects they are denied their ability and power
to initiate and to take

active part

in

decisions that afcect their lives.

And as powerless and

passive objects they become easy prey to manipulation, propaganda, adver-

tisement and pressure.

Result:

The developed nations bacome more de-

veloped, the local elites and the leaders/the activist group become more

powerful, the rich become richer while the poor become poorer and poorer.
More and more it seems development

is

for the already developed nations.

They become the beneficiaries not ihe benefactors of development.
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On the surface it may
seem that Scenario

voice as well as participation

scrutiny, however, will

only at the beginning as

reveal
a

3

gives the people

the analysis of the situation.

A closer

that people's participation
is allowed

way of making the analysis
bear the semblance

of coming from the people
or having grassroots origin and
motivation.
Most of the analysis- and input
comes from the community mobilizer
who
never misses the opportunity
to push forward the official
analysis.
In
a way CD and community
mobilization are the same in that
both have defin
ite solutions.
Only one starts by convincing the
people of their problems and
the causes of their problems,
while the other just imooses the solution.

What both Community Development
and Community Mobilization fail
sider

is

to con-

the fact that decision-making belongs
to the people of the de-

veloping nations of the Third World, not
to the business and political
leaders of the First and the Second Worlds.
local

Decisions regarding the

community belong to the people of the area
not ro the local tech-

nocrat, the foreign consultant or the community
mobilizer.
By whom is development carried out?

Again, experience suggests

that much of the significant doing is primarily
in the hands of foreign

consultants, local experts, CD workers and community
mobilizers.

It

more doing ror the people than working with them, more
pouring

or

in

is

spoon-feeding and banking style of teaching rather than drawing
out,
awakening potentials or problem-posing education.

Dependency, passivity,

loss of self-confidence if not atrophy are the results of such process.
In
cfency

the economic field, this has led to further economic depen-

and poverty of the developing nations.

Through the one crop-system
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and the introduction of highly
sophisticated technologies requiring
both big capital
have become

a

investment and foreign expertise,
the developing nations

source of raw materials and cheap
labor as well as

able market for foreign corporations.

profit-

a

Thus both the human and natural

resources of the weak nations are
being exploited for the benefit of the
few

-seventeen Western countries whicn control and
consume most of the
world's resources-and the elites of the
developing nations.
this has strengthened the local

el

rich businessmen and landlords as

i

Politically

tes--Thi rd World government officials,

'well

as the technocrats and the military.

These, through propaganda and force, have
maintained the facade of democrai-ic

processes, and in the name of development have
ejected urban slum-

dwellers rrom the cities, have banned strikes,
have ^driven cultural minorities from their ancestral

lands, and allowed foreign corporations to ex-

ploit the country's natural resources and to destroy
the ecological balance.

Culturally, this Western initiated, centrally controlled and

project-oriented process of community development has continued the cultural

imperialism of the

the teachers,

1

9th-century

Then they used the schools and

.

today they employ social

centers and CD workers; then they

caught children, now they teach adults.
same;

the imposition of the values

o-f

But the effects seem to be the
the conquerors on the conquered,

making their way of life appear to be the only valid alternative.
result

the destruction of the

is

The

indigenous culture and the feelings of

worthlessness and shame by the pacified people for their way of life,
their heritage and traditions.
By whom is liberation achieved?

Scenario

B

can

The community mobilizer of

triumphantly answer "the people" and point to the mobili-
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-a. ion they have organized,
where the people march under
the hot sun,
join demonstrations or get
beaten by the police as they
protest agallst

injustice and fill the streets
with the sound of their slogans.
Yes,
there seems to be people's
participation.
However, the question is not
of number of bodies, but of
freedom and conviction.
How free are they?
How convinced are they of the
cause?

If technical

know-how and expertise

can coerce people to do community
development projects, group pressure

and one-sided analysis can likewise
lessen the people's freedom of

choice and action.
Using the perception of the people
themselves regarding the

community workers' activities has helped to
identify the types of programs
as well

as

the broader movements co which they belong.

The community de-

velopment program of Talim, initiated by community
development workers,is
an off-spring of the development movement,
wnile the community building

process of Nagbalayong, primed by the sisters acting
as community facili'.ators,

is

an ofr-shoot of the liberation movement.

are illustrations of the dangers of exaggeration.

Scenarios A and

B

Veering away from the

people as the center either to the extreme right (developmental
ism) or to
i-he

extreme left (liberationism) spells tragedy to both movements and

disaster to the people.

As liberationism can lead to the stifling of

human lives, values and structure in the name of an emerging people's

democracy, devel opmental i sm has brought misery to millions through economic exploitation and cruel

stability and progress.

repression

in

the name of national

The temptation to extreme is strong.

neither development nor liberation.

in

is

as

the courage to affirm the ideas of

a

security,

But giving

The strength to resist as well

liberating development and

a

humanizing liberation, come
from faithfulness to the
people and an ongoing praxis.
Fidelity to the people implies
acceptance-accepting them where
they are and as they are.
Concretely, this means starting
with Talim's
dream of a developed community
as:
"an obedient,

resigned, hopeful, cooperative
and
economically sel f-sufficient people
living in a
clean and beautiful barrio."

And expanding Nagbalayong'

s

vision of

a

liberating community as:

community of persons who are critically
aware
ree
responsible, hard working, just and
concerned, united in changing and
creating conditions and structures so that people
can live with
dignity and confidence, hope and joy."
a
.

,

However, suoportive listening to and
positive acceptance of people as they
are, where they are, demands an
on-going praxis.

velopment ana underdevelopment has opened
the

And as the praxis on de-

way to the articulation and

practice of liberation, our present reflections
on development and community
development, liberation and community building,
have led
of

a

comprehensive concept of

a

to

the beginning

community liberation-development program.

Community development programs pay only lip service
respect to
the dignity of the common man while disregarding
his inner power and re-

sources; unable to see the national -global economic,
political and culi-ural

context, they also fail

basis of community problems.
the First Development Decade

to question

the economic and political

Thus one of the greatest contributions of
is

the discovery that "growth oriented

strategies alone are unlikely to solve the problem of poverty and that
national

per capita

income is not an effective index of social welfare."
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Weitz continues:
A development program can
succeed only if it is
an outgrowth of the country
for which it is de
signed and enjoys the people's
full cooperation
and support
Reform must be comprehensive,
it must include both the
.

.

.

economic target of maximum and efficient utilization of
the resources of the
land and manpower as a basis for
national development,
thesocial target of justice and help for
the exploited masses on whose behalf the
banner of reform
and progress has been raised, 79
As development has

its critics,

so has

liberation.

According

to Clarke

The struggle for liberation in contrast
to the movement for development, is primarily the
result of initiatives from within the poorer nations toward
selfdevelopment, through the destruction, non-violent
or
violent, of the subtle and powerful force of
structural,
institutional or cultural violence, both foreign and
domest i c whi ch have kept the people of the poor
nations
in a condition of servile dependency,
so that they are
not masters of their own destinv.80
^

,

He deplores the risk, for example,

that:

the "necessary attack on the

monsters created by development will degenerate into
sons

81
,

a

contempt of per-

the over-concern for being rid of oppression lead to the
neglect

of the need to create a new life for man; and finally
the danger of

a

certain narrowness.
In

spite of these inadequacies, however, both CD and CM have

brought to the fore some of the components of

develooment.

a

comprehensive or integral

CD's emphasis on economic growth laid the material ground

for development while CM's discovery of the importance of people's par-

ticipation in changing structures initiated
velopment.

a

humanizing process of de-

But integral development-liberation does not mean simply

physical or material growth; neither does it mean only improved techniques.
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sophi sti cat6d tpchnologias
and structural

changes.

It

is,

above all,

human liberation-development,
which includes actions and
situations.
institutions, structures, and
values that promote the growth
and liberation of the whole person and
all persons-"whole" person
meaning individual or personal actualization,
and "all" persons meaning
community
or societal welfare.
Before going further it would
be helpful to state
now some central terms and
concepts are used in this discussion.

Central Terms and Conceot.s

Co

mmumty Development

is

understood as

a

partnership between

an outside agency and the people
in community action which is:

aimed primarily at the improvement of the
economic
and material conditions of the community
without
neglecting the other aspects of community life,
-

result or project oriented, measured in terms of
visible outcomes and statistics.

Community M obilization

is

seen as people's participation in mass

actions like demonstrations, marches against and
confrontation with govern
ment ofiicials for the purpose of bringing about
improvement of services
and changing structures.

The use of structural

analysis in analyzing the

problems of society gives the community mobilizer

a

key role in the plan-

ning and implementation of organized action.

Community Building
in

is

conceived as the people's participation

community programs which are:
-

^

mainly concerned with educating, mobilizing and organizing its members to change the socio-economic and poliiicocultural structures of society when these are judged by
the people to be unjust and oppressive.

:
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process-oriented and measured in terms
of attitude
change, skills and competence
as well as concern for
others, cooperation and critical
awareness.
The employment or the dialogical approach
and problem po^
ing method makes the community
builder a faci
1

i

tator.

Taking the positive strengths of
each, the comprehensive liberation-

development concept hopes to combine
CD's commitment to personal individual growth and material
social

and structural

progress with CM's and CB's dedication
to

transformation through education, for the
whole

person and every person.
W hole

of

a

Person

:

Maslow sees self-actualization as the
culmination

sequence of meeting basic needs.

Erickson views personal

integra-

tion in the light of successful conflict
resolution during the different

stages of life.

And Freud looks at maturity as the victory
of the ego

(the reality principle) over the instinctive
impulses of the id and the

repressive censures of the superego.

This paper proposes to consider

human wholeness for the Filipino in the light of
his dynamic struggle
to find

meaning and fulfillment of his yearnings for life^^

of death,

for responsibility and freedom amidst all

in

the midst

forms of escapism

and slaveries, for love and communion in spite of all

tendencies to self-

ishness and alienation.

Based on the assumption that Filipinos
be alive than dead,

in

general would rather

responsible rather than irresponsible, free rather

than enslaved, loved rather than rejected, being with others rather than

alone, personal wholeness is seen as an on-going process of being and

becoming
-

more
more
more
more

alive
free and freeing
loving and lovable
concerned and caring.

:

.
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But what does each of these
yearnings or tendencies mean?

Far from
being exhaustive and complete,
the fo lowing are initial and
open-ended
descriptions
A fulfilled

life includes:
the reality of being alive in
the world
the acceptance of life as a
gift,
the possession and enjoyment of
the basic material
needs of food, shelter, clothing,
physical wellbeing,
the psycho-social needs for

selr-actual ization
tity.

,

recognition, security
creativity, intimacv and iden-

Freedom implies
-

-

-

the capacity to be the source and
origin of
one's choices and decisions,
the ability and the opportunity to
choose from
a set of alternatives,
the possession and the exercise of the
power to
take part in decisions that affect one's life,
the opportunity to decide for oneself.

Responsibility stands for;
-

-

presence and openness to self, to others and to
the world,
the ability to be touched and to respond,
the willingness to be accountable for one's responses and decisions.

Love denotes:
-

-

awareness and acceptance of self and others,
respect for the inherent dignity of the individual,
faith and confidence in the goodness as well as in
the potentials of self and the group,
positive regard and active outgoing concern for
others

Community refers to:
-

-

the human need for others in order to grow,
the capacity for meaningful relationship,
the yearnings for intimacy without losing one's identity,
the ability to communicate and converse, to play, to
think, to work and to celebrate with others.

b

-

,
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the right to live in a just, free
and freeing, concerned and caring atmosphere where the
individual can
grow as ne/she contributes him/herself,
his/her time and
.a lent to the community and
thus attains his/her full
potentials as others complete what he lacks
and as the
community provides him/her with the necessary
conditions
opportunities and structures for personal and
communal
liberation and development.

Filipino Characteri sties to Consider

This paper contends that these yearnings are both
inherited and

acquired and that they are present

in

varying degrees and intensity

the majority of Filipinos, especially among lowland
Christians.

contention

is

supported by some studies on the Filipino:

in

This

one on the

cha ract er i s t i cs of the Filipino by Jaime Bulatao (1968), another
on the

manifestation of some Filipino traits

in

century by Horacio de la Costa (1970) and
tural

history, especially in the 19tha

third on the traditional cul-

values by John Lynch (1960).

Jaime Bulatao characteri zes the Filipino as:

authoritarian and small group-centered.

personal istic

Of these three, two--authori

tarianism and small group-centeredness--are related to the yearnings for
responsi

1

1

i

ty

,

love and community.

Could authoritarianism, which he

describes as the Filipino's respect for elders and dependence on authority,
be an expression of responsibility?

elders

is

dependence on them

in

The response of the young to the

their growing years, as the elders'

response to the inexperience and helplessness of the young
ity.

Group-centeredness

,

is

or the tendency to attach oneself to

dependabila

group—

whether family, peers, neighborhood, clubs or associations--for mutual
support, can be considered as

a

manifestation of the Filipino's yearning
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for love and community.

group

in

Respect for and dependence on both
elders and the

many areas of life, especially

in

times of crisis and important

decisions, partly explains the Filipino’s
personal istic outlook.

For

somehow the Filipino has discovered that
most of his support comes from
people he personally knows and who know
him personally.

As he is sensi-

tive to the way others treat his person,
the Filipino tends to be sensitive to the feelings of others.

Thus for him knowing the other personally

personal dealing and face to face contact are
very important.

Horacio de la

Costa sees the Filipino character exemplified by

the freedom fighters in the struggle against
Western invaders at the be-

ginning of the
spring from

a

1

9th-century.

Filipino action, thought, and aspiration

value system which holds the following as sacred priorities:

-

Pagpapakatao (being and becoming a person):
personhood,
valuing and respecting the personal dignity of the individual, personal dignity;

~

Paki kipaqkapwa Tao (to be a fellow human being):
human
relaiionship based on mutual respect and interdependence,
treating others as human beings;

-

Paki ki i sa (to be one with others):
cooperation based on equality;

-

Paki ki sama (getting along with others):
harmonious relationship with others, spirit of accommodation and consideration for others.

-

Paqkabayani (being a hero):
heroic commitment and service to others for the common good. 84

a

sense of unity and

As traits they have been manifested by great men and women of the past in

their fight against foreign invaders, and by the brave ones of today who

struggle against domestic dictatorship and mul
As

ti

-national

imperialism.

inspiration these qualities have been foremost in the writings and

sayings of Rizal

,

Bonifacio, Mabini, Recto and Diokno; they lie

in

the
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dreams of laborers, peasants and slumdwellers
as they struggle for
physical

survival and better human life.

Again most of these traits--

human fellowship, unity in equality, harmonious
relationship and heroic

commitment to the common good-seem

yearnings for responsi

bi

1

ity

,

to

be different expressions of the

love and community.

Bulatao sees the Filipino from

a

while de la Costa writes as an historian.

psychologist's point of view
Lynch, an anthropologist,

examines the traditional Filipino cultural values:
-

Amor Proorio

From the Spanish words "love" and "self",
lOve of self.
An ambivalent self-esteem, often torn
between the desire to be held in high esteem by others and

the

:

fearof failing

to measure up with the expectations
This is shown in hesitance and even refusal
to accept recognition and praise, in being aoologetic
about oneself and oversensitive to personal hurts and
insults.

of others.

-

Bahdla na
From the Filipino words Bathala and na
"God
will take care, He can be depended on", or will be taken
care of.
A carefree and optimistic hope that things will
turn out for the best with or without much effort or anxiety.
:

,

-

Close family ties:
The usually big Filipino family with
an average of six children is an extended family that includes some relatives.
Relationship within the family is
close, the older children taking responsibility for the
younger ones.
Close relationship with relatives is maintained through family reunions, mutual help and advice
seeking and giving.
Family welfare often takes precedence
over personal and community interests.

-

Utanq na loob
"debt from within", lasting gratitude which
frequently becomes a perpetual debt of gratitude. The recipient of a favor feels obliged to show gratitude to the
giver by returning the favor not once but many times, which
the giver of the favor reciprocates in kind thus building a
relationship of mutual reciprocity (between them and their
:

fami lies).
-

shame arising from loss of face, an uncomfortable
ya
feeling of being small, belittled and embarrassed.

H

i

:

(

,
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ki sama
getting along with others, sometimes referred to as smooth-interpersonal relationship
showing
Itself in being sensitive to, considerate of
and accommodating to others. 35
_Paj<i

:

_

3orn in

a

big family with grandparents or some adult
relatives around in

addition to father and mother, the Filipino child
grows up with
ing of dependence and reliance on others.

if not grandmother will

—

bahal a na

)

cousin, even

a

utang na

1

oob

a

distant

The affection and care which

.

the child's elders shower on him not only wakens
(

feel-

Father and mother are there,

take care or an uncle,

relative will come when needed

a

a

sense of gratitude

but also develops the ability to be sensitive to their

)

wishes, to be considerate and accommodating to others.

Survival

in the

big family requires both accommodation and consideration for others
as

well

as

smooth-i nterpersonal

relationship

respect and smooth-interpersonal

punished with

Thus bahal

a

na

utano na loob
and

h

i

,

hi ya

)

.

If obedience,

(

bahal

a

na

)

,

failure to make paki

ki

sama

--bei nq shamed as one having no sense of gratitude.

dependency of the weak and dependability of the strong,

,

reciprocity, Paki

ya as well

ki

sama

,

smooth-interpersonal relationship

as amor orooio are first experienced and

closely knit Filipino family.
family ties.

pa ki k i sama

relationship are rewarded with adult de-

pendability and care for the child
is

(

learned

in

the

These in turn preserve and reenforce close

The same values operate in the larger society.

From all

these it becomes, once more, clear that the yearnings for responsibil ity
love and community are strong.
the yearnings,

Although

a

the traits and the cultural

direct correlation between
values

empirically established, the following table
potential

relationship among them:

is

is

still

waiting to be

an attempt to

indicate

;
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TABLE 4

yearnings and the FILIPINO

Psychological
Characteris-

(Yearnings

tics

—

t

.IFE

Hi stori cal
Trai ts

Cul tural
Val ues

Personhood
pagkatao

Sel f-esteem;

Human fellowship:
paki kipaakaowa tao

Dependence and
close family
ties:
bahala

—

Personal ism

amor propio

FREEDOM
1

RESPONSIBILITY

Authoritariani

sm

i

na

1

I

.LOVE

Small groupcenteredness

Heroism:
Pagkabavani

Debt of gratitude:
Utang
na loob

^COMMUNITY

Small

Human fellowship:
Paki ki pagkapwa tao

Smooth-interpersonal reationshi p;

groupcenteredness

1

!

i

1

Unity:

I

Pakikiisa

Paki ki sama

1

S

.

I

.R.

:

paki ki sama Sense of shame;
h ya
—
i

i

!
!

In

light of the above one can venture to say that by his/her

psychological make-up, historical experience and cultural values, the

self-actualizing Filipino
Neither
faithful

is

to

he/she

a

is

not the autonomous self-made man or woman.

rugged individualist.

Thus so long as he/she remains

himself and his/her historical and cultural heritage, the

maturing Filipino

is

a

family and group-oriented person who never forgets

what parents and friends used to say;

nangalingan ay

di

"

Ana hindi

lumingon sa kanyang

makararatinq sa kanyanq oaroroonan

."

oi -

(He who does not

look back and recognize where he comes from will never reach his/her

,
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destination.)
past with

a

Having this in mind, the Filipino will
somehow recall

grateful

sense of

u_t_anq

loob

na

(

reci proci ty)

,

the

face the future

with an optimistic bahala na (dependence and
dependability), live the

present with an attitude of pakikisama
(smooth-interpersonal relations)

balanced by

a

sensitive amor propio (ambivalent self-esteem) and
hiya

(sense of shame) in the bosom of the family (close
family ties).

These yearnings can also be explored as desire and search;
-

.

.

.

-

.

.

The desire:
to be oneself in freedom and self-determination (life
and freedom)

to be with others

in

community (community)

be for others in respons
responsibil ity)
to

i

bi

1

i

ty and love (love and

The search for freedom:
from hunger, disease, poverty and ignorance, from situations of being deprived of the basic necessities,
to act with confidence and competence to work with others
in harnessing the resources of the earth, in helping
others grow as one actualizes oneself,

.

for higher concerns and non-material values like openness
to others in friendship and meaningful relationship, openness to the Other in worship and creativity in the arts.

Seen in this light,

the Filipino is certainly lacking in freedom.

The

family and group-centeredness of the culture lessens personal freedom.
The author! tariani sm of the present government clips political

while the hegemony of multi-national corporation
increases poverty.
-

in

freedom

the economic life

Poor and unfree:

70% families with an average number of six members earn
less than p2.50 a day, surviving on a daily diet of less
than 1 ,500 calories

:
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-

50% have only four years of schooling,

-

5

.

.

.

Lacking

in

million are

si

umdwel

1

ers

suffering from very low income and irregular
work,
very inadequate housing and other basic
needs,
often threatened with eviction and
demolition of
their shanties and forced to resettlement
areas
in distant places, 86

governed by presidential decrees from above.

many things yet they manage to survive, to hope
and remain whole.

De la Costa explains this

in

a

short essay entitled Two Jewels

:

Poor as we are, we yet have something.
This pauper
among the nations of the earth hides two jewels in
her rags.
One of them is our music.
We are sundered
one from another by eighty-seven dialects; we are one
people when we sing.
The hundiman of Bulacan awakens
an answering echo in the lutes of Leyte.
Somewhere
in the rugged north, a peasant woman croons her child
to sleep; and the Visayan, listening, remembers the
cane field of his childhood and his own mother singing
the self-same song.
We are again one people when we pray.
This is our
other treasure:
our Faith.
It gives, somehow, to
our uneventful days, a kind of solendor.
And did you
ever notice how they are always mingling our religion
and our music? All the basic rites of human life the
harvest and the seed-time, the wedding, birth and death
are among us drenched with the fragrance of incense
and the coolness of music.

—

—

—

These are the bonds that bind us together; these are
the things that make us one.
And as long as there remains in these islands one mother to sing Nena's lullaby, one boat to put out to sea with the immemorial rowing song, one priest to stand at the altar and offer
God to God, this nation may be conauered, trampled upon,
enslaved, but it cannot perish.
Like the sun that dies
every evening, it will rise again from the dead. 87

A1

1

Persons

As these desires and longings for freedom unfold and develop in

i
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society, from the beginning of time,
man has invented structures and

systems to safeguard and foster them.

In

time, the effort to be pro-

vided with the basic necessities of life
created the economic system
with its rules on production and the
social
The endeavor to keep

a

relationships based on it.

creative balance between the use of freedom and

its abuse gave birth to the political

order with its laws and practices

regarding the distribution, allocation and exercise
of power.

The at-

tempt to respond to the world and to others,
to give meaning to reality,
to express love ror what is good,

socio-cul tural

true and beautiful, established the

and religious spheres in society.

Thus, insofar as these

systems and structures have been created to help persons as
individuals
and as members of society to move from 'freedom-from" to
freedom for," as

they struggle to be themselves in freedom and self-determination,
to be
wi uh others

in

community, and to be for others

in

love and responsibility;

each of them should act as an aid tor the attainment of the personal and

communal
human.

longing to be more than what one is, to be fully and truly

Graphically these relationships can be shown as follows:

Sasic /earnings
Li fe

Freedom
Res pons ibi

Love
Communi ty

1

ity

Desires
to be oneself

Freedom
freedom
from

to sel f-de-

freedom

termination

to

Pol itical

to be for

freedom

others

for

Cu tura
Rel igious

to oe with

freedom

others

to and for

Social

Systems

Economic

1

Social

,
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A_Con^tud1 Synthesis
What ,s
As will

a

of Development and Liberation

comprehensive community development-liberation
concept?

be seen it is conceived as

a

dynamic ongoing process of matching

the tendencies for self-actualization
with liberating societal

and systems.
they create

structures

The objective is for men and
women to grow as persons while
a

community, and for the community to
flourish as it liberates,

nourishes and challenges its members.

Specific to the concept

is

nuance of the terms:
-

Dynamic:
not static nor linear,
but alive and growing spirally.

-

Ongoing:

neither fixed nor narrowly pre-determined
but continuing and open-ended,
.rooted in the past
.busy and committed to the present
.ready for and welcoming to the future
-

Matching:
not yet a perfect fit nor a total mis-match,
but in the process of fitting together and
creating a new unity out of diversity and
tension.

-

Tendencies for the actualization of the whole person:
inner longings for the realization of whatever
makes one more a person, a whole person whose
wholeness consists:
being aware of his experiences of his yearnings for life amidst death, for freedom and responsibility in the face of all forms of slaveries
and escapism, for love and community in spite of
temptations to selfishness and isolation,

.in

the

)

,
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•in

seeking^the meaning of these tendencies
not
only in reflection _and discussions
but also in
collective action for the transformation
of the
world, of social relationshi ps and
structures
(economic, political, social, cultural
and religious) so that more men and women,
especially
the poor and oppressed will;
...have life, be more alive and life-giving,
...be free and freeing,
...become responsive and responsible, responsible for themselves and responsive to
others
...be concerned and caring, havinq faith in
themselves and trust and respect for one
another.

-

Systems and structures for the liberation and promotion
persons;

of all

attitudes, institutions, values and situations that
facilitate the community's struggle
.to start and maintain
(

economi

a

human quality of life

c

.to take part in decisions that affect their

lives (political)
.to express

themselves and their response to the
situation, to beauty, truth and goodness spontaneously, freely and creatively (cultural and religious)
relate with others as equals, as partners in improving themselves and the world and as friends in
enjoying the fruits of their fellowship (social).

.to

-

Involving the people means that liberation-development is;
by the people

for the people

of the people
In short the developing peoples are the subjects who decide,
the doers who act and the owners who are responsible.
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In

this concept of liberation-development,
authentic liberation-

development starts when the people's
awareness of the need for improving
themselves as well as their community
leads them to analyze their
present
situation, to plan, to act, to evaluate
and celebrate together their collective action on behalf of the individual
and the group.

Community liberation-development begins
when the two circles
overlap:

actualization of the whole person (AWP) and
the liberation and

promotion of all persons (PAP).
two circles,

The point of intersection between the

then, becomes the point of departure for
community libera-

tion-development (see Figure 9).
But how is this concept actualized?

demolishing all structures as some

1

i

Not by attacking and

berationi sts demand, nor by merely

changing or reforming individuals' attitudes as some
developmental ists
insist upon, but by combining the positive elements in
both in

hensive community liberation-development program.
itially be educational, using the participatory
experi ence-ref ecti on-acti on approach.
1

begins with the participants'

It

is

,

a

compre-

This program will

in-

thematic and structural

oarti ci oatorv because it

experiences, continues with their reflec-

tions on their situations, and ends with practical decisions for individual
and group action.

It

is

thematic because the themes of the experience-

refl ection-action sessions come from the participants--their problems,

needs, aspirations, hopes and fears.

Their situations and their experi-

ences become the content of their reflection, analysis and conceptualization.

It

is

also structural

since societal structures are examined and
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Figure

9

Comprehensive Community LiberationDevelopment Concept

AWP

PAP

13-;

evaluated

in

the light of the

theme-how the religious systems and

structures of society promote or hinder
the groups' understanding of
the
theme.

How do the dominant economic,
political

and cultural

values and

institutions facilitate the individual's
yearning for life? for freedom
and responsibil ity? for love and
community?

How do the people's search

for these human and humanizing needs
affect the values, systems and insti-

tutions of society?

Does the economic system adequately answer the
ma-

jority’s yearning for life?

How responsive is the political

system in

responding to the masses' desire for freedom of
expression and responsible

participation in making laws that will govern them and
evaluating their
implementation?

Are the schools and other cul ture-rel ated institutions

respectful and accepting of the people's values and meanings?
the questions where personal yearnings and social

together, where the masses and the social

These are

structures are brought

systems confront each other.

And from such confrontations the necessary action will emerge.

structural

Thus

analysis initiates structural changes.

As the process goes on,

the group discovers

that structural

trans-

formation requires personal conviction, discipline and competence; that

commitment to

1

sel f-1 iteration

i

beration-devel opment must go hand
and personal

in

hand with individual

growth; and that the new order demands new

men and women whose initial conversion must go on in their daily liberation praxis with and for the community.

Such

a

program

is

not

a

tion-development of the individual at the expense of society, nor
an expansion of institutions,

individual

freedom.

liberais

it

structures and systems at the price of

This dialogical mutuality between the individual

and society, between the people's yearnings and aspirations and societal

.
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structures

is

timely and relevant initial answer
to

a

a

people whose

psychological and cultural make-up, whose
hopes and fears, whose history
and present struggles cry out for

within

a

a

Filipino self-actualization process

liberating and humanizing community.

The program is timely

because of the growing awareness among the
poor of their oppression as
well

as

the possibility and the necessity of
getting out of it; because

of the massive campaign of devel oomental

side and destroy all
thus

inviting

a

i

sts to win the people to their

forms of criticism against the established order

radical

1

iberationist reaction; and because of the in-

creasing need for an authentic economic, political and
cultural education to facilitate people's freedom of decision in
choosing between devel opmental

i

sm and liberationism or creating an

can proudly call

their own.

indigenous program they

This program is relevant, but still only

primer, an introduction, an initiation.

The real

program will be of the

people's creation--the fruit of their participation

present situation, their historical

a

in

the praxis of their

roots and their future destiny.

Relevance comes from the people's involvement

in

the stages of the

all

program.
In

the light of this,

it

hypothesized that comprehensive com-

is

munity development-liberation program
to devel opmental

i

sm

,

liberationism

Furthermore, the components of such

effectiveness can be evaluated.

is

an effective

initial

alternative

and the underdevelopment they produce.
a

program can be operationalized and its

The following is

criteria and indicators that can be used

in

a

preliminary list of

determining the comprehensive-

ness of the program in the descriptive phase and in assessing its effecti

veness

,

:
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A community development-liberation
program is said to be comprehensi
ve

when
-

it answers some of the
basic human needs as identified
and prioritized by the people
it claims to serve.

'

agency s goals to the oeople
and accepts the people's goals
and objectives,
'

'

it uses the available human
resources through the
people s participation, and
it produces outcomes

and the community.

_£nswering basic
-

h uman

that serve both the individuals

needs " implies that the program has

an economic component which helps
people:

.find and keep jobs,
.increase people's income through income-producinq
^
projects,
•budget family income wisely and form the habit
of
saving;
.know the economic situation of the village,
the
region, and the nation and how it is affected
by
world trade.
-

a

political atmosphere that:
.gives access to information,
.allows participation in decisions that affect their
ives
.gives power and the voice to express opinions, to
choose leaders and to organize themselves for the
protection and promotion of individual rights as
human beings and citizens;
.fosters a freedom of expression, of religion and
of assembly.
1

-

a

socio-cul tural orientation which;
.accepts and respects people's values and beliefs;
.exposes the people to other cultures to enrich rather
than change indigenous culture;
.facilitates meaningful relations among people;
.and builds a sense of community among the people.

,. .

,
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Communication and accaotance of goals"
means that
•the agency accepts the validity
of the peoples'
goals, values and aspirations;
.the people have been informed of
the aqencv's
^

goals;

.the peoples' goals and needs are
the ultimate
basis of program objectives and

processes.

"Use of available resources" stands for;
.the peoples' participation with power
in program
planning, impl ementation, deci sion and
evaluation;

.people's reliance on their inner resources
and on
the internal material and human resources
of the
communi ty

^Presence of some outcomes" connotes;
-

a

supportive follow-up structure-regular community action-reflection-action meetings
where people can look critically at their present
situation
.collectively search for its meaning,
.freely decide and actively implement their plans,
.honestly evaluate process as well as results of
implementation
.and jointly celebrate their victories.
.

-

supportive process--a parti ci patory process that enables
people to gain competence in exercising the different leadership functions of:

a

ini tiating
regulating
informi ng
.supporting and
evaluating
.

.

.

.

-

a

feeling of belonging to the community shown in;
.reflecting and discussing together;
.working together;
.celebrating together the joys and pains of
community building.

.
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Cone] usioPi
The

mam

thrust of this synthesis

is

to make it possible for

^en and women to be free and
creative participants in the fashioning
of their own lives and the
world.
For this reason
the concrete needs
and aspirations of the barrio
people were presented in Chapter
One.
It
IS

also with this in mind that the
concepts of community development and

liberation were located

in

their historical contexts, that the
basic

questions were explored

in

the context of Talim and Nagbalayong;

for

wnom, by whom and of whom is development
and liberation? and what are
the dangers of devel opmental
CD and CM scenarios?
IS

to

i

sm and liberationism as highlighted
by the

Since the men and women with whom this
synthesis

be worked out are Filipinos who share
with the rest of humanity the

desire for wholeness in freedom and responsi

bi

1

i

ty

,

in

love,

community, the notion of self-actualization was
examined
of Filipino characteri sties.

in

leaking

place

in

the light

But as the task of self-actualization

scribed in Filipino as oaqpapakatao translated as "becomina
is

life and

a

(de-

person")

Philippine society today, some questions were posed

regarding the adequacy and relevance of its economic, political and
socio-cul tural

structures to meet the needs and yearnings of the barrio

people to be fully and truly human.
With this program of comprehensive community liberation develop-

ment coming from the comprehensive community liberation-development concept,

the student's concern for and interest in the people of Talim and

Magbalayong have become actual commitment not only to them but to all
the barrio people.

But how is this commitment to be actually carried out?

The first step towards its implementation will

chapter

be the focus of the last

chapter

VI

educational IMPLICATIONS:
A COMMUNITY-BUILDING
EDUCATION
PROGRAM

The last chapter has presented
the first draft of

hensive community liberation-development
concept.

a

compre-

It

is far from
being finished or perfect
because its completion and perfection
de-

pends on the people with whom it
is to be worked out.

The task of

this chapter is to facilitate
the application of the conceot with
particu
lar reference to schools and
social

centers.

Schools and social centers

are chosen to be the starting
point because these institutions are di-

rectly

in

contact with the barrio people.

They are also known to the

people as educational agencies either
through the education of the children in formal
in

non-formal

schools or training of out-of-school youths
and adults
courses.

Community-building education

is

one way of re-

vitalizing schools and social centers and maximizing
manpower and resources.

Thus its main sections are:
-

general educational implication of the synthesis:
towards a dialogical and liberating education

community-building education:

a

specific applica-

tion

basic orientation for community-buildina education (CBFd)

-

a

-

potential

problems
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General

Educational

situating education
cal

in

the community and stressing its
dialogi-

nature are perhaps the most significant
indications of the community

development-liberation concept.
TS

Impl 1cation<;

conceived as

a

dialogical

In

the light of this concept, education

interaction among people which draws and

leads out their human potentials for
constructive and communal action,

their awareness of experiences and
situations for meaningful reflection
and conceptualization.

As a process

it

ideally results in (a)

a

clearer

understanding and critical awareness of themselves
and their situation;
(b)

their wanting and willing to cooperate with
others in changing the

situation; and (c) their acting together

in

short and long term projects,

evaluating past actions and formulating general izabl
become part of their values and beliefs.

It

e

includes

learnings which

celebration of

a

their efrorts to actualize themselves as they participate
seeking and giving meaning to their lives and building
Education being

a

a

in

the task of

human community.

dialogical and liberaiing process aimed at

facilitating man's struggle for total human development requires an educational

strategy that:

—

-

starts with the people
involving them from the
beginning through collaborative planning;

-

continues with the oeople making them equal
partners in the implementation through personcentered partici patory learning process;

-

and ends with the peopl e--committing them to the
tasks of looking back, giving feedback and evaluating their projects so as to profit from experience
in planning new actions.

—

;

14T

concretizing the above-mentioned
strategy different tactics
can be employed as long as
they are (a) dialogical and
evocative of
human potentials; (b) develop
critical awareness of the present
situaIn

tion and (c) actively involve
the participants in the learning
process.

Tactics are dialogical and avocative
when:
•the orocess gives every member
equal opportunity
to initiate, regulate, inform,
support and evaluate group action or activity;
•the content reflects the mind and
feelings of the
members and the contribution of each is
initially

accepted as it is;

.difierences and contlicts are accepted and even
welcomed, are allowed to surface and confront
each
other, if reconcilable are resolved by
consensus,
and if rreconci abl e are managed by open
communication and respect for the validity of' each
other's
position
i

1

.the grouD goal is being accomplished and the
members
of the group are satisfied with both the
process and
the results.
-

Tactics develop critical awareness when the present
s i tu a t
on of the community is known to the people
in terms of, for example,
i

.the first five problems in the community;
.the first five available resources in the community;

.one's feelings about the community situation;

.clarity about what can be done about it or one
concrete solution;

dream or a vision for the community two to five
years from now.

.a

-

Tactics actively involve members when for example
they participate in:
.the planning, decision-making and implementation of
at least one short range project or any part of a
long term program;

,
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.

.

th6 6valuat1on of at loast one
project;

the conceptual ization and
formulation of learninqs
gathered from experiences of working
together (e n
presence in at least five consecutive
community meetings
showing an
j

,

-ability to explain at least one basic
concept
adhered to by the community to a child
or a
newcomer

-ability to identify or link community
events
that are related to this concept;

the celebration

of the process as well as the content
and the reality of developing the
self, the community
and the person- in-communi
represented bv
ty
,

-involvement in the planning or decision-making
of at least one such community celebration;
-presence

in

at

least two community celebrations;

-contributing, according to one's talents, time
and resources, to at least one celebration.
This, certainly looks

founded on

a

like

a

different kind of education.

is

one

strong faith in the creative potentials of the individual

and the group,

people-oriented

in

strategy, and

munity-centered and participatory

in

tactics.

happen

It

is

is

dialogical, com-

But where does

this

?

Communi tv-8ui Idinq Education

This community-building education (BEd)

takes place where

people are, where they are born, where they live, work, play and die.
It

occurs right

in

the community.

And as its starting point, climax

and end is the people and the community.
tion of people for community building,

It

then,

is

in

the concrete educa-

that the comprehensive

community development-liberation concept leaps from the realm of theory
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into the reality of practice.

It

is

through co^unity-building
education

that the concept and program
can become as real

to the people as the

poverty, ignorance and powerlessness
they experienced
ment.

Indeed,

the concept as well

as

in

underdevelop-

the CB£d and programs derived

from it may be seen as counterweights
to the pressures of
underdevelopment, and the efforts of liberationism
and developmental ism which touch
the

1

ives of the people.

DRIVING FORCES

Through the on-going economic analysis
that accompanies income

producing projects, community-building
education situates poverty
broader context and explores its
causes

in

depth.

in

its

The process of express-

ing oneself, of being involved in
making, planning and implementing
com-

munity decisions, and of listenino and
being heard

in the

regular CBEd

experience-reflection-action sessions, gives the
people an experience of
power and

a

widening of knowledge.

In

this way the restraining forces of

underdevelopment (poverty, ignorance and
powerlessness) are counteracted
by the driving forces of community-building
education (economic analysis,

participation and consciousness raising).
At this point in time, community-building education
is perhaps
the most feasible and viable implication of

development-liberation concept.
educational

nature are still

tion, mis-education

,

It

is

a

comprehensive community

faasible because programs of an

allowed and poverty, ignorance, misinforma-

and powerlessness are real

perceived problems to be

solved which can motivate action on the part of the majority.

The kind

of change that can be brought about is influenced by the type of e.xposure and education the people had had, as seen in the cases of Talim and
iNagbalayong,

CBEd is viable because it can operate on

a

budget,

small

can be self-sustaining through the leadership and support from the people

of the community.

This is notably demonstrated in the case of Nagbalayong.

Although community-building education
community, its initiation
group, be they local

is

is

the task of the whole

usually done by an individual or

residents or outsiders.

number or origin of the initiators

is

a

small

More important than the

the manner of starting community-
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building education.

The first visits,

the initial

questions and the
first meeting are very important
since they set the tone for
the interaction and give the people
a taste of the meaning of
community-building
education,

Beneath the smiles, polite nods of
agreement, hostile questions
or long silence are the
people's unspoken questions:
Who are you? What
are you up to? The effective
answer to these questions comes from
the
personal witness of the initiator,
an essential part of which

clarity of his role.
0xp6rt but of

a

the

teacher or an

facilitator who helps:

a

-

His/her role should not be that of

is

to make the particioants feel
comfortable and
secure with themselves ana with the group;
to draw out the talents and resources
of the
group;

-

to encourage a meaningful sharing of
resources
and needs, problems and dreams among the participants
;

-

to promote an awareness of themselves and their
situations, to question and conceptualize their

understanding of their situation and problems; and
-

to bring about collective activities
people

in

which the

.analyze their situation,
.explore alternatives and solutions,
.decide on a plan of action
.implement their decision
.evalute their actions
To do this the facilitator needs:
-

to have a process that is sensitive and flexible
enough to accept and respect the people as they
are and to recognize their needs and problems; a
plan that is systematic and structured enough to
insure that some expectations are being met, certain tasks are being done, some knowledge and skills
are being mastered and some growth being felt;
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-

to be an authentic, committed,
competent dynamic
and, above ail, a compassionate
person
This
however is obtained not from
books but'learned
through practice.
Collaborative olanning with
which C3£d begins is one such practice.
Thus

collaborative planning is part of the
facilitator's preparation for becoming an
enabler in the
partici patory learning process.

If collaborative planning

is

the planting of the seeds of

community-building education, person-centered
partici patory learning
process

is

the nurturing of it.

the learning community,

the means to it.

is

The learning person, and by extension

the end of this process as participation
is

Person-centered participatory learning process

is

an

attempt to draw the potentials and materials for
learning from the individual

and the group through reflection and action,
solitude, and

group interaction.

Many times partici patory learning

equated only with activi-

is

ties, games and gimmicks, where the facilitator's role
is to keep the

group busy and happy by feeding them with as many activities
as possible.
The more the merrier, the more novel
On the other hand,

the better,

seems to be the rule.

an exaggerated person-centered emphasis has turned

seminars into tear-filled and emotion-laden sessions where participants
are not sure what to do with their newly discovered or deeply wounded

selves after the seminar.
and

a

Taken separately,

a

person-centered process

partici patory learning process is each prone to exaggerations

which very little learning

is

taking place.

in

But together they can com-

plement and enrich one another.
Leaners are people who as unique individuals possess varied

talents, abilities, experiences, longings, needs and problems, all of

which are materials for learning.

Experience reflected upon and shared.

.
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reflection collectively conceptualized
and acted upon,
teacher.

is

the best

These are the basic assumptions of
person-centered participa-

tory learning process.

Thus person-centered participatory
learning can be seen as an

educational

process which:
-

draws its content from the learner,
whoever he is
and wherever he happens to be— his life,
experiences,
situations as well as his dreams, needs and
problems;

-

involves the whole person of the learner--his senses,
imagination memory and emotions, his heart
and mind in the ditferent phases of the
learning process; and
feel ings

,

,

facilitates the growth of learners who are secure and
happy with themselves, in harmony with others
as they
work and struggle together in creating a better communi ty
The person orientedness of the process starts long before
the actual

training seminar; it begins with the facilitator's initial attempts
to

know the participants through home visits,

informal

interviews, questionnaires,

conversation or contact with the sponsoring agency.

Using the

needs and problems expressed by the prospective participants during the
initial
is

contact with them,

a

tentative schedule

is made.

The schedule

tentative, flexible and subject to revisions which the participants

may suggest after the goal

setting at the beginning of the seminar.

This

respect for and sensitivity to the participants as they become more aware
of and clear about their needs is kept throughout the seminar by incor-

porating parti
In

informal

ci pants'

feedback and suggestions

in

the daily schedule.

formulating seminar objectives, both formal discussions and

sharing are important for drawing out participants

'

resources,

abilities and talents, and for mobilizing them for individual and group
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learmng.

Reflection

pation.

In

a

is

equally needed for maximum and
fruitful partici-

way both the quality of what

is

drawn out, as well as the

quality and quantity of participation,
depends on the individual's willingness to share what he/she brings.
Usually willingness to share is not
wanting.

What is often lacking is

the seminar.

Thus

a

a

clear knowlege of what he brings
to

partici pant needs time,

leisure and freedom to be by

him/herself to think and sort out things
for himself and be clear about
his stand.
is

In

person-centered parti

ci

patory learning process this need

met by providing participants with
pauses for reflection before every

activity and after each conceptualization.
also provided between and after formal

Longer reflection periods are

sessions.

Action-reflection and reflection-action are the two main
cycles
of the process.

Person-centered on one hand and partici patory on the

other, the learning process:
-

begins with individual reflection on participants'
action past and present;

—

-

continues with group sharing and reflection;

-

deepens

and expands with group conceptualiza-

tion; and
-

opens up to further search for alternative
solutions and actions.

The whole process, which unfolds in four phases, is

presented here with

some guide questions for the facilitator.

Phase

I

:

ACTIVITY
.Focus:

is on bringing out or surfacing participants'
experiences, concerns, needs and questions regarding the topic.

:

;
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.

Descri ption
The session usually starts with an
activity
which invites or challenges the
participants
to an awareness of themselves
and their experiences, as well as to an active participation in the task.
For the activity to be effective,
-

it must:

be based on, or related to,

pants'

the particiexperiences and situation;

-

be relevant to their psycho-social stage of
development and their socio-cul tural background in regard to roles of the individual
and the group; and

-

be addressed to the whole person and every
person in the group.

.Facilitator's Role;
-

The facilitator acts as an initiator who starts
the group interaction process, showing:

-

positive regard and warm acceptance for each
memoer

-

healthy enthusiasm for the activity;

-

sensitiveness to the mood and feelings of
the grouo;

-

faithfulness to instructions; and

-

clarity and simplicity in describing the
activity and giving directions.

These are some of the necessary conditions for creating an atmosphere

where participants can be at home with themselves and with others, can
be open and thus give themselves to the activity.

Once the members of

the group are involved in the activity it is best for the facilitator
to withdraw,

allowing the group members to be themselves, to watch and

listen as the group finds itself through the activity.

:

—
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.Evaluation Questions:
-

Is the activity based on the age,
socioeconomic and cultural background of the
parti ci pants?

-

Does it involve the whole person of the
1

earner

...his senses, feelings and emotions?
...his imagination and memory,
...his heart and intellect?

Does the activity explore some of his/her
interests, problems, needs, hooes and as-

-

pirations?
Does it involve the group?

-

Phase

II

GROUP SHARING AND REFLECTION

:

.Focus:

.

on sharing and exchanging ideas and feelings as well as on promoting group reflection.

is

Descri ption
In an atmosphere of acceptance the group deepens
and sharpens awareness of experiences by freely
expressing their thoughts and feelings, their reactions and responses to the group activity, or
anything they might find more relevant.
This prepares them to share with one another the meaning
of the experience.
The sharing can lead the group
to further questions and thus begin the long search
for meaning.
This search can be facilitated by:
-

skillful

-

non-judgmental acceptance of the participants' responses;

-

summing up answers; and

-

asking participants for other meanings
and explanations.

questioning;

.Facilitator's Role:
The facilitator acts as:

:
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-

a

discussion leader who

tries

to keep the discussion
ooen

to

:::

luctant to express
themselves'

"ref?s«"?ract"'f
act as an
hoi'nn

sides

<1'J«tions;

expert on the subject
speeches, taking
settfinn’H"°*^
judgment

ont^b^rs^illhe’gC!

..takes everybody's opinion
ung people off because he seriously-not cut
disagrees with tL.
.. .helps straying
members back to the topic^
...encourages the timid; and
-..helps members clarify their
ideas.
’

-

a

leader who after having listened
to the group:

...sums up the ideas and feelings
of the grouo
...presents the summary to the group,
...asks the group the following
guestions.
'

’

Evaluation Questions:
Are the questions stimulating
enough to bring
out participants' reactions to
the surface?
Is the atmosphere free and
accepting for the
participants
to express freely what they
really
^
think ana reel ?
'

Is the summary clear and
complete enough to make
them aware of the appropriateness
of their response
to the situation or the issue?

-

Does the summary become an effective
link between
the participants' world and the
bigger community?
-

Phase III

Was the facilitator faithful to his role
of discussion leader and leader during the whole
phase?

EXPANSION AND DEEPENING CONCEPTS

:

.rocus:

on formulating and clarifying the group's
concept,
on expanding and deepening and comparing it
with
is

other concepts.
.

Description
This is the content development part or the conceptualization phase.
After the participants have given all
their ideas as well as their reactions to the experience,

.

:
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have linked them in their exolanations
and meanings, have questioned the ultimate
sianificance
of the issue or the situation and
formulated their
concept, the faci 1 tator can enrich
the group concept by linking it with the discoveries
and insights
of^philosophy, theology, sociology, psychology,
poll Lical
science, history economics and literature.
i

.Facilitator’s Role:

Herethe facilitator acts

as a teacher who explains,
clarifies, questions, exoands and deepens the
group
conceptual ization

.Evaluation Questions:

Phase

IV

the group formulation clear?

-

Is

-

Is the concept the group's or only of the
vocal minority?

-

Is the formulation and explanation clear and
logical enough to become the basis for decision
and action?

iNlEGRATION AND SYNTHESIS

:

.Focus:

on decision-making, action planning and commitment to continue the process of critical awareness,
reflection, cooperative and creative working together
for the transformation of the situation from bad to
good, from good to better, and from better to best
for the majority of the members and especially the
is

poor.
.

Descri ption
As the process started with the life experiences and
situations of the participants so it ends with their
life.
Thus the participants are invited to see their
experiences in the light of the group reflection and
the group conceptualization as well as the expansion
and deepening they have shared with the facilitator.
They are likewise challenged to enrich their lives
as well as the lives of others in the community by
living out the implications of the process in their

daily relationships.

.Facilitator's Role:
The facilitator acts as

a

guide who:

,

,

.
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helps the participants discover
new ways of
behavi ng
feeling and thinking;

-

opportunity to iron out oroblems
and difficulties related to
what has been learned;
evaluate the actual situation
ight of the discussions and
to compare
the reality outside with the
group's concepts
and plan of action;
in the

-

encourages them to make simple action
plans to
concretize and test the validity of what
they
have conceptualized; and
informs tnem of the available resources
and how

to use them.

•Evaluation Questions:
-

Are the action plans logically flowing from
the concept?

-

Are the plans concrete and realistic?

-

Will

-

Is

they benefit the many or only

everybody involved

in

a

few?

the planning?

-

Are the members happy with the decision?

-

Is there real commitment to carry out the
plan--with concrete answers to the:

who and what
...how and why,
.where and when

.

.

.

.

.

Having gone through the stages of planting the seeds and nurturing
its growth. Community Building Education goes

again.

into harvesting and planting

Traditionally, farmers gather all the fruits at harvest time and

celebrate together the fruitfulness of the earth and the creativity of
human labor; they then classify the fruits, examining them before throwing away the rotten,

selling the good and keeping the best as seed for

the next planting season; and finally they may look back to check on the
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causes and factors that went into
the year's productivity
or lack of
In a similar way the
people involved in Community-Building
Education
celebrate their efforts of working
together and growing together,

it.

evaluate their growth as well as the
progress of the program, and use
these learning experiences as the
basis of their new plan.
The experience with the dialogue-interviews
in Talim and Nagbala

yong have given

a

promising indication of the possibility
and need for

people's participation.

While Talim and Nagbalayong occupy

prominent

a

place in this synthesis, they are not to
be taken as the full actualization of community-building education.

In

a

way they have provided the

raw materials for fashioning community-building
education and have given
the inspiration for formulating

a

comprehensive community development-

liberation concept as the foundation of community-building
education, as
well

as the courage to take steps

in

helping schools and social centers

move from schooling and selr-help projects to communi
ty-bui 1 ding education programs.

Basic Orientation Community-Building Education

The first step in the schools'

and social

tion from academic and project centeredness to

a

based education is the preparation of personnel.
tation on community-building education all

schools and social

action centers will

be

action centers'

reality and

Through

the personnel

invited to

a

a

a

community-

basic orien-

of participating

dialogical reflec-

tion of the conceot and objectives of community-building education.

itially these are the general and tentative objectives.
ing education aims at:

transi

In-

Community-build-

,

,
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engaging every personnel in the school
and the social
action center in the task of making
the school and
social action center community a
potent force in development and liberation by becoming a
truly human
liberated and liberating community;
involving the teachers, the parents and
the students
of the school, the staff and clients
of the social
center in deciding, planning, implementing
and evaluating projects and celebrating their
attempts to make the
school and the social center relevant
and effective;
-

establishing a working partnership between the
school
the social center and the larger community
in the education of the children and the community
towards justice,

freedom, love and peace;

evolving an indigenous com.munity education program
wherein the members of the community:
...meet regularly to dialogue about, study and
analyze their present situation;
...to conceptualize their meaning;
...to search for feasible and effective alternatives; and
...to decide on the best solution to their situati on

...to work together in planning, implementing and
evaluating their action,
...to come together to celebrate in meaningful and
indigenous liturgy and cultural oresentation
their successes and failures, their hopes and
fears, their struggles and sufferings.
If accepted,

the program is envisioned to put into practice the principles

of collaborative planning, person-centerea parti

ci

patory learning process,

and parti ci patory assessment as it unfolds in the following stages:
-

Internal community-building education for the school
and the social action center.

-

School-home and Social Action Center-neighborhood
communi ty-bui 1 di ng educati on

-

Communi ty-bui

*refer to diagram

1

di ng

education with the whole community.

n

:

'
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Internal

communi ty-bui 1 di

g

education with the school
and, the social

action center:

G
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O
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I
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A

\
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^

A
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\
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^
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0
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L
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Interna! community-building education
for the school and social
action
center personnel includes;

reviewing the school /soci al action
center activities
at the end of the year with the
students and clients
teachers, staff and admi ni strators giving
their feedback and evaluation on the year's
performance;

comparing these sectoral assessments with
the longrange objectives and specific aims of
the program/
subject for the year;
-

going out to the community to observe the
community
situation and talk with the peopl e, especial
ly the
parents and the cl ents, about their hopes and
concerns, their needs and probl ems, thei r aspirations
for
their children and their reasons for sending
their
children to school and joining the center's activities;
i

-

using thi
communi ty profile in evaluating the school/
s
social action center activities, program and objectivpsand
_

setting priorities, formulating a new program in the light
of community data and the long-range objectives.
With an experience of community and

a

new vision of education

and community building, the teachers and personnel are now in

a

position

not only of sharing and communicating but initiating and priming the

parents and clients to the concept and practice of community-building
education.

Picking up wnat they started in stage one, they continue

building the school-home and the social action center-neighborhood com-

munities by;
-

dialoguing with parents and
the partnership between the
between the clients and the
education of their children
their situation;

-

formulating with them the objectives of the school/
social center and getting their suggestions on how
such outcomes can be realized as well as how the
parents and teachers, the community workers and the
clients can help together;

clients about education-parents and the school,
social center in the
and the improvement of
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-

i

ncorporating all

or the projects;

their suggestions in the
syllabus

-

updating themselves in the content
and methods demanded by i-he new syllabus and the
new project;

-

sharing and cooperating with one
another in the education not only of the children but
also the parents
and the clients' families;

-

adapting an i nterdi sci
room and the field;

-

pi

i

nary approach in the class-

applying whenever possible the three
community-building
education principles especially person-centered
participatory earn! ng process, modifying them to
suit the needs
and abilities of the learners and the
reguirements of the
subject and the program; and
1

-

making periodic home visits and meetings:
.to formulate and clarify the objectives at
the
beginning of the year or the project (planning),
.to exchange observations on the progress of the
students and the clients, relating them to the

present community situation (formative evaluation)

,

.to evaluate the students /cl i ents
progress as
well as the school /social action center relationship with the oarents/the clients and the larger
'

'

community (summative evaluation),
•to celebrate the joys and sorrows of working together in building the community through formal

and non-formal education,
.to make a new beginning in the light of the past
and the challenges of the future.

This partnership between the home and the school, the neighborhood and
the social

action center cannot, however, survive long or grow vigorously

unless the rest of the community is drawn into the task of community-building education.

If the parents-school

and social

action center-neighborhood

communities are to be saved from the dangers of inbreeding, complacency,
narrowmi ndedness and exclusivism, it

is

imperative that the effects of
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their becoming communities be immediately shared
with the larger community.
Thus what ihe school

and the social

center personnel have done with the

parents and the clients must in turn be done by them
with the community.
When the clients and the parents have taken the
initiative and

responsibility of introducing community-building education
to the larger
community, the third stage has been realized.

What the program will be

depends on the people, especially on how well the clients and the
parents
have communicated the experience and conviction of community.

hoped

that it will

be dialogical

nature, parti

in

ci

It

is

patory in process,

adapting the principles of collaborative planning, person-centered participatory learning process and parti

ci

patory assessment, according to

their situation, needs and resources.
The people's partici pation in the education and the building of

their community completes the community-building education cycle and in-

augurates the comprehensive community development-liberation orogram.

Having discovered that education is

a

life-long liberating and humanizing

adventure in, with and for the community, the people will most likely continue their struggle for greater life, freedom, responsibility,

communion.

create
cal

a

love and

Together they may search for their ultimate meaning and

just economic structure,

system and

a

a

partici patory and compassionate politi-

liberating and integrating cultural life.

Certainly more can be said about these educational

implications.

3ut just as underdevelopment is not solved by development theories, neither
can the urgent needs of the people of Talim, Nagbalayong and the 27,000

barrios in the Philippines be met by detailed and elaborate plans.

Action
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with the people is the call of
the hour;
ing

a

Involving the people in creat-

similar program, implementing and
evaluating it with them,

ultimate educational

the

is

implication of this synthesis.

Concl usi on

Easier said than done."
the Idea of real

questions as:

reaction to

people's participation in development, followed
by such

Are the people ready for it?

ohe Filipino traditions of

for authority?

This is the first natural

^ hala

na

,

Does this not go against

small-group centeredness and respect

Person-centered participatory process and collaborative

planning are most inspiring on paper, but are they
not time-consuming
and almost impossible to realize?

What

is

the basis for allowing the un-

schooled and the poor of the barrio to take responsibility for
community
liberation and development?

As

it is,

they are already bowed by the

weight of poverty; why add more to their burden?
These objections seem to make the following assumiptions.
both the material

Lacking

necessities of life and the educational background for

responsible community action, the barrio people are at the moment incapable of active participation.

The culture, past history, and present

needs of the people do not support participation.

Even if for the sake

of argument people's participation is accepted, the process is too time-

consuming and the results too open-ended to be efficiently managed and
control ed.
1

Before dealing with these assumptions, it

is

important to state:

Community-building education program and the comprehensive community

,
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liberation-development concept on which it
be used as

a

rationale and

or the barrio people.

a

is

based were never meant to

method for efficient management and control

The process of arriving at that synthesis
to which

development workers have been invited can be helpful
for their attaining
a

degree of self-control, some professional integrity,
and personal inte-

gration.

With this sense of personal wholeness and professional
compe-

tence, the development worker will

be in

a

better position to allow

the Darrio people to be themselves and facilitate their
efforts to be

control of their lives, their relationships and their environment.

in

This restatement of purposes has pinpointed this writer's basic

assumption.

i,he

fact that the barrio people are human beings who, in

spite of poverty and ignorance, are struggling to maintain their physical

well-being, and still entertain some hopes of
children and their communities.

a

better tomorrow for their

As attested to by the Talim and Nagbaia-

yong case studies, they have the natural
for participation.

a

personal and communal

potential

Given time, supoort and encouragement in the form of

just and equitable sharing of the world's wealth, which their labor

has

helped to produce; given more favorable laws, which

is

the greatest

service the government can offer them; and given adequate basic human services, which the declaration of human rights guarantees--the men and women
in

the barrio can take charge of their development, as seen in the Nagbala-

yong experience.
Barrio people are preoared for participation by parti
just as

a

child learns to walk by walking.

are authori tarian

culture,

,

small

While it

is

ci pati ng

true that there

group-centered and dependency tendencies

in

the

taking them as they are without any attempt at examining them in
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the light of their contributions
to
a

baby in

It is

a

a

fuller human life is like keeping

lying or sitting position so that
it never learns to walk.

like always using baby talk in talking
with

a

child so that it

never learns to speak as an adult to
adults.

These should in no way be taken as
or

a

denial

of the problems

rejection of the personal experiences of the
critics of community-

building education.
a

a

It is

a

plea to those in power to give the people

chance to participate in matters that affect their
lives.

It

is

a

challenge to them to modify and enrich their assumptions
by allowing
community based education to test itself; and it

is

a

demand that the

rhetoric on human dignity give way to the realization of

a

free, partici

pating, and creative barrio people deciding, planning, implementing,
con

ceptualizing and evaluating their activities and concepts of community
liberation development.

In

this way, the barrio people's desired age

of wisdom and spring of hope will

have been realized.

^
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After tallying and summarizing the results of the interviewthe participant group of Nagbalayong was invited to a
dialogue-discussion.
The dialogue started with an activity where
the members of the group were asked to pause for a while and think
of the object by which development could be symbolized.
Then they
were asked to go out of the room and pick any object which represented their ideas or feelings about development.
dial ogues

,

Having picked their objects or symbols, they were invited to
show their symbols and explain their meanings to the small group
according to sector: youth, farmers/fi shermen and workers.
Each
sector then selected one or two symbols with which to summarize the
group's reflection.

After the small group sharing, the total group came together
for the summary presentation of each sector.
One after another the
representatives of each sector showed, explained and placed its
symbol for development in the center of the circle where the group
members sat and listened.
The centerpiece (made up of the symbols)
became the topic of the three-hour dialogue-discussion.
From
their symbols the group started formulating their vision of development and deciding on a concrete plan of action.
Before the session
ended the group had not only identified needs but had also assigned
specific tasks for the implementation of their plans.

Nagbalayong had two separate dialogue-discussion sessions
while Talim had one.
The "pick an object" exercise and the experience-reflectionaction method employed during the dialogue-discussions is an
This approach was
apolication of the experiential approach.
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SUMMARY OF RESPONDENTS' ANSWERS
TO THE QUESTIONS

Question No.
barrio?

What are the sisters/government
workers doing

Nagbal avonq
(N =

Ta 1

78)

i

in

your

m

(N = 52)
f *

-Church-related activities:
The sisters
.

.

.

..."started forming
different Bible groups

•

34%/48

Infra-structure improvements:
The government agencies
91%/82

1..

.
.
1

20

"provided bank loans to

the fishermen

25

started cleanliness
campaigns

25

I

...helped in making Sunday
masses alive
...gave spiritual advice and
taught catechism"

j...

18

I

repaired and built roads,
pier, center, shed
opened day care center"

20
20

.

10

jwells,
j

12

I

-Human relations and community orienced activities
as
.home visits
20
...two meetings with
.

.

...leadership training

20

...meetings and discussions

14

...support in the formation
of groups protesting l-testinghouse's project of building a
church without the whole

14

barrio
eaders
and other government agencies'
representati ves
1

community's consent
...awareness seminars
were people analyzed their
problems and started linking
them with the national situa-

13

ti on

...family life seminars

5

...community gardening

1

and other income producing
projects
3%/3

64%/87

...Notice no activity at all

5.6/o/5

*Respondents were free to give as many answers as they wanted, thus the
frequency can be more than the total population (n).

1
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Question Mo. 2:
What changes have you noticed since
1976 when the
sisters/qovernment workers started working
here?
f

Maqbal avonq

Ta

;

(N

=

78)^

1

i

m

1

(iM

=

52)

f
f

-Changes in People

38^/80

.increase in the Sunday
mass
.

-Changes in People

.

...strengthened the unity
between youth and adults

]5

...cooperation between the
people and the government

8

15

...disappointment with the
government because of many
broken promises

5

...awareness of government's
readiness to help

2

...satisfaction with projects
although they are inadequate

2

i

...more courage in sharing
ideas

]q

...less drinking among the
youth

10
i

...lessened the culture of
silence and strengthened the
conviction of the necessity
of fighting oppresssion

48.6%/17

10

...truth discovered

8

...better self knowledge

5

...improved relationship
with others

5

...fewer temperamental
outbursts between husbands
and wives

2

i

i

t

-Changes

in

Barrio

19.2%/

...greater community spirit
shown in the construction
of the center (materials and
labor were all contributed
by the people)

...greater confidence in
working together due to their
victory:
Westinghouse did
not build the chapel

9

!

-Changes

in

Barrio

-cl ean streets
wel
mended fences, plants
.

5

.

,

45.7%/16
1

-

10

...knowledge of basic foods

2

...a more comfortable life
due to the construction of
toilets

4

2
I

...growth of people's organizations
-Others

2
i

5.7%/2

1
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Question No.

3:

What other activities would you
like to be undertaken

Naqbal ayonq
”

(n =

Tal im

W)

(iN

-

-2)

f

-The sisters should continue
80

.

k /45

...making the people aware

10

...supporting the people's
stand

9

integrating with the
people

8

...forming the community and
increasing unity

5

.working on what they
have started

3

...meeting the parents in
their houses for Bible and
prayer sessions

3

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

hel ping the poor

...repairing the roads, the
pier and artesian wells

l

...increasing the number of
fish pens

3

2

...guiding the community

2

.

-They should start
.

25. 8%/

.

.giving and sharing
methods of problem solving
and group action
.

-The government should continue

.
.

.

.

.

19.7%/

givi ng information

...joining the people in their
struggle for liberation

11

-They should start

.

,

.

5

...giving loans for capital

3

...orov'ding jobs and income
generating projects

...knowing how the people
really feel about the
nuclear plant

2

...forming links with other
groups

1

25.8%/l

...allowing the people to pay
their monthly interest for the
DBP loan in the town of Cardona instead of Makati in Metro Manila
...building the hospital

...providing playgrounds and
other recreational facilities

p
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°°
think the people here can continue
what has
py the si sters/government workers?

hppfi?"
D_een
suar^ed

Nagbal avonq

“

iN =

Ta 1

78)

(N

=

i

m
2)

•f

f

~^QS we can continue because

-Yes we can continue because
26.9?i/i4

75.6%/59
...we are united in continuing
the work of: studying and
reflection, making others
aware, meeting and conducting
seminars even when the sisters
are not here
...we are already aware and no
longer afraid
...we have started organizing
and helping one another

17

...there are leaders who are
hardworking

q

...the community is orderly
and clean

2

...the projects have been
started

2

15

...the people are ready

12

cleanliness

.

.

.

the peopl

e

is

1

that
good for them

feel

1

...the objectives are good

...many people:
understand
the work and see it as a good
beginning, desire change, are
already active and take part
in

decision making

-Yes

,

if ...

...the government does not put
any obstacles in the way

...there is guidance and good
eadershi

1

...the people remain active and
involved in spite of sisters'
absence
-No because

.

.

.

7.

1

7%/6

I

...others cannot:
fulfill the role of
leaders yet

-No because

the peopl e have no
experience and no time
.

.

...there are no new leaders
yet
... it is not yet time
.it is difficult

explain clearly

.

-No answer

.

6. 7%/l

31

15.4%/8

.

No answer

4

2
1

1

57.7%/30

3
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Question No.

5

you co ntribute to the work or the
proiects

^

.

Nagba avona
“(N = 73)
1

Talim

I

(N
:

=

52)

^

f
i

Specific tasks like

.

.

.

58.8%/43j -Specific taskslike

...befriending the people and
making them aware of the
situation in the barrio
...mixing with and being with
the people

.

,

9

.

.

6%/5

...inform the people about
community projects
13

...doing what we are told by
the barrio officials

2

10

...help

...joining the people
community action
.

.

.

in

recrui ti ng others

-General

.

.

...give money and time

9
11

-General

.

44. 2%/ 34

we are wi
anything
.

.

.

1

1

5.

ing to do
j

I

8%/

...we'll just follow what
the leaders sav
.

-No answer

1

the

.

.any task is okay for us

-No answer

1

84.6%/44
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Question No. 6
to have here?

What community development
projects would you like

Nagbdl avonq
i

(N

=

78)

a

1

=

im
52

)

f

-Specific

73, 7

y

42

•Speci fic

...cultural:
consciousnessraising seminars, sports and
parks, presentations--songs
and dances

...political:
people's
organization, youth organization, farmers' association

...economic: piggery, poultry,
duck and cow raising, tactories.
green revolution
22

...basketball courts,
recreational facilities
12

i nf ras true ture
street
lights, foot bridge, health
services, market, center,
expansion of church,
beautification projects
.

.

83.9%/47

:

16

.artesian wells,
hospi tal
.

.

9

.

:

...economic:
irrigation,
piggery and poultry, cash
loans, cottage industry
-General

...income producing projects
...any development projects

-General
10
5

14.3%/ 8

.whatever the Barrio
leaders want, anyway our
ideas are worthless
.

.

.

,

.organi zation

...any project for progress

-Other

1.8%/

o
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Questio n No.

7:

Who plans, decides

,

implements and evaluates

Nagbal avona
“(N = 78)

-Planning

is

Ta 1 i m
= 52
2

:n

mostly done by

.

,

...the group which is made up of
1
those involved in the project
30.8%/24

-Decisions are frequently made by
...the group
60.3%/47

...the group

is

in

the hands of

50.3%/47

-Evaluation is mainly made by the
... the

group

51

)

f
.

si

-Implementation

prn-j prtc'?

.

3%/40

-Planning

is

mostly done by

...the core composed of barrio
captain and barrio leadecs,,,
/

5

/b

/

89

...the core

73.1%/38

the peopl e in the
barri

lT!o

the core

59.6%/31

.

.

.

/40
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Question No.

3:

Are you satisfied with this way
of handling projects?

Nagbal ayonq
(N

Ta

=78)

1

i

=

(N

m
52)

f

f

-Yes, we are satisfied

because

.

.

-Yes, we are satisfied

76.9%/60

.

...we are becoming aware
of the situation

14

...the procedure helps in:
solving problems, enlivening
meetings, making the burden
lighter to carry and tasks
faster to finish

...the hope of overcoming
poverty and standing on our
own is revived

...others are changing

in.

attitude

12

6

5

.

peopl e easily obey
]q

.

5)

8

is

.our people are easily
mobilized
.

]Q

.

.

.

.

it is good

.

.

.

the peopl e teach

for al

1

themselves

8
2

1

5

...we are growing in equality

3

...we know the results of our
plans as well as the reasons
for success or failure

2

...

.

.our area (purok
the model

3

because

74.9%/39

.

...the commands and orders
from above are good
.

...we are increasing in numbers
and unity

-iNo,

.

...the leaders are active
and the people are
helpful
.

]q

...we study and learn together

.

orders

...we are together in planning
and deciding, implementing and

evaluating, victory and
defeat

because

0

No,

because

.

.

.

9.7?^/5

leaders are not
changed

3

some people do not
follow

1

...the government aid is
not enough

1

.

.

.
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Qu6S oion No.

9i

'/Jhdt

W6r6 th6 6f'f6cts of participation
on you?

Maqbal avonq

Ta 1
(N

-Thougntsand feelings

.

.

.

|

]]

7

...we are no longer selfcentered and afraid

7

...we have discovered the value
of each person as well as the
rights of workers

5

...we are happy in having
realized some of our dreams

5

-Action

.

.

.

17.0%/ 8

...a lot of sharing, discussions
and praying together

52)

-Thoughts and feelings

.

.

.

...we have learned to be humble,
sacrifice, to relate with
others, to command and give
orders
to obey

]

1
i

to

5

,

...better relationship in the
family and cooperation between
the youth and their parents
especially during the
construction of the center

26.8%/ll

...we are happy because:
the people obey
strangers and foreigners
who visit us are impressed
the barrio has improved

,

...we have learned to value
equality, unity and humility

m
f

76.6%/36

...we became more aware and
hopeful
more ready to
serve and help

i

=

8

3
j

...groups are being formed
|

-Others

...

6.4%/

3

|

-Material and Economics
..there is

a

big improvement

..the barrio is clean

10
8

the peopl e like us

5

..there is cooperation

3

.

.

..there are moe tanod bayan
(volunteer guards)

2
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Question 10:
Would you consider the si stars
Vgovernment
your barrio as total human development?
Why?

work in

s

~

j

Naobal avonq
rT= 78)

Ta

1

(N

.

.

...the aim is progress and
change of attitude

.

.

.

.

.

...development is the aim of
2

...if this is not development
we will

...these projects will

]

lead

to development

]

12

8

-Yes, because of the process
and the results
84.31^/43

.

we have 1 earned:
to
obeserve, analyze and
question, to decide and
act together for the
barrio, to forget self and
be concerned about the
welfare of one another
and the whole barrio

52)

the government

-Yes, because of the process
and the results
55.1%/27
.

m

-Yes, because of the nature
and aims
7.9X/4

.

...the program:
is based
on the people's needs and the
situation of the barrio,
clarifies issues by sharing
information and methods of
solving problems, promotes
unity and equality by allowing the people to decide

i

f

-Yes, because of the nature
and aims
44.9%/22
.

1

=

.

.

10

.

.

...the barrio is neat and
orderly alive and healthy

18

...the barrio is reaping the
fruits of development like:
mended fences and clean
streets

15

...the people do not object
they easily obey
and follow

10

to rules,

...through group action
and reflection we have
become aware of the
present situation

17

-Others

-Others

...

7.8%/ 4

...not enough because we have
limited development to cleanliness, beautification and
toilets

3

j

I

...

I

don t know
'

1
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INTERVIEl^l-OIALOGUE

PART ONE;

Introduction and Background Data

-Name of the Respondent

Sex

-Address

Age

Status

-Educational Attainment

Religion

-Family Size

No.

-Chil dren

Age

-Name of Spouse

Age

Sex

of Children

Grade or Year

in

Educational Attainment

-Occupation of the Respondent

Monthly Income

-Occupation of the Spouse

Monthly Income

PART TWO;

General

Situation of the Barrio

-Have you noticed any changes in your surroundings as well as
people here since 1976?
-What changes have you noticed since then?
in

School

the people

in

the barrio

in

the
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What other changes would you like
to see

in

your barrio?

Why?

because

-For you, what are the most important
problems in your barrio?

-How are they being solved?

-What do you think are the needs of your barrio?

-What are your dreams or aspirations for yourself, your
children and
the community?

sslf

children

barrio

-What do you think are the obstacles to these dreams and aspirations?

PART THREE;
-What are the

Perception of Sisters/Government's Activities in the Barrio
si

sters/government workers doing here?

-What changes have you noticed since they started working here?

191

-How do you feel about these
changes?

VJhy?

because

What other activities do you think
the workers should do here?

What community development projects
would you like to have here?

-Oo you think the people here can
continue the work that has been
started by the workers? Why?

because

-What can you contribute to these activities
or projects?

Who decides, plans,

implements and evaluates community projects here?

-Are you satisried with this way of doing community projects?

Why?

because

-What is the most important effect of your participation on yourself?

-Would you consider the sisters'/government's work in your barrio as
human development? Why?

total

because

-What does development mean to you? or When will you say real development has really taken place in your barrio?
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Have you any questions or comments
about development?

Please explain

The original questions were in Filipino.
Most of the interview-dialogues lasted from one
hour to two hours

